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Preface

On September 26, 1971, during a visit to the Hanford site for the Fast

Flux Test Facility ( FFTF), President Nixon stated:

"The Hanford fast flux test facility now under construction

is a major advance in this program (national energy program),

This technology wi 11 develop into the liquid metal fast

breeder reactor, a process that will yield abundant energy

that is clean and inexpensive."

As the President stated in his June 4, 1971 Nessage on Energy to the

Congress of the United States:

"Our best hope today for meeting the Nation's growing demand

for economical clean energy lies with the fast breeder

reactor. Because of its highly efficient use of nuclear

fuel, the breeder reactor could extend the life of our

- natural uranium fuel supply from decades to centuries, with

far less impact on the environment than the power plants

which are operating today."

To achieve this objective necessitates a broad based fast breeder program

incorporating a series of research and development activities specifically

planned to advance the state-of-the-art of breeder technology to the point

where this technology can be used to introduce breeders beginning in the

1980's.



A program of this type ranges from investigative theoretical work through

the applied research phases. If successful, it passes through periods of

exploratory development, laboratory experiment and conceptual enoineerinn

into those stages invol vina in-depth ennineerina, manufacturing and proof-

testina of first-of-a-kind components, equipment and systems. These are

incorporated into experimental installations and supporting test facilities,

in this case the FFTF, to assure adequate understandinq of desi on and

performance characteristics, as well as to gain experience associated with

other major operational, economic and environmental parameters.

Research and development on the Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor (LMFBR)

concept has been underway for over a quarter of a century. The reason

for this continued interest in the breeder concept can be appreciated when

one considers that if only Light Water Reactors (L'!~Rs ) were to be construct 'd,

they would consume the estimated low-cost uranium reserves in the United States

within the next 25-50 years. This is because LWRs utilize less than 2l of the

available energy from the uranium fuel which they burn. The LMFBR, on the

other hand, could utilize 604 or more of the total energy from uranium and

could use our more extensive reserves of higher cost uranium without siqnifi-

cant econom',c penalty. The breeder could thus extend this energy resource

for centuries; be of major importance in providinq clean electric energy;

and provide other important advantages.



The history uf the LMFBR pronram and a description of its present scope

are set foi th in Sect1ons II,A and 8 o+ this statement, The success of the

program to date has led to the conclusion that commerc1al size plants can

be introduced on a large scale into the ut111ty arena safely, reliably,

and economically, The Environmental Statement - Liquid Metal Fast Breeder

Reactor Oemonstrat1on Plant, IIASt! 1509, was issued 1n Apr11 1972.

The FFTF is a much needed and 1onical research and development step in the

LMFBR program to help assure the orderly and timely introduction of the

LMFBR into thb commercial arena. Operation of the FFTF will provide

this country with the most powerful tool in the world for explorinq the

complex behavior of fuels and materials in a controlled fast neutron flux

of high intensi ty and in a high-temperature sodium environment. Its size

permits practical extrapolations of components to demonstration plants. It

represents a reasonable financial investment at this stone, and is large

enough to test the performance of ~uels and materials on a statistical

scale and at the high performance levels necessary for advanced demon-

stration plant cores and for cor)ercial Lfi!.BRs. The FFTF, through actual

experience, will show how all the essential components oF such a facility

function individually and as a coherent system, and thus advance the state

of LI1FHR art, In addition, information would be obtained on the complex

interaction of the system with its associated supportinq facilities and

with the local environment under actual operating conditions.



A firmer arasp would be obtained on the ranqe o< fuel and fuel cycle costs

and technological factors. Such information is needed for input into the

continued planning of research and development programs for the Lf1FDR and

otner advanced reactors, It also would be used for nuidance in desinninq

other test facilities and future experimental plants. The FFTF desinn,

development, fabrication, test, construction and operatinn experience

'ill be used wideli 'n the con.truction and operation of other LtlFl3R

plants. This experience will greatly reduce any uncertainties associated

with the development o the design of'ubsequent plants and will help assure

low radioactivity release rates and safe plant operation.

The AEC has prepared the FFTF Environmental Statement in accordance

with Section 102 of NEPA, A draft statement was issued in July 1971 to1

the following agencies;

Department of Agriculture

Department of Co[merce

Department of Defense

Department of Interior

Department of Transpor tation

Environmental Protection Aqency

Federal Power Coaeission

Department of Health, Education and
N~'. l;:fare

State of Washington, Office of the
Governo.

iv



The statement has been revised and expanded to reflect the comments received

and other guidance obtained since July 1971, and to reflect the fact that

the Washington Public Power Supply System environmental report for the

Hanford No, 2 Nuclear Power P1ant, located two miles from the FFTF,

The FFTF Environmental Statement provides information on all aspects of the

environmental effects of the FFTF, The technology and facilities required.

for FFTF fuel fabrication, irradiated fuel reprocessing, waste management

and transportation activities f'r the mixed plutonium-uranium oxide fuel

cycle do not differ significantly from those used in support of current

nuclear power plants operating on the uranium-plutonium fuel cycle.

Adequate precautions have been developed to assure the safe handling of

plutonium and to avoid its release to the environment, This applies to

reactor operations and to postlilated credible accidents and includes all

phases of fuel fabrication, handling, storage, transportation and reprocessing,

The FFTF and its supporting activities will be able to meet existfnq and

planned environmental quality and safety standards and requirements. It

should be noted that the low radioactivity release rates and the detailed
//

care being taken to safeguard the plant from any accidental releases are in

line with the President's directive in his June 4 message,



"Ne have very hfnh hopes that the breeder reactor will soon

become a key element in th national fight against ai r and

water pollution.

"In a related area, 1t is also pertfnent to observe that

the safety record of civilian power reactors in this country

fs extraordinary fn the history of technological advances.

For more than a quarter century —since the ffrst nuclear

cha1n reaction took place -- no ember of the public has

been injured by the failure of a reactor or by an accidental

release of radioactivity. I am confident that this record

can be ma',nta1ned. The Aton1c Energy Commfssion is giving

,.top priority to safety considerations in the basic design

of the breeder reactor and this design will also be subject

to a thorough review by the independent Advisory Coaefttee

on Reactor Safeguards, which wi 11 publish the results of fts

1nvestigation."

No significant adverse environmental 1mpact is expected from construction

and operition of the FFTF. During the construction period, disturbances of

the ecological systems will be limited to the area immediately surrounding

the site. The construction area will be restored to main'tain the indigenous

vejetation to the maximum extent possible. During operation, the i~pact of

the facility on the surrounding environment, will not be significant. Dry



waste heat from the facility will be discharned directly to the atmosphere

using sodium-air dump heat exchangers; therefore, there will be no waste

heat rejected to local water supplies. The environmental impact of direct

discharge of this heat to the atmosphere is not expected to be significant.
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Environmental Staterrent for
Fast Flux Test Faci li ty

I. Sugary
ilThis environmental statement has been prepared in accordance with. the

National Environmental Poli cy Act and in support of the U.S. Atomic

Energy Commission's (AEC) design, fabrication, construction and operation

of the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF) to be located at the AEC's Hanford

Reservation in Benton County, Washington, an isolated, controlled access

site used for production and test reactor operations for over two decades.

The FFTF fs a nuclear reactor complex designed for. irradiation testing of

fuels and materials to be used in future sodium-cooled fast breeder power

reactors.

This facility is a major research and development test vehicle in the hEC's

overall Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor (LHFBR) program. The design and

construction of the FFTF was statutorily authorized in 1966 (Public Law 89-428 )

and 1967 (Public Law 90-56 ). Site preparation was initiated ~durinn the

summer of 1970 and construction began in flovember 1971. The reactor is
(;,",

scheduled to go critical in mid-1974 and should be in operation in 1975. The

design is virtually completed. Most of the component fabrication is underway,

and on-site construction is in process.

~i"xb

The heart of the complex is a 400 megawatt-thermal (Wt) nucl~ear reactor
((

fueled with a mixture of plutonium-uranium dioxide (Pu02-U02). It will

orovide for testing purposes a fast neutron flux irradiation environment



similar to that of an L>1FBR. Radioactive waste material wil; be generated

at the FFTF site as a result of operation and maintenance of the reactor

and reactor systems. These wastes will be in the form of liquids, solids

and gases--and will be produced throuqh fission within the fuel, and activa-

tion of reactor structural materials, primary sodium coolant, and the

reactor cover gas. The plutonium present (20 to 30 weight percent of the

plutonium-uranium oxide) in the fuel will also be a source of radioactivity,

FFTF design guidelines stress,.-max'imum use of e~.isting technology. The facility

is designed to operate reliably, safely, and with minimum environmental effects

in compliance with these guidelines. The design effort has been and con-

tinues to be supported by a strong research and development program with

significant emphasis on prooftesting. Na5or safety features of the FFTF

will include duplicate and independent shut down systems, a plant monitorinq

system that senses any abnormalities and shuts the plant down, a low pressure

coolant system, a rtuard vessel surroundinn the reactor vessel so that the

reactor core will be immersed in sodium coolant even if there should be a

leak in the reactor vessel or main coolant system, and a separate plant

The FFTF will re5ect its waste heat only to the-'"~i.r, The FFTF is designed

so that there will be no „planned, contiv/uous or intermittent releases of

!
radioactive effluents to the environment, other than radioactive gas leakages

which may occur through seals or by diffusion through structural materials,

or during accident conditions discussed in Se+ci:ion IV,A,'<7, Radioactive~iJ
wastes will be collected and shipped to a re;emote processing and storageg'/

I-2



site (200 Area) within the Hanford complex or to another AEC-approved

location. Shipment of radioactive material within the Hanford reservation

will be in accorr'ance with AEC on-site procedures and regulations, See

Section IV,A,8, Any off-site shipments of radioactive material (principally

fuel for reprocessing) from the plant will be in compliance with regulations

established by the AEC and the U.S, Department of Transportation (See

Section LV,A,8}

Mith regard to radiological exposure of the public in the area of the FFTF,

it 1s estimated that with postulated fuel failure and trit1um release rates,

the total exposure of the entire populat1on 1n a 100 m1le radius of the FFTF

site (about 500,000 people) would be about 0,006 man-rem per year contrasted

to 70,000 man rems background radiation, The 0,006 man-rem number should also

be compared to quidel<nes 1n 10 CFR 50 and AEC Manual Chapter 0524 which state

that for power reactors the resultant whole body dose to the total population

exposed should be less than 400 man-rems per year per 1000 MWe,
I(

I'

/(

To meet environmental needs, the AEC has drawn upon the extensive operational

exper1ence gained in more than 25 years in nuclear product processing activities.

Technology and the industrial capab111ty are available to handle, transport,
tf

process and store these materia'is w1thout endangering- the public health or

safety,

I 3



The FFTF is being built 1n accordance with the "defense-in-depth" safety

concept ta min1mize the possibility and consequences of potential accidents.

As part of th1s concept, the possib111ty of accidents occurrina 1s recortnized

and has been addressed as an integral part of the plant desi~n process, f1ultiple

barriers to the release nf fiss1on products, conservat1sm in design and in the

establishment of safety margins, and inherent characteristics of the concept

such as the Doppler coeff1c1ent and the heat transfer properties of the sodium

coolant are be1ng used to assure safe operation. In addit1on, an extens1ve

safety research and development prooram is being conducted to resolve any

technical uncerta1nties and to provide a realistic bas1s f'r desion decisions.

Finally, the consequences of var1ous hypothetical accidents have been evaluated

under conservat1ve assumptions 1n the Preliminary Safety Analysis Report that

has been prepared as part of the safety review process.

A similar spectrum of postulated accidents 1s being examined under mo;w

real(stic condit1ons in this Environmental Statement to assess the potential

environmental effects of various malfunctions, The goal of these analyses

of a spectrum of accidents under both conservative and realistic conditions

„1s to assure that the FFTF will be operated safel,y, reliably and with minimal

environmental impact.



As with steam-e1ectric plant types of this size, the disturbances associated

with construction and operation of the FFTF alter the local environment,

These disturbances are comparable to those encountered in other heavy con-

struction efforts of s1m1lar magn1tude. Preventive measures are being taken

to assure that the quality of the air and water resources at and near the

FFTF will be maintained so as to satisfy applicable Federal, State, and local

standards. The specific effects on the animal and plant life in the environs

of the selected site have been addressed 1n the Environmental Statement-

Sections IY,A.7.c d e,

The construction and operat1on of the FFTF are not expected to have adverse

effects on the short- and long-term productive uses of the site and 1ts environs,

Eventual decommissioning of the plant (about 1995 ) w111 not introduce any tech-

nical problems that differ significantly from those encountered during refueling

and maintenance of the reactor. Procedures for decommissioning of the plant

will be subject to speciffc AEC approval and will be required to meet Federal,

State and local standards for protect1on of workers and the general publ1c.

With the exception of'he relatively minor amount of fuel consumed dur1ng

the lifetime operation of the demonstration plant, there will be no irreversible

and irretrievable conmitmnt of fuel resources by this plant.

In regard to the long-term use of available national energy resources,

the FFTF prospect represents an important step in the development of the

LMFBR nuclear power concept which can extend the energy obtainable from

I 5



our uranium reserves by a factor of at least 30. Since supplies of2

economically recoverable liquid fossil fuels are dwindling fairly rapidly,

the fulfillnent of the need for alternate sources of energy is of high

priority Breeder reactors would aid in fulfilling this need. They

would also contribute to reducing the thermal impact on the environmnt

associated with present day nuclear steam-electric power oeneration.

The use of existing fast flux reactors in this country for fast reactor

fuels and materials irradiation testing and other programnatic needs was

evaluated, and it was determined by the AEC that existing facilities

would inadequately meet the objectives of the LMFBR program. The
//

Experimental Breeder Reactor No. II (EBR-II), a priority project in the

LMFBR program, while providing fast flux irradiation test space for the

FFTF and the first demonstration plant cores, must be measurably augmented

by other facilities such as the FFTF, to provide for fast flux testing
j/

requiremnts of future LMFBRs. The EBR-II does not have fully prototypic

LMFBR environmental conditions, instrumented closed-loop space for controlled

environment testing and a sufficiently high fast flux. Use of the Fermi

Reactor, the Southwest Experimental Fast Oxide Reactor (SEFOR) and other

reactors for irradiation testing has been considered, but inherent features

in these reactors ape even more restrictive than EBR-II in meeting LMFBR

irradiation program needs beyond the FFTF and the first demonstration plant

cores. In particular, the existing thermal neutron spectrum, water cooled

test reactors cannot provide the required environment for fast flux irradiation

testing. Extensive reviews by AEC and the nuclear industry have resulted

I~6



in the conclusion that only the construction of the FFTF, specifically

designed for testing purposes, can meet. the fuels and materials fast

flux irradiation needs of the LNFBR program.

The principal locations considered for the FFTF were the National Reactor

Testing Station (NRTS) in Id@ho and the Hanford Reservation. Both of

these are isolated controlled access sites and, because of their character-

istics, have been used for decades for reactor experiments and test operations.

The Hanford site was selected because of:

a. Proximity to project and design resources.

b. Availability of qualified management and technical personnel.

c. Availability of improved communications and travel facilitit!s,
'(

d. Extensive experience in the development of pluton1um fuels.

e. Experience in the design, construction, and operation of large

power reactors such as the Hanford N-reactor.

The conclusion reached in 1965 was rev1ewed 1n 1970-1971. Based on this

review, and after assessing and weighing the antic1pated benef1ts of

the proposed action against the environmental and other costs associated

with it, and after considering the range of alternatives and the1r antic)-

pated env)ronmental impact, the AEC has concluded that the FFTF should be

developed, constructed, and operated.

I 7



II. Backnround

A. Relationship of FFTF to Lt1FBR Program

1. Early Breeder Acti vf t f es

The U.S. interest fn breeder reactors dates back to the Manhattan Pro feet

days fn the early 1940s when the possfbf1f ty of breeding was first recognized

by pioneers fn the nuclear field. To obtain the advantage of breeder reactor's,

the AEC has been workfnn for over 25 years on the sodfum-cooled breeder reactor.

The fast breeder research and development program has been continuous stince 1945,

although it has experienced varfatfons fn fts priority fnr development. Much of

the essential effort on the breeder has been conducted in the AEC national

laboratories. One of the earliest steps in this program was the construction

of the experimental Clementfne fast neutron flux reactor at Los Always which,

from March 1946 to December 1953, was used to explore the possibility of operatfnn

with a fast neutron flux, plutonium fuel and a lfquid metal coolant —fn this

case, mercury.

The Experimental Breeder Reactor I (EGR-I), pfoneerinrr fn nature, operable

fn 1951, was the first reactor to prove the feasfb)lfty of breeding. Further,

it was the first reactor to establish the engineering feasibility and tech-

nology of liquid-metal coolar~ts and of small-scale liquid-metal components

and fnstrumentatfon and control.- Experience qafned from the design, con-

structfon and operation of EBR-I c'ontributed important information to LP!FBR

enqfneerfnq and technology, Importantly, ft made a noteworthy contrfhutfon

to analyses of reactor stability and demonstrated that fast breeder reactors

are inherently stat le.

Further fast breeder reactor developments led to the construction in the

U.S. fn the mfd-1950s of two fast reactors, the 62.5-0t EBR-II and the

200-Wt Fermi Reactor. In the mfd-1960s, construction was infuriated on
II

the 23 Sit SEFOR facility directed at provfdfnq a facility to conduct

II-1
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research bearing on the safety of LMFBRs. Fast breeder reactor efforts were

also initiated in the United Kingdom, USSR and France, Experience gained

from these reactors has contributed to the overall experience in the

area of fast breeder technology. B

2. Establishment of a Priority Breeder Program

In 1962 the AEC issued its Report to the President on Civilian Nuclear

Power. This report pointed out that the use of breeders could

solve the problem of an adequate and economic energy supply for the fore-

seeable future. The report concluded that nuclear energy can and should make

an important, and eventually a vital, contribution toward meeting our long-

term energy requirements and that economic breeders were'ssential to any

long-ra,.'ge, major use of nuclear energy. The report included a detailed

discussion of the role of breeders in the overall program and established

the development of breeder reactors as a specific objective.

In evaluating the future course to be taken by the U.S. advanced reactor

development program, the AEC, in early 1965, initiated a series of tech-

»cal reviews 'hese. reviews of the reactor program indicated that10,11

additional important engineering information was required, and that additional

facilities and other resources were necessary to obtain that information.

There was clear evidence of the need to strengthen the engineering capabili-

ties of the laboratories and industry, and to assembly necessary and adequate

resources if the development of safe, reliable and economical breeder power

plants suitable for operation in the utility environment was to be achieved.

These early reviews further indicated a reqI.i 'nt for in-depth review of
)

each of the technical elements of the breeds., program. Concurrently, it
was necessary to initiate detailed plans f'r each of these elements. 12



During the early and mid-1960s remarkable advances were taking place in

the development of light water reactor oower plants and nuclear power moved

toward widespread acceptance as a new source of electrical enemy, It was

recognized that the plutonium produced in light water reactors could be

most efficiently used 1n fast breeder reactors, and that the breeder would

measurably reduce uranium ore requi remnts. The breeder development program

was thus 1nvested with a sense of urgency wh1ch had been lacking.
j;

In early 1967, the AEC issued the 1967 Supplement to the 1962 Report to

the President on Civilian Nuclear Power. The Supp'levant set forth the

changes that had occurred since 1962, and considered the ongofng AEC

reactor programs in relation to the recommendations of the 1962 report. 9

The Supplement reaffirmed the promise of the breeder for meet1ng our

long-term energy needs and established the LNFBR program as the AEC's

highest priority civilian reactor development effort. This dec1sion was

arrived at after considering the results of research pursued from 1948

onward.

It should also be noted that the Joint Committee on Atom1c Energy

(JCAF) and the House and Senate Apnropriation Corr~fttees fn their
13~ 14,15

many published prints of hearinns and reports, have clearlv

1ndfcated th'eir conviction that the LMFBR prolram wf 11 make a ma)or

long-term colatrfbution to the general welfare of thfs country. The

Joint Conefttee and the Approprfatfons Committees have expressed their

belief that this program may well be essent1al to satfsfyfn,, the need

for safe, reliable, and economic clean energy.



Based upon an evaluation of many potential coolants which could be used

in breede~ reactors, sodium was selected as the primary system coolant.

Sodium has disadvantages, such as its chemical reactions with air and

water, acti<'vation un4er irradiation, opacity, and relatively high mlting
I('

pnint. However, it offers the best combination of characteristics including:

excellent heat transfer properties; low pumpinq power requirements; low

system pressure requirements; the ability to absorb considerable energy

under emergency conditions (due to its operation well below the boiling

point); a tendency to react with or dissolve many fission products and

retain them within the sodium in the event that a release of fission

products to the coolant system if fuel element failure were to occur;

and excellent neutronic properties. In addition, U.S. industry has a

well established capability for producing inexpensive high-grade sodium

in large quantities and the technology and related experience in its use

is substantial.

The LHFBR was chosen over the other breeder concepts principally because

of predicted performance, industrial support, a broad base of technological

-.experience and proven basic feasibility. These advantages offer the best

prospect that this concept can be brought to commercial usefulness in a

relatively short tine period.

Subsequent to the large-scale comni tments of the electric utility industry

in 1967 to construct nuclear power plants, a number of p~jections were

made which indicated the important role that nuclear power could play in
16

providing power for the future. These studies pro)ected greatly increased

consumption of electric power but did not anticipaSe the problems fn seeting

the demand for electric peer that becasa very evident during 1969 and the

summer of 1970. During the suwer of 1970 the occurrence of br~outs in
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sone of the major cities, sharply rising prices of coal and residual fuel

oil, low level os-t'uel reserves at some of the major electric utilities

and a shortage of natural gas in some markets led the President to direct

that a special study be undertaken of the national energy situation. The

purpose of the study was to develop, for the President's consideration,

Federal actions that might be taken to alleviate potential shortages of

fuel and to assure adequate supplies of clean fuels for the future. The

Oomstic Affairs Council Subconeitee on the National Energy Situation

was fornad, chaired by Mr. Paul M, McCracken, Chairman of the Council of

Economic Advisers The neshers of the Subceenittee included the heads of

those Federal agencies with significant involvenent in energy matters. The

activities of this Subcotwittee culminated in a plan of action that was

recowended to the President. This plan was reflected in the President's
18

Energy Message to Congress of June 4, 1971.

3. Current and Planned LMFBR Program

In view of the priority established as the result of the civilian power

program review that culminated in the 1967 Supplement to''the 1962 Report

to the President, the level of activity on the LMFBR was considerably

increased. The buildup to bring together the required resources, including

manpower, facilities and funds, for an effective overall RIO program con-

tinued within the AEC, the AEC laboratories, and in other sectors of the

nuclear coenunity. New major test facilities were planned and existing

facilities were upgraded (fig. II.A.3.1).



The est important of these facilities are the EBR-II and the FFTF.

The continued operation of EBR-II and the expeditious completion of

the FFTF are essential to the success of the LMFBR program. The LMFBR

program as indicated in the LMFBR Program Plans not only needs the fastl2

neutron flux and testing capabilities which EBR-II now provides, .but also

the even higher fast

flux�'and

greater testing capabilities, particularly

testing in closed loops, which the FFTF will provide. Operation of the

FFTF will permit vitally important irradiation testing of a variety of

fuels, reactor control materials and structural materials in a controlled

and instrumented fast oeutron flux which approximates that reauired in

future fast breeder reactors. In addition to the testing capability

of the ERR-II and FFTF, the SEFAR faci)ity has nrovided important infor-

mation nn LMFBR safety. The desi~n, construction, operating and maintenance

experience obtained from'these LHFBR plants, as well as the Fermi plant,

$ s narticu1ar1y fmoortant tn the LMFBR research and de~velopment program

Bre'eder reactor development is being conducted along lines similar to that

followed in the past for the development of LWRs, as shown in Figure II.A.3.2.
In addition to LMFBR base research and development program activities,

'J

the AEC's current plans call for government participation in and support

for the construction of a limited number of LMFBR demonstration plants, each

of which would be a cooperative effort as previously describ.d. The AEC

contemplates that-these p';ants would become operational at about two-year

inter vals beoinnina about 1978.

Encouraged by the increased attention and efforts of the Government, and

their own independent evaluations, maior reactor manufacturers and utilities

began making substantial investments in the earlv 1970s with a view to

making large-scale commitments to a cooperative arrangement': for the first
LMFBR demonstration plant. These investments are wholly apart -from their

other heavy comnitments to nuclear power, particularly in the LMR reactor

plants.
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The most recent developments are that the AFC has accepteci as a basis for

neaot)at)on a point proposa1 of the Conmonwea1th Edison Company of Chfcaao and

the Tennessee Ya11ey Authoritv (TY%) for the desian, development, construction

and operat)on of the first LMFRR demonstration plant. Negotiations are in

progress. I'f an arrangement with ttme proposers is entered into, the plant

would be located on the TVA system and would be operated by TYA. Related studies

are underway to he1p determine the plant site as dwell as the design characteristics
of the plant. In April 1972, the AEC fssued Environnental Sta~nt - Liquid

Metal Fast Breeder Oeenstration Plant - USAEC Report HA%i-1059.

4, Foreiyn LMFBR Activities

Esse.itia'l1y a11 of the ma)or industri ~ 1 eountric:. of the world are develop-

1ne 1leuld,,~otal-cooled fast breeder reactors ae a national a@ority basks

because they ~1so foresee significant economic and fuel supply advantages

in this form of energy production. Ea-..", of these nations has comnitted

siyni ficant resouri to test facilities and —stration plants.

The USN is well a)ony in construction of the worlld's largest LMFBR

of 600 aaeauatts ~ lectrkc~<We) canacltrl 1 t ~ lso corelated construction

in late 1971 of a dual-purpose 150 Nie ~nstration LMFBR, the BN-350.

The Kited Kingdow and France tre scheduled to begin operation of, 250 We

~-stration plants in 1973. Japan has announced plans to,construct a

c.::rcial size w~nstration plant for operation in this decade. Frenc,

Italian and Nest German utilities tated in Nay 1971 their )oint plans to

purchase two L%'BRs, the first, a 1000 Ne LVBit, to be located in France aiid

the second, ~ 5'e LKBR,, to be located in Hest Geriiny. More recent

inforeation indicates that Mast Germany aiwl the BNFLUX countries have

organized to ass~ a key role in building and operating the SNR-300.

Tab)e ll.A.l.l provides more oetails on the foreign L%'BR schedules and the

«ev'1~de LAN. pro)ects.
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NAME

Operable
BR-5
DFR
E B t'ai,'-, II
FERMI
RAPSODIE
SEFOR
BR-60 (BOR)

COUNTRY

USSR
United Kingdom
United States
United States
France
United States
USSR

POWER

—51/
MWt

60
62.5

200
40
20
60

14
16
60 '

12

INITIAL
OPERATION

1959
1959
1963
1963
1967
1969
1970

Under Constr.
BN-350
PFR
PHENIX
FFTF
JOYO
BN-600

USSR
United Kingdom
France
United States
.Japan
USHER

1000-/ 150
600 250
600 250
400
1003/

1500 600

1972
1973
19".3
1974
1974
1976

Planned
KNK-II
PEC
SNR

DEMO Ol
MONJU

DEMO 82
CFR
PHENIX 1000
SNR 2000

Decommissioned
CLEMENTINE
EBR-I
BR-2
LAMPRE

W. Germany
Italy
W. Germany-/
United States
Japan
United States
United Kingdom
France /

Germany-/

United States
United States
USSR
United States

58
140
730

750-1250
750

750-1250
3125
2500
5000

.025
1
0.1
1

20
W

300
300-500

300
300-500
1320
1000
2000

0.2

1973
1976
1977
1978
1978
1980
1979
1979
1983

1946
1951
1956
1961

1/ To be increased to 10 MWt in 1972.
2/ Dual purpose: 150 MWe for electric power and 200 We equivalent

for desalination.
3/ To be operated at 50 Wt initially.
4/ In cooperation with th» BENELUX countries.
5/ Tripartite effort, France, German and Italian Electric Utilities.

LIgUIO NETALCOOLEO FAST REACTOR PROJECTS

TABLE II.A.4.1



5. Fuels and Materials Irradiation Test Facility Needs

Fast neutron flux irradiation test facilities are necessary to provide for

the development of safe, reliable, and economical fuels and materials for

use in advanced cores of LMFBR demonstration plants and in coneercial LMFBRs.

Fast breeder reactor,uels and materials require a test environment of high

temperature flowing sodium, a fast neutron flux environment and high sodium

temperature differentials necessary to adequately duplicate the behavior

of LMFBR fuels and materials. Such an environment has been shown to be

significantly different than a thermal flux reactor environmnt. For example,

fuel and structural materials in future fast breeder reactor cores may be

exposed to sodium temperatures of 1,300'o 1,400'F (associated with sodium

bulk outlet temperatures of up to 1,200'F). fast neutron fluxes of up to

10 n/cm -sec, fast neutron fluences of up to 10 n/cm,and sodium temperature16 2 24 2

differentials up to 400'F. It has been determined that thermal reactors cannot

be economically altered to simulate LMFBR conditions. There is a general

consensus that experimental results obtained in an unaltered thermal neutron

flux environment cannot be reliably extrapolated to LNFBR conditions.

Based on these considerations, present water-cooled test reactor, such as
0

the Engineering. Test Reactor and the Advanced Test Reactor, utilizing a

thermal neutron flux environment and containing closed loops. though playing

a major role in the successful development of light water reactors, are

inadequate for fast flux testing.



Existinn fast flux reactors, FBR-II and Fermi, not designed originally as

fuels and materials test faciliti(s, could provide an '.nterim measure of

fast flux tests, but are inadequate to accomplish the in-depth testing

needed for d——istration LHFBR plants and c~rcial IPFSR plants. The U.S.

has been fortunate to have EBR-II which is the only curve';tly available U.S.

facility performinq fast neutron flux irradiatice of LKBR fuels and materials.

This facility has been modified and upgraded sufficiently to provide for

the develop —it of the first cores of the FFTF and the LHFBR deIonstration

p)ants. Both EBR-Il and Fermi lack neutron flux spectrum and sodi~ coolant

conditions prototypic of the future LHFBRs, and the testing capability for

highly instrumented and controlled fait flux environment tests, Dich can be

provided for only in closed and open loops obtainable in the FFTF.

The hEC decided )n 1~5, >as~a ~ a nati~al consensus'hat construction of

a Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF) est be undertalrwg if the national ob>ectives

of the liquid octal-cooled fast reactor devel~.-t program vere to be achieved.

The FFTF was initiated by the AEC in 1%5.

5. Fast Flux Test Faci'liV

The FFTF will be a nuclear coeplex consisting of a fast flux test reactor

and associated heat reval systeas, coolant servicing systees, fuel handling

systems, control systees, ~aste disposal and facilities, post-irradiation

exaNnation facilities, maintenance facilities and adainistrative offices.

These facilities ~ill provide an advanced high-level fast neutron flui)i reactor

facility for carrying out a comprehensive fuels and materials testing prograe

to develop and ~nstrate econoIical fue'ls and satisfactory mteria)s for

the NFBR program. The FFTF ~ill incorporate closed loops i:~ a fast flux

env)ronaent, representative of UIfBR conditions, conelet» with- coolant instru-

~tation and control (flr, t=—:rature and iePerities) and fuels «nd



waterials instrumentation. Also, the FFTF si11 provide other in-eorm snace,

Hth an environsent representative of ikMFBR cond) tions, erich is required to

test statistically larger quantities of candidate fuels and materials specimens.

Tn nrnvide a comprehensive and controlled approach to the engineering

of the FFTF and to ensure that the desion ob)ectives are set, all system

designs have been developed in Systen Design Descriptions (SOO) as the

designs progressed. The SOD's are prepared in accordance ~3th ROT Standard

F 1-2, Preparation, of Systee Design Descriptions. They provide identification

of systee design requi.-~-.ts and provide ready scans for ensuring the

resultant system and cawonent designs met these requi —.—nts. The Ach-

nical design information contained in an SDO provides for effective pro)eat

c~~ication on and control of the design by establishing the status of the

syscew and ===anent designs at any tim during the prospect. In addition,

the S00's include in reasonable detail Ne step by step procedures for

opel%t)n9 and waintaininy the spy==:, «~ants ~ and equipwent, taking

into account suppleeentary information which ~ill be specified and set
forth in C==—nts manuals, per RDT Standard F 4-20T, Operation and

Na)ntenance Menwls.

l
The FFTF has ~ des$ yed and const cted in accordance with standards compiled

by the AEC's 0)vis)on of Reactor Oev»1::=-t. and Technology togeNer ~ith those

requited for licensing approval s and other «pplicable nationally recognized codes

and stashards, such as those issued by NSI, AS%, and IHE. The 500 provides

" aasl - ~rican lMtional Standards Institut»
~ IS% - Aearican Society of Neckanical Kngineersi IfEK - Institute of fleet@ca) and Klectronic Engineers

)1
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identification of these and how they are implemented in the design. Only

pro)ect management has the authority to grant modifications and deviations

to the standards.

To help ensure success in achieving the objectives of the FFTF development,

ROT Standard F 2-2T, l}ual)ty Assurance Program Requi-.~ants, is used19

in the design, fabrication, construction and testing of the FFTF and will be

used in its operation and maintenance. This comprehensive standard sets

forth policies and contains the basic requi-~ants for the establishment

and implementation of effective quality assurance throughout all phases of

the FFTF work. This standard is broadly applied, rigorously pursued and

complied with in a disciplined fashion; compliance is monit~red.

The FFTF, which 3s typical of many of the components and systems which will

be'in L%'BR demvnstration plants, has become a center for the application of

disciplined LSIFSR engineering to the design, construction, testing, operation

and maintenance of first-of-a-kind nuclear plant pro)ects. The FFTF provides

a focus for manas
—~nt, design and develop

—-it activities for much of the NFBR

programs

The ma)or objectives of the FFTF are:

1. To provide a strong, disciplined engineering base for the LNFSR

program, principally in the following areas:

a. Fast flux irradiation of L%'BR fuels and materials,

!. Desist, construction, operation and maintenance of LPIFBRs,

including:

(1) Statistical)y significant experimental data for the NFSR



(2) Veri fi cation of LMFBR desi gn,

(3) Verification of LMFBR analytica1 procedures,

(4) Identification of needs for, and preparation of criteria,

codes, standards and guides,

(5) Physi cs,

(6) Fuels and materials,

(7) Safety,

{8) Sodium technology,

(9) Sodium components and systems,

(10) Instrumentation and contro1,

(ll) Fuel cycle and

{12) Plant design and overall planning and

c. Training ground for personnel from industrial organizations,

utilities and national laboratories.

2. Provide fast flux testing for other AEC and U.S. programs.

3, Contribute to the development of a viable self-sustaining

competitive U.S. LMF8R industry.

All FFTF design and testing efforts include significant amounts of the first-

of-a-kind engineering application of previously developed technology and

development and application of new standards, stress analysis techniques and

quality assurance practices. Design and testing efforts require education

and training of personnel in both the laboratories and industry in these new

techniques and practices. Direct and indirect benefit results from all aspects



of this effort to help develop a reliable liquid metal-cooled fast reactor

system. In particular, the engineering developments will bene,it the

demonstr ation plant program.

The FFTF will provide an adequately controlled and instrun»nted environment

in a fast neutron flux for testing instrumented fuel specimens, fuel rods,

fuel subassemblies and clad and structural materials with capabilities to

test up to failure in dynamic sodium. Closed loops will be used in order

that sample materials or fuel elements can be tested under carefully cuntrolled

conditions. From the testing to be conducted in the FFTF, the variables

affecting fuel performance can be separated for better understanding of

fuel behavior and a program can be formulated to focus on those problem areas

Chat are critical to economic and efficient fuel performance.

)

The AEC's contractors have submitted and cohtinue to submit design and safety

ev'aluation documentation such as SDDs, the FFTF Preliminary Safety Analysis
I(

Report, and work plans. These are reviewed by the Division of Reactor
li

Development and Technology (RDT). RDT also obtains, in the area of safety,

the independent review of the Division of Reactor Licensing (DRL) and the

Advisory Cowoittee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS). Results of these reviews

continue to confirm that the proposed construction of the FFTF can be carried

out safely. Similar procedures will be followed. prior to start of FFTF

operation. Based on initial findings, approval by the AEC was obtained to

proceed ".~ith the FFTF in 1968.



7. Orqaniiation and Hana~nt

The Un1ted States Government, acting through the AEC, will be the owner of

the FFTF. Proeaenatic direction for the pro)ect 1s provided by the AEC

Division of Reactor Develop —,~t and Technology.

The pro)ect 1s managed by Nestinohouse Hanford Company, a wholly-owned sub-

sidiary of the Mestinghouse Electr ic Corporation, under Contract AT(45-l)-2170

with the AEC. This contract 1s ahninistered by the AEC's Richland Operations

Of; ice.

Under the pro)ect sana„——;,tof the Hanford Knyineeriny Oevel ——nt

Laboretory (HEDL) operated by the Nestinyhouse Hanford C~ny, there

are two «e)or contrectors for FFTF desiyn enyineeriny and construction,

The Iechtei Corporation is the Architect Kn1

Manayer, The Advanced Reactors Oivisinn of the
(j

((
Coruoratf on fs the aooctor P1ont Das)unor~~

p
Construction

tsny'ouso Electric

8, Schedule and Status

c

Aduancod architect onu$ naortnu fu s uora authorized $ n fv 1967'hu

pro)ect Mes fully authorized 'In FY l%8, ' Site preparetion

was beyun duriny the sewer of 1970 and construction beyan in No~~r

1971, The reactor is scheduled to yo critical in eid-1971 and should be

in operation by 1975.



B. 0~ca I led Descri pti on

1. Location of Facility

The FFTF site is located approxieately 12 eiles north of the center of

Richland in Santon County, washington. This i~te site is within the

confines of the 559-square-eile Federal ly-oeed Hanford Reservation to

which access is controlled for reasons of national security and health

an4 safety considerations. Figure II.l.l.l shee the location of the

Hanford Reservation in the State of washington. Figure II.I.1.2shae

ihe surrounding sike area and VQ FFTF site within the NInford 0~lax.

The site is 175 eiles south of the Canadian border, 110 eiles ~est of the

Idaho-Qashington borde>~„and 225 miles east ef the Pacific Ocean. Approx)-

cate airline distances froe the site to eajor cities <n the Pacific North~est

ar» listed in the folling table.

Ci ty
I> rection
roe Site

Oi stance
froe Sita

)
12 Nile~'~Richland, Qashington

Kennewick, Qashington Southeast

Southeast

Nor thaas t

II

19

120

330

Pasco, Mashington

Spokane, Mashington

Sutta, Montana

ill la Mal 1 a, Mashington

Boise, Idaho

Portland, Oregon

Kast

Kas t-southeas t 55

Southeast 250

180

55
" "

/gas t-south<as t
/

ii

Mes tYakiea, Washington
'l

Seattle, Mashington

vancouver, Bri tish Coluebia
ii

Has t-nor thms t 1N

Nor ttetes t 260
Ji

The FFTF site, is about be eiles soutleest of Mashington Public Pmer Supply

Syttee's N~y sed Hanford lIe. 2 nuclear ylant20 and about six eiles free the

II 17



Figure II.B.1.1 Location of The Hanford Reservation
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300 area facilities which are devoted primarily to RLD work in support of

AEC nuclear programs. The site is about 4-1/2 miles from the west bank

ef the Columbia River which flows south and forms the east boundary of the

Hanford Reservation. The site area consists of undeveloped, relatively

level ground covered with desert vegetation and is at an elevation of about

555 feet above mean sea level. Two views of the site, one when construction

began, the other at present, are shown in Figure II.B.1.3and II.B.1.4. These

v',ms depict the character of the site environment and show the remote sur-

roundings of the s'.te.

lhe site is about 7 miles north of the Richland Airport and 15 miles north-

west of either Vista Airport near Kennewick cr the Tri-Cities Airport near

Pasco. Only the Tri-Cities Airport has regularly scheduled commercia'; air-

line service. The Hanford Reservation comprises FAA Restricted Area R-6715

over which air travel is restricted at altitudes below 10,000 feet. The

Richland Nfice of the Atomic Energy Comniss ion authorizes occasional

flights over the Reservation at altitudes be,low 10,000 feet for special

purposes.

II-20
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2. Phvsical Characteristics of'the Facili 4
The FrTF comprises all the foci li ties to be cons tructed at the site including

the reactor, cot~tainaent building, service and control buildings arid utility

services. A sit:e plan is shown in Figure lI,f.'.2,1, The central feature of

the FFTF is the reactor containeent building, an all welded cylindrical steel

structure 135 feet in diameter and 187 feet high (115 feet above grade). The

reactor containnent building houses the reactor complex cor~sisting of the reactor

core, closed test loops, control and safety rod system, the fuel handling

system and the in-vessel fuel storage system; the three main primary coolant

loops with intereediate heat exchangers, piping, valves and pumps; the closed

loop primary systems; the secondary pumps (masn and closed loops), with socle of

the secondary piping; and the primary system sodien storage tank. The general

building arrangenent is shown in Figure ll.8.2.2.

a. Reac for

The Fast Test Reactor (FTR) is a sodium-cooled fast neutron flux reactor with

a peak fast neutron flux of 7xl0 n/cm -sec. The FTR will provide a controlled15 2

and instrumented environsent prototypical of proposed LMFSR's, in which reactor

materials and nuclear fuels can be tested. The reactor consists of a central

core w'f th fuel, control and safety rods and closed loops; core support structure ~

21
radial reflector and shield, reactor vessel, sodium <nlet and outlet piping

ir strunent trees, in-vessel refueling machines, core-restraint mechanisms,

clo:ure head with rotating plugs and drives and other parts and plugs, control

and safetyirod drives, liquid level and neutron instrumentation and the

reactor guard vessel. Ouring normal operation, the reactor is essentially

hermetically sealed.
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Figure II.B.2.2 FFTF General Building Arrangenent



(1) Reactor Core

The reactor core (Figure I I.B.2.3) is comprised of an array of 100 vertical

hexagonal subassemblies, 73 of whi ch contai n driver fuel, 18 are control and

safety rods and 9 are test positions which can be used for irradiation testing

of prototypical LMFBR fuel pins and experimental fuel and material specimens.

Provisions are made to incorporate closed loops into six of these test positions.

in a closed loop, the loop coola~]t is separated from the reactor coolant. To

provide for the six closed loops whose inlet and outlet piping traverses the

area above the reactor vessel closure, it is necessary to trisect the reactor

core, with each sector served by its own internal refueling machine, rotating

plug instrument leads, internal fuel storage position and transfer port.

Power output of the reactor is 400 megawatts (thermal). Heat will be rejected

to the atmosphere via sodium-air dump heat exchangers. A cross section of the

reactor is shown in Figure II.B.2.4. Table II.B.2.1 lists the basic facility

des'i gn characteristi cs.

22
General design criteria have been used to guide reactor system design so

23
that the potential for damage toithe reactor is low. Specific criteria

for fuel melting, clad strain and embrittlement limits have been estab-

lished on the fuel desiqn to insure integrity under specified accident

conditions. Extensive development programs (Section IV.B.l.b) provide
I(

supporting data regardinq these damage criteria and limits and establish

the adequacy of reactor design for normal operation.

(2 ) Reactor Driver Fuel

Driver fuel subassemblies (Figures II.B.2.5 and II.B.2.6) are hexagonal stainless

steel cans 12 feet long and 4.575 inches across flats. Each contains an array
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TABLE 11.8.2.1
FFTF BASlC FACILlTY Of.'SIGN CHARACTERlSTlCS

Heat Transport '=j'stem
(3 Primary Loops)

Reactor Paver

Reactor Outlet Temp

Core Outlet Temp.

aT - Core

~P - System

lHX - LENTO

DHX Hodules

Total Coolant Fl(et

Sodium Systems Cover Gas

initial
Capability

400 %
860'F
900'F
300'F

500 ft - tea

85'F

12133%
43,500 GPH

Argon

l4x ieam
Capab f 1 i tg

400 JQ

10%'F
1 >00'F

400'F

500 ft - Na

100'F

12 1 33 N
43,500 GPK

Contafrment Suf ldfn~

Yessel material, Shape
jr

Yessel Size

Design Pressure

Core Arrangement

SA-516, Grade 60 Steel-Cylinder,
Elliptical Head

l(r
135 ft. Diameter x 187 ft'. High

10 psfg
(~+I

Yertical, 91 lat"„ice positions with
75 drfver fuel subassemblies in
hexagonal array

Subassembly Length

12 ft. Overall, 3 ft. Fuel, 4 ft,.
maximum Gas Plenum (Advanced Cores)

Fuej Composition

20-30 Meight l Pu02
70-80 Weight X U02

Fuel Target Burnup

45,000 l%d/TONME



TABLE lI.B.2.1 (Cont.)
FFTF BASIC FACILITY CESIGN CHARACTERISTICS

Cagahiility for Instrumented
In-Core Open Test Pos i tions

3 0

Peak Flux
Initial Flux 0.7 to Advanced Cores
of 1.3 x '.0'v Installation Planned

C',osed Loops

Initial Number

Ul timate Number

Outlet Temperature

Number of Cells Provided

2 General Purpose - 2 MW

2 Special Purpose - User Supplied

6-4 % Each

1400'F (Bypass Flow Permittedj

4 Cells - (with capability to add
2 more)

Fuel Examination
Interim Examination of Irradiated Fuel

Interim Irradiated Fuel Stomae
Capability for storage in sodium

Fuel Handling Machines
In-Vessel Handlino Hachine; Single
Gas-Cooled Ex-Vessel Handling for
Driver Fuel and Experiments in Ope,"
and Closed Loops

Plant Design Life
?0 Years

. Plant Control Scheme
Analog-Hanual and Analog-Automatic

Engineering and Operations
Building

Office space to house Control Room,
operational>>~ and support personnel
and service's



TABLE II.B.2.1.(Cont.)

FFTF BASIC FACILITY DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS

R/A Waste Tankage
Temporary Onsite Storage with
Provision for Transfer to Hanford
R/A Waste Facilities

Sodium System Cells
Steel-lined, nitrogen atmosphere

Assembly, Testing and
gualffication of Gore
Components

Performed elsewhere onsite and offsite

Short-Term Irradiation
Faci list

Future capability for installation
of the closed or open loop core
positions, using spare closed loop
cell

Maintenance Facility and
Component Transport

Simple maintenance facility including
space for decontamination and cleaning
of R/A Component
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of fuel pins (Figure II.B.2.7) containing pellets of a mixture of plutonium

uranium dioxide (Pu02-U02). Surrounding the reactor core are 99 radial reflector

subassemblies serving as a shield and as a neutron reflector.

Fuel pins are clad in a sealed stai,nless steel jacket to prevent the release

of radioactive fission products from the fuel to the coolant. Maximum cladding

temperatures are in a range below l."00'F where the properties of stainless

steel are better understood, The fuel pins will be operated below central fuel

melting. The fuel and the clad can w thstand transient higher temperatures

without failure or hazard, as determined by transient testing in the experi-

mental TREAT facility.

The reactor core subassembl ies and the surrounding reflector subassemblies are

supported by a bottom grid structure. This grid structure is r',gidly welded

to the reactor vessel walls.

Sodium flows upwards through the core subassemblies. Hydraulic holddown is

utilized in the inlet nozzle of the subassemblies to prevent upward movement

of the subassemblies during flow.

Core monitoring instrumentation, in addition to neutron flux and bulk sodium

flow and temperature instrumentation, is provided to monitor flow and outlet

temperatures for each fuel element, control and safety rod and test position.

(3) Reactor Yessel

The reactor core is housed in a 304 stainless steel vessel (Figure II.B.2.4)

about 270 inches in diameter and about 520 inches in height. The vessel is

suspended from a building support structure and is contained in a reinforced

II-33
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concrete enclosure below the floor level. The floor level is at grade or

nominally 550 feet above mean ea level. The reactor vessel contains internal

structures which provide support for the reactor core and sodium coolant inlet

and outlet plenums. The vessel and its closure head (described below) are

heavy-walled structures designed to contain the coolant and are able to with-

stand hypothesized large releases of enerqy. In addit',on, a guard tank surrounds

the vessel to protect against loss of coolant from the reactor. Sodium leak

detection is provided between the reactor vessel and guard vessel. The guard

vessel is sized so as to limit the volume between the guard vessel and the

reactor vessel such that any leak from the reactor will be confined, assuring

a sodium lev.l well above the sodium inlet and outlet, The large pool of

sodium above the reactor core outlet is effective in mitigating thermal trans-'..nts.

The reactor vessel is capped with a flat head (Figure II.B.2.4) supported

from the building support structure. 'The head is a forging 21 inches thick

and 25 feet in diameter, with penetrations for rotating plugs, instrument trees,

control and safety rod drive shafts, open and closed loops, in-vessel handling

machine, core restraint drive shafts, fuel transfer posts, liquid level

instrumentation and neutron flux instrumentation. The bottom of the plug

supports about 25 inches of shield plates, used for thermal and radiation

shielding.

(4) Closed Loops

To provide for fast neutron flux testing in a controlled sodium environment,

with contact instrumentation" and independent of the reactor primary coolant

system, provisions are being made for up to six (6) closed loops (Figure II.8.2.3)
each with its own primary and secondary sodium systems including a sodium-air



dump heat exchanger and independent sodium service systems. 25

The closed loop consists of a 38.5 foot 'iong re-entrant tube wi th sodium inlet

and outlet above the reactor vessel. The sodium systems for the closed loops,

excluding the sodium-air dump heat exchanger:, are located in individual cells

within the containment building.

The closed loop can be separated above the reactor for insertion and removal

of test subassemblies or test trains of fuel and materials specimens.

A minimum 2.5-in.-diameter seci.ion is available in the reactor core area for

insertion of tests. Up to 20 electrical leads, a flux thimble and a small tube

for pressure measurement can be inserted for measurement purposes. The in-

reactor closed loop is insulated from the primary reactor coolant. The closed

loop itself is removable from the reactor.

Initially, only 4 of the 6 loops, rated up to 2 MWt, will be equipped with

necessary components. Though operating characteristics of each closed 1oop

will depend on the test undertaken, one possible set of characteristics are

shown in Table II.B.2,2.

(5) Open Test Positions

Certain positions in the core (Figure II.B.2.3) are designated as "open test

assembly with proximity instrumentation." These core positions can be used

interchangeably with driver fuel. They have the capability of greater instru-

mentation than the normal driver fuel positions.

Tests in open te. t positions will be limited, at least initially, to specimens

whose performance and potential failure characteris+ics are understood to a



TAB L E II.:-.,;....2

2MW(t) CLOSED LOOP TESTING CHARACTERISTICS

Testing Conditions

Maximum Na Temperature
from test sec.ion

Maximum Na hot leg
temperature-primary
PlPlng

Maximum Na cold leg
temper atur e-primary
pi pi ng

Maximum Na flow rate

Maximum hT in primary

hP across test section

Minimum Na cold leg temp-
erature-primary pi ping

Maximum heat generation
of test section

Minimum cold leg tempera-
ture-secondary piping

Minimum Test Diameter in
CLIRA

Values

1400'F
(760 C)

1200'F
(649'C)

1000'F
(538'C)

1.14x10 lb/h
(5.17x104 kg/h)

400'F at 2 MW

(204'C)

100 ps 1 (7 Kg/cm )
2

600'F at 2 MW

(316'C)

2 MW

500'F at 200'F
AT 8( zMW (260'C
at 93'C hT)

2.5 ln (64 ~)

Remarks

Ac!ii eved by internal by-
passing and reducing total
heat generation of test
compatible with maximum
flow capability.

Nearly isothermal test.
Includes maintaining
temperature during shutdown.

Determined by 200'F bT 2MW.

For 1 ower temper ature
accept lower power.

For 1HX LMTD of 100'F.

Diameter of hole for test
element.

Active Length Test Element

Test Train Length

3 ft (914 mm) Corresponds to active core.

Capable of short- For transfers out of con-
ening tainment.
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degree approaching that of the fuel. Othe" tests will be carried out in the

closed loops described in the previous section.

b, Reactor Control and Safety System

The function of the Reactor Control and Safety System is to provide operational

control of the reactor for all predictable conditions of operation, normal

and abnormal. The reactor core contains 9 peripheral vertical shim control

rods, 6 in-core vertical shim/scram rods and 3 vertical safety rods (Figure II.B,2.3).
n

These rods ~" provide for reactor primary safety, operational control and secondary

safety. Vertica1 movement of boron carbide (used as the neutron absorber)

in these rods controls the neutron flux of the reactor and, thereby, its

power. The 3 primary safety rods are used for rapid shutdown, while the control

rods regulate power leve1. The control rods in addition to regulating power level,

are used as secondary safety rods to back up the 3 primaries. All movable

~- rods scram (rapid shutdown) in the direction of gravity. ~- The rate of reactivity

increase is limited by design to predetermined values.

Each control and safety rod is driven by control and safety rod drive shafts

connected to rod drive mechanisms located above the reactor. In-reactor

guide tubes provide necessary guidance for the rods ~

The FFTF control and protective systems provide a high d gree of separation of

control and protective functions to assure that inadvertent control errors

or malfunctions will not interfere with prescribed protective functions ~ The

protective functions are limited to the initiation of the protective actions of

reactor scram, containment isolation and shutdown core cooling mode; i.e.,
initiation of pony motor operation. Redundancy in instrumentation and control



circuitry and equipment is provided to the deoree necessary to maintain control

and safety during operation and refueling. For example, either of the two

independent protective systems can safely shut down the reactor.

c. Instrumentation and Control

The FFTF has extensive instrumentation and controls consisting of three parts--

Protection system, Data System and Control System. The Protection System provides27

for the measurement of coolant and component temperatures, core and pipe sodium

f1ow, neutron flux density from startup to full power, system pressures, soc,'".'um

levels, gamma radiation, radioactive gases and particulates and other parameters

of interest or necessity. The Protection System provides for safe reactor

shutdown and containnent isolation.

The Data System monitors many of the above mentioned parameters independent of

the Protection System and performs various calculations and provides display

information. Also included is a fuel cladding detection and location system.

The Control System provides both direct operator and automatic control of the

reactor and includes alarm functions from remote or local stations to the

central control system. Redundant instrument sensors are provided throughout

the plant for separation of protection and control functions.

d. Reactor Refueling
30

The FFTF fuel handling system when in operation is a closed system; i.e.,
ft operated in an inert atmosphere at all times and maintains a continuous

seal between components containing sodium and any external refueling devices.

The system consists of:

Handling entirely internal to the reactor vessel.



removal and insertion of driver fuel from and into the in-reactor

fuel st>rage.

Removal ani'nsortion of closed loop tests or loops

Transfer tc or from the reactor from or to the interim decay storage

or the in te rim e xami nati on ce 1 1 .

Transfer to or from the transfer cask

Transfer to or from the shipping cask.

To remove and insert fuel into the core of the reactor, three refueling machines,

one located in each of the thr e sectors of the reactor, are located in-vessel

above each core sector (Figure II.B.2.8). Their drive mechanisms are ''above

the reactor located in rotating plugs. Remotely, each machine in conjunction

with the rotation of the rotating plug and rotation 'oi the machine's offset

arm can tra snfer fuel to or from the core into and out of storage positions

located in the reactor vessel outside of the core. The same in-vessel machine

can insert fuel into or remove fuel from a transfer pot located in the fuel

storage area. The transfer pot is located under a fuel transfer port, which

serves as the transition between the reactor and the ex-vessel (Figure II.B.2.9)
fuel handling system. The ex-vessel refueling machine can be positioned aoove

the fuel transfer port (one port for each reactor sector) and can removge or

insert fuel from the transfer pot.

During refueling, the ex-vessel refueling machine maintains a seal between the

internal reactor cover gas and the external containment bu.ilding atmosphere.
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The ex-vessel handling machine transfers driver fuel, test fuel or test trains,

and closed loops to or from the reactor to the interim decay storage or to the

interim examination all lo".ated in the floor of the containment building.

A bottom loading cask car removes fuel from either of these in-floor cells,

through an equipment air lock and into a shipping zone where fuel or test

trains are transferred into shipping casks.

e. Heat Transport System
1

Reactor hea+ removal (Figure II.B.2.10) is accomplished by means of sodium

transport,. utilizing thre=-.,parallel,, independent heat transport circuits 31,

Each circuit has a primary and secondary loop with ultimate heat rejection to

the atmosphere utilizing $odium-air dump heat exchangers in the secondary loop.

The primary loops contain sodium which becomes radioactive under neutron irradi-

ation as it passes through the reactor.

An inert gas (amon) is provided over the primary sodium system. As a result

of operation of the reactor, radioactive materials may be produced through

fission within the fuel, through activation of reactor structural materials,

through activation of the reactor cover gas and through activation of the
O

sodium in the primary loop as it passes through the core. A secondary sodium~i

system is provided to effectively isolate the atmosphere from this activity.

Accidental contamination of the secondary loops is prevented by maintaining a

hi ghe r re 1 ati ve pressure on the secondary s i dk so that any leakage that mi ght

result from failures of tubing within the primary to secondary heat exchangers

is into the primary sodium. The FFTF will contain approximately 1.6 million
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pounds of radioactive sodium and approximately 3,2 million pounds o~ non-

radioactive sodium. Included in each primary loop are a circulating pump, two

isolation valves, a check valve and the shell side of an intermediate heat

exchanger (IHX), Figure II.B.2.10.

Each of the pumps is a free-surface, centrifugal type circulating pump which

draws sodium from one of the reactor vessel outlet nozzles and then forces

it through an IHX and the rest of the loop back into the vessel through one of

the reactor vessel inlet nozzles.

Each secondary loop comprises the tube side of an IHX, a circulating pump,

valves, connecting piping and a set of sodium-air dump heac exchanger modules.
'A

The reactor coolant system will remove the heat generated in the reactor,

except that of the closed loops, for all modes of reactor operation, including

emergency cooling and shutdown. Heat generated in closed loop expe>iments will

be removed by primary and secondary heat transport systems independent from

the main heat transport system. The closed loops will reject their heat to

the ate"osphere by means of sodium-air dump heat exchangers during normal

operati on.

For all circuits, the secondary sodium pumps and sodium-air dump heat exchangers

are located outside the containment structure ~

The Heat Transport System is designed to maintain reactor heat removal in the

event of loss of normal electrical power or pipe breaks. Pony motors, supplied

with emergency power, located on the same shafts as the normally operated

motors operate automatically upon reactor scram or shutdown and provide forced

coolant circulation under loss of normal power conditions. In addition, natural



convection cooling of the core is available to remove reactor decay heat

for complete loss of electrical power to pump motors.

Guard vessels surrounding the reactor vessel, IHXs and primary pumps, together

with elevated piping outside of the guard vessels, are designed in a manner to

provide for sodium, coverage of the core and for coolant circulation paths

fo';lowing any failure of the coolant boundary (pipes, vessels and valves).

The reactor and primary system cover gas is argon. The effluent cover gas

from these systems will be recirculated after being cleaned up. The effluent
/j'asis passed to the Radioactive Argon Processing System. This system purifies

the cover gases of stable and radioactive species of xenon and krypton which

may be released to the cover gases from reactor fuels ~ The purified gas is

reused as cover~ gas for the reactor system. Thus, there is no routine release

of radioactivity from the cover gas system except for minor amounts of leakage.

f. Contafnmnt Bu) 1ding

The containment vessel is a pressure-tight, cylindrical, welded steel vessel

135 feet in diameter and 187 feet high and is designed, constructed and

tested in conformance with the ASME Boiler 5 Pressure Vessel Code, Section III,
Subsection B. The bottom of the vessel is located approximately 78 feet below

li'rade

and is supported on a reinforced concrete pad. Above-grade penetrations

through the containment vessel include the personnel airlock, emergency airlock,

an equipment transfer lock 25 feet in diameter and 40 feet long, ducts for the

supply a'nd exhaust ventilation and penetrations for piping and wiring. All

penetrations are leak tight. The entire containment building and penetrations



wi11 be leak tested periodically in accordance with nuclear =odes and

standards. Design pressure of the building is 10 psig.

The operating floor inside the containment vessel is at ground level. All

cells containing primary systems sodium equipment are sealed and inerted with

a nitrogen atmosphere below grade to preclude fires in case of a sodium leak.

ormal air atmosphere is maintained in the space above the operating floo<.

Facilities in this space include a gantry crane which services the a~ca, heating

and ventilating equipment, refueling equipment, miscellaneous accessories,

utilities and control stations. This above-grade work area is shielded from

the reactor and primary coolant and will permit continuous occupancy during

ful 1-power operati on.

A11 facility buildings are divided into ventilation control zones, balanced

to cause air flow from areas of lesser contamination potential to areas of
33

greater potential . The containment building is maintained at a slight negative

pressure relative to the atmosphere so that any leakage will be from outside

to inside.

During normal operations, as noted earlier, the effluent from primary

cover gas systems will be recirculated after being cleaned up; the gas

processing system is designed so that there will be no deliberate release

of radioactivity to the environment. However, in spite of the design

precautions taken to clean up and retain radioactive contaminants,some



leakage(> may occur through seals 1n the reactor vessel head and in other

pr1mary system components into the outer containment building. The possi-

bil )ty also ex1sts for minor leakage dur1ng other operations such as

refue11ng,

To further minimize the impact from these potential sources, exhaust

ventilation ai r passes through high efficiency particulate and halogen

filters prior to release to the atmosphere. Under operating conditions,

the activity level of the exhaust ventilation air is expected to be

essentially that of background.

The containment design (leak tightness and pressure containment) reflects

recognition of the possibility of more severe releases of radioactivity

due to accident conditions. Monitors are provided in the exhaust venti-

lation system to provide for isolation of containment building ventilation

in the event of abnormal radioactivity levels. The containment building

is designed to leak no mori* than 0.1 percent per day at 10 psig internal

pressure and at a temperature of 250'F. This will provide the capability

to safely accommodate the full range of hypothesized accident conditions

(including radionuclide releases from the reactor and major sodium spills

and fires).



g. Auxiliary Systems and Structures

Surrounding the containment building are the control building, auxiliary

equipment buildings (east and west), reactor service building, HTS service

buildings (east, west and south) and the sodium-air dump heat exchangers 34

Other auxiliary structures at the site include:

Electrical Substations
f/

Water Supply Wells

Water Pump House

Raw Water Storage Tanks

Venti 1 ati on Cool ing Towers

Process and Sanitary Sewer

plate ri al Storage Building

platerials Storage Yard

Flammable materi al Storage Building

Inert Gas Receiving and Storage

Fuel Oil Storage Tanks

Sewage 1 reatment Plant

yI $9



Percolation Ponds for Process and Sanitary Sewer Systems

Railroad

Roads, Parking, Si dewal ks and Fencing

The reactor support buildings and yard structures provide the necessary

shelter, space, structural support, physical barriers, biological shielding

and general facility arrangement to support the operation, maintenance and

safety requirements of the FFTF ~

Activities in support of routine reactor operations and experiments are performed

in the Reactor Service Building. Certain of these, such as the Fuel and Radio-

active Wastes Handling Area and Sodium Cleaning Facility involve radioactive

or toxic materials. All such activities are housed in specially designed

enclosures, and waste treatment facilities, such as the heating and ventilation
l,l

systems, are provided to exercise the necessary control over routine operations

and accident events. Spent fuel elements and non-fuel core components are

cleaned in the Sodium Cleaning Facility before leaving the plant. This facility
I''

reacts residual sodium on the components and is housed in a subgrade vault.

Waste solutions from this facility are flushed to the Radioactive Waste System,

described in Section IV.A.7.

The Reactor Service Building serves as a receiving and shipping point for

reactor sodium. Sodium is received and piped to the reactor sodium system

where it is contained under inerted gas in enclosed systems. A sodium impurity

monitoring and cleanup system is provided for cleanup and purification so that

very little makeup or waste sodium will be handled after the start of operation.



Sodium systems in the plant are provided with leak detection systems so that

any leakage can be detected promptly and stopped before a hazard exists,

The Control Huilding is a conve~tional, steel-reinforced, concrete structure

housing the control room, computer roor., the cable spreading room and re1ated

equipment. It.is designed to protect the occupants and equiparant from radiation

exposure and to achieve safe reactor shutdown and standby, even in the event of

an accident.

A personnel decontamination area is provided adjace.";"; to the work area for

removal of out»; garments and body cleansing. Personnel airlocks and barriers

are provided so that the heating and ventilation system can control the spread

of potential airborne activi,",y.

Switchgear and battery roorrs are separated to prevent damage to both systems

from a s i ng 1 e acci den t.

The electrical substation is located near the perimeter of the FFTF site.

Ele;.'..rical distribution systems within the site are. buried to provide maximum

reliability in event of an accident.

A fire protection system is provided for the reactor plant and facilities to

assure that fires will not result in major damage to the plant or to theIl

environs. Sodium-air dump heat exchangers have self-extinguishing fire
~j'i

pro ection capability which is actuated automatically on receipt of a fiIre

detection 'signal. In addition, capability is provided to flood each module

with inert nitrogen gas. All radioactive sodium areas are contained in inert
/j Ij

I/

gas cells to preclude fires. Potential alkali metal fire areas are provided



wi,th portable fire extinguisher equipment. Conventional fire fighting equip-

ment or systems such as sprinklers are provided in the areas not containing

sodium.

h. Control Taken to Assure Adequate Facility Design
and Function and Minimum Environmental Impact

The following actions have been taken to assure a safe and reliable

FFTF design which should assure minimum adverse environmental impact.

These have been overriding concerns that have set the pace for all

other FFTF activities. Overall and detailed plans to design, fabricate,

erect, test, operate and maintain the FFTF were established in 1966. These

plans were based on an approach to FFTF safety which provides three levels

of assurance.

The first level concerns the intrinsic features of the design and the

quality, redundancy, inspectabi li ty, and fail-safe features of the com-

ponents of the reactor and plant. The design of the FFTF is such that

the plant wil),, be safe during normal operation and will have a la ge

tolerance for'abnormal operation and component malfunction. Those malfunctions

or faults that could affect safety are guarded against by de<,ign, quality

control, or fail-safe features as appropriate.

The second level concerns such incidents as partial loss of flow,

reactivity inse/itions, failure of parts of the safety system, or fuel

handling problems, which are assumed to occur in spite of the care taken

in design," construction, and operation. Safety systems (including

detection instrumentation) and protective devices have been employed in
I,

the FFTF to minimize or prevent core damage despite such failures. Safety

margins and redundancy have been used in the design of the safety systems
U

and protective features to guarantee their adeouacy„and reliability.
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and control and system proof tests and model tests. Examples are 1) at the

Liquid Metals Engineering Center (Lf HAEC) a prototype pump will be tested in

sodium at FFTF operating conditions, 2) also at LMEC, prototypic heat

exchangers will be tested in sodium and exposed to thermal transients, 3) at

HEDL a 1/3 segment of the reactor core will be mocked up and tested in sodium
I

J

in the '~omposite Reactor Component Test Activity (CRCTA) Facility, 4) at

KEDL the core mechanism will bn mocked up and tested in the Core Mechanical

Mockup Facility (CMM), 5) a 1/5-scale model of the reactor vessel will be

hydraulical ly tested with water, and 6) irradiations of in-core materials are

being completed at the EBR-II reactor. There are hundreds of other testS

underway and planned at various test locations throughout the country.

Important to the FFTF program was the establishment of an industr al base

to provide the necessary competent engineering, design, fabrication, erection,

test operation, and maintenance capability needed for this and other LMFBR

projects.

The use of strong quality assurance practices has assured high quality

workmanship during preparation of material for, and fabrication, erection,

test operation and maintenance of the FFTF —a basic necessity in any

enterprise of this nature.

It was determined early that the success of the FFTF program required
ql.,

focusing of the LMFBR base program on the FFTF, using the FFTF as a

unifying central LMFBR project. The experience gained

through the Navy propulsion reactor programs; the light water reactor

program; the EBR-II, Fermi, SEFOR projects, the national 1aboratories;

and from other reactor programs are being factored into the FFTF program.

1



A maSor effort has been underway to train operatinq and maintenance per-

sonnel for the FFTF. Desiqn, operating and maintenance personnel will he

increasingly uti1ized to prepare and issue detailed well-planned and

coordinated operating and maintenance procedures ~ Steps are also being

taken to assure that these procedures are app1ied in a well organized and

p1anned set of operations and maintenance
practices'mportant

to minimizing and adverse impacts of the FFTF on the environ-

ment have been the systematic development, design, fabrication, test,
installation, operation and maintenance of large numbers of safety

features. Painstaking detailed attention has been paid to each aspect

of the FFTF, no matter how sma11 or apparently trivial, to assure that the

safety of the FFTF will not be compromised, and if inadvertently compromised,

to minimize the consequences. A brief description of these safety features

follows:

For the containment building: A gas-tight steel shell; sealed and

monitored containment building penetrations; fast acting contain-

ment building isolated valves; nitrogen atmosphere for cells

containing sodium equipment including reactor cavity; alrlocks for

personnel and equipment; a foundation design for all normal and

abnormal loadings including seismic effects; and a biological

shield completely surrounding all radioactive components.

For the reactor vessel, reactor vessel head, and reactor vessel

and internal structures: A reactor vessel and reactor vessel'head

capable of withstanding the hypothetical core disruptive accident; a

guard vessel; location of inlet and outlet pipes a 'd stand pipe



around reactor inlet piping; a sodium reservoir above outlet nozzles,

all of which are designed to preclude loss of sodium in the event

of reactor vessel and piping leak; a reactor vessel support system

designed to adequately restrain the reactor vessel for all conditions
including the hypothetical core disruptive accident; a core restraint
system which prevents any excessive movement of the reactor fuel;

control and safety rods capable of maintaining the power level below

safe limits; instrumentation - thermocouples for detecting tempera-

ture deviations from normal; flow meters which can detect abnormal

flow conditions; a FEDAL (Fuel Element Fai lure Detection and Location)

system capable of detecting and signaling even minute leaks of

fission products escaping from a damaged fuel pin; neutron monitors

capable of measuring neutron flux over many decades of neutron

flux even under extreme sub-criticality conditions; and sealed and

structurally strong reactor vessel penetrations.

For the heat transport systems: Use of intermediate nonradio-

active sodium heat transport system between the primary system and

the sodium-air dump heat exchanger; low pressure system; elevated

horizontal piping; natural circulation; pony motors to provide for

continuation of sodium flow in ghe event of main motor loss;

isolation valves in the primary and secondary sodium systems to

isolate any loop whi ch indicates possible leakages; design margins

for loss of one loop, power transients and temperature transients;
/

guard vessels to p'revent loss of primary sodium in event of a

system leak; sodium monitoring and purification instrumentation



and equipment; cont, ol and safety systems (and instrumentation)

equipped with interlocks, and with necessary redundancy of components

and systems, separation of primary. loop and reactor in steel-lined

nitrogen-filled cells; sodium-air dump heat exchanger module separa-

tion; sealed and structurally strong penetrations for sodium compo-

nents; and sodium-fire fighting equipment.

For radioactive gas waste systems. The radwaste system itself is

a safety feature. Included in these systems are safety features

such as filters to remove particulate matter; a 2 to 1 reduction in

radioactivity in the compressor receiver; a cryogenic charcoal delay

bed capable of decaying nearly all the radioactive xenon and.other

minor products; and a fractional distillation column which strips

xenon and krypton from the flow stream after which it can be stored

in a tank indefinitely or removed elsewhere for storage.

For tritium: The sodium system is capable of some tritium retention.

Primary sodium cold trapping is very effective in keeping tritium

concentrations at low levels.

A furthe~ safety feature is the separation of the nonradioactive sewerage

(sanitary and process) systems from the radioactive liquid waste system.

An important set of safety features are those associated with the in-

depth series of barriers which shou1dassure the general public that the

probability of radioactivity escaping to the atmosphere is indeed extremely

1ow. This set of bar riers includes:

The fuel which only slowlv releases gaseous fission products and

only above a certain burnup and temperature. Further, the (See Fig.

EI.B.2.7) fuel effectively contains the solid fission products.



The fuel cladding, which even under large inteqrated neutron flux

irradiation and high temperatures maintains its integrity.

(Fig. II.B.2.7)

A high integrity pr1mary cooling system (Fig, II.B,2.2) made of

welded stainless steel,

A hiqh integrity primary(cooling system (Fig, II,B,2,2) made of welded

stainless steel which is comprised of the reactor vessel, the reactor

vessel, head plugs, (Fig, II,B.2.4) and the assoc1ated pr1mary system

pip1ng, intermediate heat exchanger, pumps, and valves.

The inerted equipment cells surrounding the primary system components

which help 1solate radioactive materials.

The essentially gas-tight low leakage containment building which serves

as the final barrier against release of radioact1vity from the reactor

to the environment. (Fig. II.B.2.2)

The fuel subassembly cans (Fig. II.B,2,5) which surround bundles of
'i

fuel pins, and the guard vessels, though not leak-tight, provide

a large measure of protection aga1nst communication of accidents

to adjacent areas,
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C, Anticipated Benefits

1, Technological and Economic Benefits

The prime mission of the FFTF is to test breeder fuels and materials so as

to 1mprove fuel and reactor component performance and to util1ze more fully

our fissionable resources. The present Light Water Reactors (LWR) are

capable of utilizing only one to two percent of the uranium available.
'S

Breeder reactors can, on the other hand, utilize over 60% of the uranium

mined, thereby conserving natural resources. Thus, the development of the

bneder should enhance the utilizat1on of man's resources 1n the long-term

future. The thermal efficiency of current water reactor designs is approxi-

mately 33 percent, W1th breeders such as the LNFSR, the thermal eff1ciency

increases to approximately 40 percent. Thus, the amount of'aste heat

generated by the breeder will be significantly less than that nenerated by

the current LN desians for producing a given amount of useful energy, These

factors 1nd1cate that the t1mely introduction of the breeder should play a

siqnif1cant role in environmental protection and resource conservat1on,

The FFTF is a major element in the LMFBR research and development program.

Without the FFTF, introduction of an economic LMFBR could be slowed sub-

stant1ally, resulting 1n reduced benefits. This is sere fully discussed

in Section IX, The design and development of the FFTF is advancinn

fast breeder component and system technoloqy and developing the industrial

capability required for demonstration and coeeercial breeder plants. These

benefits result from the emphasis placed on the close relationship between

the FFTF and other breeder program activities. The FFTF is providinq a



training ground for select..d participants from industrial orrlanizations

and laboratories; it is currently the principal design activity for solvinn

many of the LHFBR technoloqy and engineerino problems; and it continues

to be the major vehicle for establishing program management capabilities

and disciplined engineering methods, for developing and using LMFBR criteria,

codes and standards, and for establishing a proof testing program.

As the principal operational test facility for the LMFBR program, technologi-

cal, and in many respects, economic benefits will be derived fran the FFTF.

The FFTF wi 11:

a, By providing a vehicle for verification of performance capabilities of

LHFBR fuels and materials, reduce risks and costs which would otherwise

.be involved in attempting to test fuels and materials at limiting values

in LNFBR demonstration and comnercial plants.

b. Increase reactor fuel and plant operaticnal limits, including:

(1) Allowable fuel burnups and structural material neutron flux exposures

(2) Fuel power ratings (i.e., kilrmatts per foot of fuel pin)

(3) Thermal plant ef~iciencies (by increasina allowable temperature limits)

The increased limits will result in longer fuel life thereby reducing

the number of refueling cycles and the attendant radioactive material

losses as well as reducing fuel cycle costs.

c. Reduce LMFBR fuel fabricating and reprocessing costs by helping to

establish:



(1) Improved quality assurance measures

(2) Improved fuel and subassembly designs

(3) Improved fuel fabrication procedures

(4) Improved fuel reprocessing procedures

(5) An industrial base with a substantial fuel throughput,

d. Facilitate the introduction of a safe, reliable and economic LMFBR and

thereby realize the benefits which can be derived from breeder reactors.

The above reduced risks and costs and increases in operational limits will

stem in major part from increased knowledge and understanding of behavior

of LMFBR fuel, core neutronics, cladding, sodium coolant, components, instru-

mentation and control, systems and plants. The knowledge and understanding

gained will be made use of by the FFTF and other LMFBR developmental organi-

zations to determine LMFBR operational limits for:

a. Linear power of fuel pins

b. Temperature of fuel and clad

c. Fuel burnup

d. Structural material neutron exposure.

Also, the FFTF will provide information on the effects of clad swelling, zone

enrichment, fuel shuffling and core restraint mechanisms on LMFBR design and

performance.

Additionally, the FFTF will yield cumulative operational and maintenance

experience of value to the LMFBR development program and will provide directly

applicable training of personnel for LMFBR demonstration and commercial plant

development, design, fabrication, erection, testing, operation and maintenance.



In addition to the technological-economic benefits from the FFTF experience,

the FFTF program provides employment for about 2600 people of which about

1400 are located in the Tri-Cities. It is expected that FFTF-related

employment (site, laboratories, other locations in U.S.) will remain at about

900 after plant construction is complete, with the majority of the employees

located in the Tri-Cities area. Furthermore, the development, design,

fabrication and construction of the FFTF wi 11 measurably contribute to

employment in those other areas of the country. where activities related to

these operations will be performed.

2. Environmental. Political and Social Benefits
;/

The operation of the FFTF should facilitate the introduction of safe,
//
,/

reliable and economic comercial LHFBRs. An advance in the date'' of intr'o=>
i/

duction of LMFBRs would result in their substitution for fossi,'i plants or

Ll<Rs and, consequently, in a reduction in the air pollution and/or thermal
)I

effects which would otherwise occu~. Further, the FFTF will:,//'.

Aid in the development of equipment for LMFBR plant ra'dioactive waste
//

systems.

b. Demonstrate the capabi lity to minimize radioactivity waste processing
jl

//

problems through experience in the operation and viaintenance of such
l

equipment.
/,'.

Provide experience in the development, installation and operation of

LHFBR plant radioactive monitoring equipment.
/

I



The United States is one of several countries today engaged in the develop-

ment of breeder reactors. The success of the FFTF and its support in the

development of a reliable and economic LMFBR will help maintain this

country's world leadership in the production of safe, economical power

production, thereby improving th1s country's international balance of

payments with a world-wide competit1ve saleable product.

The FFTF program is planned to foster-the greatest degree of participation

by potent1al suppliers of LMFBR equipment. In addition, informat1on

developed from the program w1ll be available throughout the industry for

the advancement of breeder technology in this country. The FFTF, with its

complex facilit1es, will become a center of education and train1ng of a

growing number of scientists, engineers and technicians needed to man the,

LMFBRs of the future. Th1s broad participation, as weli as the dissemina'tion

of essential data, will further the general technoloqfoal capabilities of'his

country and improve the professiona) competence of the technical personne'1

assoc14ted with the project. Further, it is expected that the denenstration

of this plant will enhance the public's confidence in the recognized attr'ibutes

of clean, safe and economical nuclear power.



D, Characterization of the Existinn Environment

1, ~Ph sical Features of the Regi'on

a, Land

The FFTF is ),ocated in the south central part of the Hanford Reservation

which is approximately in the center of the Pas'co Basin. The plant site
is located-on a wide bench of glaciofluvial materials at about elevation

550 and about 12 miles north, northwest of Richland, Washington as shown

on Figure II.B.1.2. The Columbia River is about four miles to the east

of the site and the Rattlesnake Hills are to the southwest about 8 to 10

miles away.

The region is underlain by three major geologic units:
'/

a. The basaltic lavas of the Columbia River Basalt Group at the base

with an upper surface at about elevation -50 at the site.
b.

c ~

The sediments of the Ringold Formation with their upper surface

about elevation 400 at the site.

The glaciofluvial sands and gravelly sands of late Pleistocene

and early recent times. Ir, the general vicinity of the site the

surface of the glaciofluvial materials has been reworked by winds

to form a shallow mantle of dune sands.

A11 structures are founded on and in the glaciofluvial deposits and the final

design exploration involved determination of the engineering properties of

this unit. The present ground water table is set at about elevation 387.
C

The Ringold Formation sediments beneath the site are compact, locally

indurated silts, sands, gravels and loca<1 clays which are generally impure,

poorly sorted and, consequently, of low permeability. They are Columbia River



deposits laid down in Pliocene times as the result of continued downwarping

of the Pasco Basin and the uplift of the enclosing anticlinal ridges,

particularly the Horse Heaven Hills about 20 miles to the south.

The uplift of those ridges, beginning roughly ten million years ago,

evidently has continued at a slow and probably nearly steady rate concomitant

with comparable basining to the present day. The Ringold Formation silt-

clay beds, as well as the sand and gravels, are completely contained beneath

the Hanford Project area with no site toward which stress can be reliev d or

pore pressure rapidly reduced in a manner inducing liquifaction ~ The load to
/

lf

which the sediments have been subjected, both by stratigraphical'ly higher beds

prior to their erosion and the weight of the glacial Lake |lissoula an) .related

floods~ evidently have helped compact them and minimize their permeability.

The site lies between the active earthquake zones of the Puget Sound Trough

and the northern Rocky Mountains. It lies in Zone 2 of the Seismic Probability

Nap (1949) of the Uniform Building Code and the Seismic Kisk Nap of the

ESSA Coast and Geodetic Survey (1969).

The maximum ground acceleration at the FFTF site caused by a historic

earthquake was 0.03g.

Based upon conservative evaluations made by J. A. Blume and Associates,
49

using several different techniques, a design basis earthquake and associated

ground acceleration at the site of 0.25g was chosen for the FFTF. This

evaluation included a study of the earthquake history of the area, the results

of geological surveys and comparison with other similar regions of the

United States.

|)



b, Water

Groundwater at the FFTF site occurs at about 387 feet above sea 1evel or

approximately '170 feet below grade. Movement of the groundwater is from

west to east toward the Columbia River. Construction of the proposed Sen

Franklin Dam is expected to provide a maximum pool level of 400 feet, thus

raising the ground water level at the site to 405 feet or approximately

150 feet below ground surface. Figure II.D.1.1 is a groundwater contour map

of the Hanford area derived from water levels in more than 1500 wells. Flow

direction is down gradient, perpendicular to the contours.

Subgrade vaul ts associated with the design for FFTF will not penetrate to

depths greater than approximately 80 feet below grade which would be

approximately 90 feet above the current groundwater table.

guality of the groundwater at the FFTF site (Nell No. 1) on October 12, 1971 is

shown on Table II.D.l.l. All procedures were performed in accordance with pro-

cedures outlined in Standard Methods of Test for equality of Water to be Used

in Concrete, ASSHO designation T26-51 and 13th Edition of the American Public

Health Associations Standard Methods for the Examination of Mater and Sewage.

Figures II.D.1.2, .3 and .4 are maps which show respectively the regional beta-

emitting radioactive material, tritium and nitrate concentrations beneath the

Hanfor" Project.

During the past 21 years, the flow of the Columbia River varied from a minimum

of 34,000 to a maximum of 659,000 cfs. Dam projects along the Columbia River

(extending into Canada) will further minimize the occurrence and height of

floods. By 1975 the 100-year maximum flood stage is estimated to be about
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FIGOHE Total Beta Concentrations Beneath the Hanford Project
p ] 2 Expressed Qs Peroent of 106Ru Conceatraticm Guide (10 pCi/hQ

per Tab1e II of AECM-0524 Appendix 0524, Annex A)
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440,000 cfs. The maximum probable flood has been estimated by the Corps of

Engineers to be 1,440,C00 cfs which would result in a river level of approxi-

mately 390 feet.

The difference between the Corps of Engineers estimated maximum probable

flood river level of 390 feet above sea level and the FFTF site 555 feet

above sea level and located 4-l/2 miles from the river gives ample assurance

that the river flooding is of no consequence to the FFTF.

Table II.D.l.l
MATER SAMPLE ANALYSIS, MELL NO. 1, FFTF SITE

October 1", 1971

Cons ti tuent

Potassium

Sodium

Magnesium

Silica as Si02
Fluoride

Chlori de,
Chlorine

Sul fate
Nitrate

Iron

Chromium (Cr )
Hardness as CaC03

Calcium

Turbidity
Acidity

pH

Total Residue

Fixed Residue

Bicarbonate,', Alkalinity as CaCO>

Concentration

6.3 mg/li ter
25 2 II II

0 u o

34 5 II II

Q 2 II II

1 2 Q
II II

«0 Q5 II II

II II

10 5 >i n

0 1
II II

«0 QQ1
II II

151.0
25 7 II II

0.24 JTU

12.0 mg/1 i ter
7.3
0.026 % by weight

0.020 X by weight

160.5 eg/liter



2, Meteorology and Climatoloev

The climate of the FFTF site is a relatively mild continental steppe climate,

subject to a rather wide seasona1 range in temperature. The local climate is

described by data from the U.S. Weather Bureau and by 27 years of meteorological

data from a 408-foot-high meteorology tower 16 miles northwest of the FFTF site.

The average summer temperature is 73.7'F, but temperatures greater than

100'F can be expected approximately 13 days per year. During the winter

months, the mean daily temperature is 32.4'F. Temperatures below O'F are

expected approximately four days per year. The minimum and maximum recorded

temperatures in the area were -27'F in December 1919 and 115'F in July 1939.

The normal frost-free growing season is about 185 days, extending from mid-

April to mid-October.

P>ecipitation averages 6.4 inches per year occurring mainly during the winter

months. The heaviest rainfall of record occurred in October 1957 with

1.68 inches in six hours. The greatest snow depth of record is 12 inches

which occurred in December 1964.

The principal source of meteorological data at Hanford is the 622R meteorology

tower, also known as the Hanford Meteorology Station (HMS) Tower, a 408-foot

tower in operation for 27 years to record temperature, humidity and wind

velocities. The tower is located on a plateau near the center of the Hanford

II-72



Reservation adjacent to the 200 West Processing Plant area and 16 miles west

northwest of the FFTF. Standard surface observations are also available

from the Hanford meteorological Station.

Since 1969 meteorological data have been obtained for the FFTF site.

In addition, there is a 300-foot meteorology tower at the N reactor, buil t

1968, and a remote network of stations around the Reservation that

measure wind velocity at about 15 feet above the ground surface.

The FFTF Site is characterized by frequently light and variable winds, although

windstorms are not unconeon. There are significant differences in wind patterns

throughout the Hanford Reservation, as shown in Figure II.D.1.1,due largely

to topographical features. Northwest winds predominate at the NS Tower,

but prevailinn west winds have been observed at N reactor meteoroloqical tower

during the first two years of its operation. Gusts to 80 miles per hour (1-11-72)

have been observed at the 50-foot level of the HMS tower.

Seasonal differences occur at the FFTF site and large differences frequently

occur in the values of the meteorological data of the FFTF Site and the

HIS Tower. Figure II.D.2.1 indicates that the most predominant winds at the

FFTF Site in December are from the northwest, and in June the wind directions

are much more evenly distributed (except for the virtual absence of winds

from the northeast). Figure II.D.2.2 also indicates that northwest winds

predominate at the NS Tower during June just as they do during the rest of
0

the year, and this predominance of northwest winds is not encountered at the

FFTF site during the same month.
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Wind velocity data for the FFTF site and for the HtlS Tower are shown in

Table II.D.2.l. The tabular data show that wind speeds at the FFTF site

are much less than those recorded at the HMS Tower. At the FFTF site the

higher frequency of winds with a velocity of 3 and 4 M/sec during June

occurred during the afternoon hours, suggesting a diurnal effect of summer

heating.

TABLE II.D.2.1

Percent Frequency of Wind Velocity

Wind Veloce:ty FFTF Site
HNS Tower

(50 ft. Height)

Ne ters/sec .
Calm "aim 10

Niles per hr. Dec. 1969 'une 1970 June 1970
)I

i5

2.2

4.5

6.7

34

48

28

10

15

13

9

11-12

9.0
ll. 2

13,4

15.7

17.9
20.2

22.4

24.6-26.8

100 100

17

10

99



Table II.D.2.2 shows a classification of diffusion conditions that exist at

the Hanford Reservation. These data show that diffusion in very stable

conditions and with light wind speeds occursonly about 5l of the time.

TABLE II.D.2.2
DIFFUSION CONDITIONS

FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE (l)

LARGE RATE

CLASS I FI CATION

WIND SPEEDS
3 MPH

ALL WIND

SPEEDS

VERY STABLE

MODERATELY STABLE

NEUTRAL

UNSTABLE

5.37

5.17

5.47

5.38

23.7

33.7

14.0

28.6

TOTALS 21.4 100

The Pacific North~est is one of the geographical areas of the country with

the lowest frequency of tornadoesl none have been recorded on the Hanford

Reservation, although a funnel was observed to touch the ground in June 1948.

Nevertheless, plant design insures that safe shutdown of the reactor can be

accomplished in the event of tornadic winds with rotational velocities of

150 mph (a reasonable upper limit for to'rnadoes in the area).
I



Limited data indic~te that air at Hanford is very pure except for naturally

occuring particulates. Continuous monitoring of S02 content of air on the

bluff opposite 300 Area and near Ringold is performed for the AEC by Hanford

Environ>ental Health Foundation. At all times for the past three years S02

concentrations have been less than 0.005 ppm. N02 cnncentrations in air

during a quarter at the same sampling stations range from 0.002 to 0.010

ppm, with a maximum observed value of 0.029 ppm during one 15-month period.
'I

The observed values are less than the National ambient air quality standards

established by %he Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and within the

Washington State standards established by the washington State Air Pollution

Control Boards

Neasurements of the particulate burden fn 'air at a specific observation

point in the 200 Area at Hanford showed values of around 100 mg/m3 of air

when the wind was less than 8 mph. The particulate content increased when

higher winds were present, averaging 1,000 mg/m3 with winds of 12 mph and

3o000 +9/m with winds of 16 mph. These measured values are typical o',

desert areas.

3, Ecological Character of the Region

The Hanford Reservation is an isolated controlled access area and has been

used for production and test reactor operations for over two decades. Plants

and animals ar ., for the most part, naturally occurrfnn species, Anricultural

production is 'limited to the periphery of the reservation, the closest point

being about five miles due east of the FFTF site.



a, Flare

The natural vegetation of the FFTF site and vicinity is dominated by

desert shrubs. Especially abundant are bfg sagebrush and antelope

bitterbrush. The »nderstory subord1nate to the shrubs consists mostly

of grasses. especially Sandberg bluegrass and cheatgrass brome. These

grasses are important for cele deer, but b1tterbrush is the principal

deer forage, especially fn fall and winter.

A list of the principal terrestrial plant species on the Hanford Reservation

is given in Table II.0.3.1.

The ecological characteristics of the Hanford envfroreent have been

)) Ci

continuously studied follow1ng the start of the operation of'he plutonic

production reactor: and chemical separations facilities fn 194'. This re-

search was supported by the U. S..Atomic Energy,C~fssfon and had ~ng
Il

its principal objectives the investfgat1on of the effects of effluents

fee these facilities on the biota of the area.

There are several areas within the Hanford Reservation upon which the

Atomic Energy Cowifssfon, through its contractor Iattelle-Northwest, fs

conductfng bfoenvfroiaental research progrms fn terrestrial and aquatic
ll /

ecology. The abundance and distribution of wildlife, fish and other

aquatic specfes have been documented over many years of Hanford operation.
1

Ffgure II.D.3.1 shows the study areas which are located on the Hanford



TABLE II.D.3.1

~S cies List for the Hanford Environs

Terrestria> Plants and Animals

Plants
Shrubs

Big sagebrush
Bitterbrush
Green ral'.,>1 tbrush
Gray rabbi tbrush
Spiny hopsage
Snow Eriogonum

Forbs
Longleaf phlox
Ba lsalroot
Sand dock
Scurt pea
Lupine
Pale evening primrose
Oesert mallow
Cluster lily
Sego lily
Tansy eus tard
Tussle dies tard
Cryptantha
Russian thistle
Fleabane

Grasses
Saeher g bluegrass
Cheatgrass
Indian r icegrass
Squirrel tai 1
Six weeks fescue
Thickspike wheatgrass

Rioarian ~~tation
fille»
Cottonwood
Sedges
Rushes
Horseta11
Cock)ebur
Mild onion

Birds
mallard
Green-winged teal

Artenes)a tridentata
Purshia tridentata
Chrysothamus vise idi f 1 orus
C. nauseosus
frayia spinosa
Eri ooonen ni veen

Phoo ion@i fo1 ia
lV4Fsasorhi z4 careyaha
R~x venosus
Psora 1ea 1anceolata
Lupinus 1axi fl orus
Oenothera pullida
Sphaeralcea aonroana
Brodf aea douol as ii
Caluchortus aacrocarpus
Oescurainea pinna ta
Siuebrim al tiss i~
Cryptantha circ~cissa
Salsola kal f
frioeron fil if ol ius

Poa saeheroii
Eras tectonic
Oryzopsis h~oiues
Sitanion hystrix
Festuca octof1ora
AOropyron dasys

tach'al

ix,jexioua and otWrs
Popul us trichocarpa
Carex spp.
Juncus sp.
feuiietm sp,
XanthiuM sp.
A11)m sp.

Anas pl atyrhynchog
Nettion carolinense



Blue-winged teal
Cinnamon teal
Gadwal1
Baldpate
Pintail
Shoveller
Canvas-back
Scaup
American goldeneye
Buf fle-head
Ruddy duck
American merganser
Coot
Horned grebe
Western grebe
Pied-bi 1 1 ed grebe
Canada yxee
Snow geese
White-fmnted goose
Qhistling swan
Great blue heron
Mhfte pelican
Cormorant
California gull
Ring-billed gull
C:=:n tern
Foster's tern
Kil ldeer
Long-bi 1 led cur lew
Chukar partridge
California quail
Ring-necked pheasant
Sage hen
Mourning dove
Red-tailled hawk
Swainson's hawk
Sparrow hawk
Golden eagle
Said eagle
Osprey
Iurrowing ow 1

Horned

anal

Raven
American magpie
Red-shafted flicker
Horned lark
Mes tern madowlar k
Loggerhead shrike
Western kingbird
Kastern kingbird
N$ te-crowned sparrow
Sage sparrow
Say's phoebe

guerquedula discors
g. cyanoptera
Chaulelasees streperus
Nareca americana
Oafila acuta tzitzihoa
Spate~la clypeata
Nyro,ca val is ineria
tl. atFinis
t'laucionetta clangula americana
Chari tonetta albeol a
Er ismatura 3amaicensis rubida
HerIIus aerganser americanus
Fulica americana
Colymbus auritus
Aechmophorus occidentalis
Podilyabus podiceps
Branta canadensis
Chen hyperborea
Anser albifrons
Cyinus coluabi anus
Ardea herodius
Pel icanus erythrorhynchos
Pha 1acrocorax auri tus
Larus cal i fornicus
L. 4el ewarens is
Sterna hirundo
S. forsteri
5xyechus voci ferus
N~ius ~ricanus
Alectorii oraeca
Lophor tyx caiiforica
Phasianus colchicus torouatus
Centrocercus urophasianus
Zenzidur a macroura
IuteO bOre~aIiI. swainsonM
Fa 1co sparverius
Jlnui la chnsaetos canadensi s
Hal ioetus 1eucocephalus
Pandion hal iaetus carol inens is
Speotyto cunicularia
Bubo vWroini anus
Corvus corax

„Pica pica hudsonia
Mo abates cafer
Octocoris aliestris
Sturnel 1a neolecta
Lanius ludovicianus
Tyrannus verticalis
Tyranus vertical ls
Zonotr$ chia leucoohrys
Nelospi za melodia
Sayornis sa>a saya

ll Sl



Manna 1s
Mule deer
Coyote
Bobcat
Badger
Skunk
Qeasel
Raccoon
Beaver
Muskr a
Porcupfne
Blacktail jackrabbit
Cottontail rabbit
Ground squf rrel
Pocket mouse
Oeer mouse
Harvest mouse

Gr asshopper mouse
Pocket gopher

Rept) les
Northern Pacf ffc rattlesnake
Great Basin gopher snake

(bull snake)
western yellow-bellied racer
Northern side-blotched lizard
western fence lizard
Short-horned lfza&
Great basin spadefoot toad

Odocoil eus hemf onus
Canis latrans
Lynx raus
Taxfdea taxus
Mephitis mephitis
Mustela frenata
Procyon 1otor
Castor canadensis
Ondatra zibethica
Erethfzon dorsa
Lepus calffornlcus
Syl v) lagus flor fdanus
Cftellus townsend)
Peromyscus parvus
P, maniculatus
Ref throdnntoeys mega lot is
Onchoays leucogaster
Thvaaasgl's sp.

Crotalus virfdus oreganus
Pi tuoyhfs melanoleucus deser ticola

Coluber constrictor mormon
Ui~ stansburiana stansburfana
Ecel operus occ )dermal is
Phrynosoma douglassf
Scaphfopus intentanus
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Reservatfon. The vegetative recovery areas near the FFTF site are

bu;~ed off areas from a range fire that occurred fn 1970. Ranee fires

pose the greatest threat to vegetation on the sf te.

b, Farina

The only animal on the offfc1al endangered species list 1s the bald eagle,

an occasional vfsitor to the Hanford Reservation. The eagle remains near

the Columbia R1ver during 1ts winter vfs1ts because of the more abundant

food supply. FFTF site activities, 4-1/2 m1les from the river at its

nearest point, cannot be expected to further endanger this specfes. Only

the hardier, more adaptable, and therefore, more cewen, plant and animal

spec)es of this region are found at the FFTF sf te.

The iweals mcst caeonly associated with the sagebrush-bftterbrush vege-

tation are pocket mice, deer mice, jackrabbfts, coyotes and mule deer, By

far the most abundant of these fs the pocket mouse, wh1ch subsists largely

on the seeds of grasses. Hule deer utf lfze this vege.ation type mostly

during fall and winter and forage upon the shoots of cheatgrass and the

leaves and smaller twigs of bftterbrush.

A resident herd of 300 to 400 mule deer inhabit the reservation and this

population provides same sport hunt1ng when individual animals wander fnto

areas accessible to the public. Approxfmately 100 coyotes also are resident

1n the Hanford reservation. Occasionally coyotes may prey on livestock and

waterfowl fn adjacent lands.



Birds are not abundant in the sagebrush-bitterbrush vegetation type. Meadow-

larks and horned larks are the most abundant resident birds. The loggerliead

shrike, although not an abundant bird, is a conspicuous member of the avifauna.

The loca1 vegetation type is seldom used by gaoa birds such as the chukar

partridge or the sage grouse. The vegetation type is used as a hunting area

for birds of prey, esp<;ially the marsh hawk and golden eagle in winter

and by the burrowing owl and Swainson's hawk in sumner. Cheatgrass is foraged

upon by migrating flocks of Canada geese during fall and winter,

waterfowl are of major importance in the vicinity of the site. About 200

pairs of resident Canada geese nest on the river islands in the vicinity ot

llanford. During the past eighteen years, this population has produced an average

of 700 youno annually. An estimated 100 pairs of ducks alsc nest within the

area.

Two islands, one near Ringold (River Nile 354) and another near Coyote Rapids

(River Nile 383) are used as rookeries by colonies of California and ring-bill

gulls. Approximately 6,000 nesting pairs produce 10,QQQ to 20,00Q young

annually.

Resident populations of upland game birds, ring-necked pheasants arid California

quail live ¹nd breed along the river shoreline. There is considerable moveaent

of these birds back and forth to areas on the opposite river shore that are-

open to public hunting,

Reptiles are not conspicupus animals in the sagebrush-bi ttei4rush vegetation

type. probably the most abundant reptile is the side-blotched l fzard. Snakes,



especially the goph r snake and the Pacific rattlesnake, are occasionally

encountered.

Several important species of fish I>i grate through the Hanford ,"each of the

(;plumbia on their way to and from spawning areas upstre~-ii. Salmon, steel-
I

head trout and I~rican shad are among the more importynt. Resident species

such as bass, other spiney ray fish, catfish. whitefisg, trout arid sturgeon
//

are iocally important gaiil. fish.

4, Regional Land Use

a, Land Uses nn t'.ie Reservatfnn

42
The present use of Reservation lands surrounding the site is indicated in

Figure Ii.0.3.1. Many of the plutonim production areas, shown in the north

part of the Reservation, have been deactivatid by tne AEC. Also shown is

the proposed site for the QPPSS Hanford No. 2 y--r plant which is located

a little sore than two miles northeast of the FFTF.

The cross-hatched area in the southwest corner of the Hanford Reservation is

set aside for long-term ecological studies. This large area is relatively

undisturbed hand of desert-steppe terrain ranging in elevation from about

I/

3!0 feet to 3600 feet. Studi~s being conducted by Sattelle-Hor thwest include

effects of rainfall, shade and solar radiation with corresponding variations

in soil, plant growth and wildlife.

it)th the except)on of the Arid Lands Ecology Reserve (ALE) and the Coluebia

River Islands Reserve, other areas of ecological study sheen on Figure II.0 3 l

II 86



are only temporarily restricted for studies such as the investigation of sage-

brush and grass regrowth ~ollowinn a liahtninn originated fire over approxi-

mately 19.000 acres which occurred in Buiy 1970.

Islands in the upper portion of the Columbia River adjacent to the Hanford

Reservation ar» excluded from public use by the AEC and are used for wild-

life refuge and AKC enviromental research.

A 4,000-acre area presently used by the State of Mashington Oepartment of Game

for controlled hunting is on the east side of the Columbia River opposite
r'he

original townsite of Hanford.

Approximately 52,000 acres nor th of the Controlled Hunting Area and east of

the primary Control Zone was recently oper+4 for daylight hours hunting

and is cwsidered a potential grazing area.

The peak daytime ~orking population on the Reservation in early June 1971

was 3,430 people. Of these. 460 eaployees were located in the production
()

reactor zones (100 areas) adjacent to the Coluebia River in the northern

por tion of the Reservation, 770 people were in the irradiated fuel processing

zones (200 areas) in the central part of the Reservation, and 2.200 people were

in the laboratory zones (300-3000 areas) in the southeast corner of the

project.

b. Land Use Adjacent tn the Reservation"

Land use within a 30-mile radius of the sit» is illustratel by Figure 11.0 4 1 ~



Unclassified

F<gun II.D.4.1 Slee Zoning Status



These uses include residential, suburban, corporate city, agricultural,

industrial and coenercial, scenic, recreational ~ and qeneral use land areas,

The reaion within 30 miles of the site includes areas of Adams, Benton,

Franklin, Grant, Walla Walla and Yakima Counties,

The predominant use of lands within the 30 mile radius of the FFTF site is

agricultural with the nearest farms located along the east bank of the

Columbia River in Franklin County, approximately 4-1/2 miles distant.

Industrial plants and laboratories located just south of the Hanford

Reservation in North Richland include: Battelle-Northwest Laboratories,

Jersey Nuclear, U. S. Testing Corporation Laboratories, Donald M. Douglas

Laboratories, J. A. Jones shops and offices, Mestern Sintering Corporation

Plant and NORTEC Plant. The combined peak working population of the offices
O

and laboratories in this area is about 600.

5, Population

Population in the area surrounding the Hanford Reservation is sparse, con-

sisting primarily of farms and farming coenunities to the north, east and

west of the Reservation. The Tri-Cities (Richland, 28,500; Kennewick,

16,500; and Pasco, 19,500) located to the south and southeast of the site

represent the major population concentrations in the area. These coaeunities

consist principally of people highly skilled in all phases of engineering,

constru'ction and operation of a wide variety of nuclear facilities.

Table II.D.5.1 gives the resident population (based on lo70 census) as a



TABLE II.D,5.1 Residen" Population — 2970 Census

Dis tance
(mi les )

Cumulative
Population

0

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

0

25

150

830

1,510

5,895

13,830

56,690

83,710

120,607

160,725

274,505

371,947

394,177

478,602

517,624 c I:»

cj



function of radius from the site for distances up to l00 miles.

Location of the FFTF on the Hanford Reservation results in a'controlled

area with a minimum radius of approximately five miles.

6, Future Development

The Tri-Cities area is in the central region of an expanding agricultural

area which includes an agri-chemical complex in the Finley Industrial area

southea t of Kennewick. lhe area near the proposed reactor site on the

reservation may be made available to developers for nuclear or non-nuc'lear

industrial purposes; however, no specific plans for development exist at

this time except the Hanford No. 2 nu".lear plant. Industrial expansion at

the south end of the reservation between the 300 Area and Richland is likely

to occur as this a~ca has been zoned an industrial area, hand a Port District

has been formed to develop the area adjoining the river ienediately north of

Richland. Agricultural development to the east in the area adjoining the

reservation is essentially complete since irrigation water has been available

to these areas.ww for more than five years. Future development in this area

is expected to Ue limited to the growth of specialized crops. Irrigation of

lands in the Horse Heaven Hills south of the Tri-Cities is commencing.

Construction ef the proposed Ben Franklin Dam on the Columbia .iver i'oule

give r~se to a maximum daytime construction population of about l000-2000

due east of the si te.



There is no forwal )nforeotion on the neer of personnel that would be

~ssociated with this project; however, based on building experience at

other dm sites in the northwest, s~ 1700 people say be involved. The

personnel would be primarily day shift, but it is estiwated that s~ 300-

F00 of the estimated 1700 would be ~orking shifts other than days.

Service Facilities

The FFTF site is located within one Nile of a four-lane highway connecting

to the public highway systea at Richland, Mashington. This four lane high-

way is part of approximately 270 silos of AEC-constructed two and four-lane

primary roads, 175 miles of secondary gravel roads and 225 miles of gravel

and uniwproved roads. The layout of the sanford road system is shown in

Ffgure ll.0.7,1.

The AEC-~ed railroad systen, illustrated in Figure Il,0,7,2 has a capa-

bility of woving approxiwately 12,000 cars per year over 150 miles of

Reservation track. The system includes five main lines. 195 subsidiary

lines and two classification yards.

Barges up to 3,000 tons capacity can be accoeeodated along the Coluahia River

from the point adjacent to the Site to the point where it enters the Pacific

Ocean.

8, Archaeolonical and Nstor<cal

Battelle-Northwest has identified the known archaeological sites in the

Hanford Reservation area. A suranary of ths, description„ nature and

recom.ndations for treatment of archaeological sites is given in Tables



Figure II,P),7, l Honford Road Systea
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Figure II.G.7,2 Hanford Railroad System



II.Q.8.1 and !I.0.8.2. AEC procedures will assure protection of any

antiquities or historic sites as required by the Antiquities Act of 1906

(16USC 431-433) and the Historic Sites, Buildings and Antiquities Act of

1935 ()6USC 461-467).

A significant historical event relating to the site and the

sunounding area was the establishaent of the Hanford Engineering Qorks.

Sefore 1943 the 559 square-eile area, later to beccee the Hanford

Reservation, was a sparsely settled area of sand and sagebrush, broken

only by swall irrigated fares and orcnards. At the Hanford townsite, for

exoeple, the original population of about 400 was swelled to over 50,000 people

in a few eonths during world Mar II.

The area surrounding the FFTF site has served as a nuclear center since

1943, including the construction of nine plutonium production reactors and

a nuiiber of test reactors, fuel processing plants, research laboratories

and various support facilities. Ouring this era. a substantial body of

experience and data concerning environlental «nd ecological factors has

been acquired that is directly relevant to the construction and operation

of the FFTF.



I I.0.8.1
SUttVARY OF S ITE TYPE,S A!!D PCCOt'J.XNDATIONS

An "X" mark identifies the proper categories for
each site. Total sample equals 26 sites.
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TABLL I I .D.S.2

Archaeological Site and Description

Archeealrv.l eel S I crs

44$ICik Ol
This Is sn open centi SILO kncated en Chs

soutl,es...C»rn end uf Lhc Island oppnslte ths
~14 tcaalsite of torCh piehkalvl. (SEC of
the NVI of Sec. '5, T,lON., R.?6 ., lt.N.),

The ~ Ite consists ef concentrations of
~hell aad caap rock. IL I~ 100 feet long
and about 50 Ccet vide.

ArLlfaccs encountered inclu4e cobble \eels.
Sur Csee coll ection I ~ race——,-e4.

44$SIIke
This <s an open caap site located en the

~ast sliks of Lhc Iskalvl oppo lte \he old
Covnslte of Norah lichlsnd. (S+ of Lhe +
~f Sec. 24, T.ICN., R.?IIE.<,'V.N.) ~

Tho slLe consists nf concentrations of
~hell and caap roci:, and ~ hearth area ex-
posed ln Lhe river 'bank. It'ls 300 foot
long an4 150 feet vl4O.

Artifacts include cobble hamrstooeo
~nd ~ hopper nortar,

TosL excavaLlon l ~ tee~ed
4$SI103

This ls an open cecal Site lecate4 m the
~orthoastern end of 'Che Island opposite Che
O14 Lovnsite of I'orth Rlchlan4. (RVLL of the
Wf af Sec.?4, t.lN., R,?IE., V.X.f.

Tba site consists of cence;kratloas ofc~ rock. Ic ls 150 feet lang aod about
T$ foot vide.

'This ls an open canp site located Io-
aedkateky to the southeast of Lhe 300 area
~long the river bank. The nev biology
building vill be conscrmted on Che bench
above the bark. (Center of Sec, 11, T.1ISI.,
R.?2E., V.N.) .

Tho site consists of scaC'Cored conccll'tFO
tions of coop rock, flakes, and shell. It
1s about 400 f'eet long anh 1$0 feet vide.

Artifacts encountered in=lude steroid
,pro)ectllo points ~ cobble cools, and hopper
~tars

Ro fCIr cher '~rk is Fecosssonded.

45en45
This ls an cthrographically reported camp

site located on the south bank of thc Colunbla
opposite ~ large Island upstrean fran Locke
Island. (I.A ct'oc. 12, T.lkg., R.26E., V.N.),

The site consl "ts of three or Cnur oat lodge
depressions on a gravel bar close to vaccr's
edge. Iluch cnnp rock aed rany f'lakes are scat
tcrcil around the cnce~ncnt. The slee vas
reportedly last occupied about 1915.

Artifacts encountered Include cobble tools,
hopper sxlrtars, a chipped stone knife, comer-
notched pro)cctlle points, and a grooved net
veight.

Surface coilection ls recossaended .
45R;1,62

This is an open cNrp 'site located along the
Fiver bank at the 300 area. (SE) of the SV$ of
Sec. lly T.10:I~ c R.26E.~ V,N.)

The site consists of scattered concentrations
of casp rock ~ flakes, snd shell . It ls about

Artifacts eacnuntcrcd Include cebbke Look ~

,ond nolcl&4 pe\Ale ~ Iaktrs.
!/ Surface cokkectl~ I ~ res~=='ed.

/

I4$WIO4

! Thl ~ I ~ an aIpen caap ~ I te kocatne ovl LI&

!
vest bank of Lhc CekuoLIa OL Cle nirtl«~.cern
corner of Che Old casslte of Nnrtt kiclilI ae.
{Center of Lh Ryg or S . 14'.lON. ~ R.?SE.~i The site censi ~ Lo OC scatter@i ennccatra
Clans nf caap ruck alnnr. Ckc river bank.
Theatre I ~ Sk SO SOSO pI~SS lbl l I Ly nf Wlnri>l LS

bocg, Cron the bank, but Cht ~ I ~ Iocunek»a I vs
,]uo \'o considerable disturbance Crola Lhe old
cmstructlcvl O'Iop at Nlrch Richland..he site
ls 350 feet lalg and sbctut kpo feet vide.

ArtlfacLO encountered laclude coraer-notched
pro3ectlle points, sera?ere, cobble hasasretenea„
cobi'.~ Looks, and hopper nortarc,~st eacavatka la rec~:od.

45%105
%ks ls a possible houaepit site kocateAa ~ sheltered bench 1.0 nile" north nC the

~14 Rortl, Richland tovnslte. (SV) clf the SE'
f Seo. 11, t.kM.; R.?SE., V.N.).

Tho ~ ito c&lsioco of scattered concentra'Lions
of caap ro k along the ril-.r banh and aay include
as oany as four or five heusepits on the beach
aLee the bank. Tbe alto la about 200 feet 1~
~og 1$0 feat vide.

Artifacts encountered lacludo cobbk ~ tools
~og a hopper ooFCOF ~

toot onoaratioo io ro~o4o4.
600 foot long alvl lrO feel vlc)c.

ArClfacts encountered Include cobble Cool ~,
ootehe4 pebble slnkers, grooved t»t wlghta,
bOPPOF FCOFS ~ ~ giaee Credo beati alai ~ Oil l tory
button.

Surf3sco collection 1~ recamolv3ed.

45W163
this la a possible houseplt site kooatcd on

the vest bank of Lhe coklarllis dust, nppnslte che
lover end of tie Isktuul Iscaedkate?y upstreI a
from the 300 area. (E) OC the VV$ oC Sec. 2,t.1OR. ~ R.?SE. ~ V.Il.),

The sf te consists nf scattered concentratlcvIS
of casp rock, flakes, shell. Several hearCh
~reas are expo-cd in the bank tuvl there are !'ive
or six oval-shaped dcprcssiona ntrund in ~ kine
~OI the bench above the bank, supgestint housrplts.
The site ls stout 400 feet lung ntui 100 Icc;t vl4e.

Artifacts encountered'InckuIlc cnbble tnols,
hopper mrtars„and ~ faceted blue-glass trade
bead .

Tcs'L excavation ls yec~nded

45 Vkirai
'Ibis is an open coop site located on the

soul'.horn end of the Island gust upstrran I'rs~a

the 300 area. (Center nf Scc. 2, T.lOV., R.".QE„
V.N.) .

Thc site conrlsts nf schCCrrcd conccntrnticuls
of cnop rock, Clakes, acd- hell. It ls about"
?50 feet kcng apd 200 feet vide.

Artifacts cncountercd inckucle cobble cools,
Sotched pebble slnkers, end corner-ratched
pro)cctkle points.

Test excavation is recoaaended.

45RV165
This sl'Cc ls a fishing station 1ocated ocl the

vest bank of'he Coluabko about 1.6 silos north



~f Lhe 300 ores < (VI «of Lhc Sv) sf Sec )5 ~

T.))h., h.psK., V.N.),
The sttr ennr.ictus of cnse~tttvsttnss af

cebb1 ~ Ln«1: inl n tel<et I«.lk!e slskers. It
I ~ eb<ttvt )<"5 feet )nnr, snl )D I'eel vide.

0» further wrk ls tec ~s4ed.
k5patr.<

Tl I ~ I ~ an ai<S ~ Sat< Site )Osoted OS the
wst bonk nf the Cu)vast ~ ibtut ).7 st)ca
north nf lit 300 area. (si,'f ths st) of
Sec aat< 0&I Lht v< sr Ae aI j af Stc < 35<
T.))h., h. I'r«V.N,),

The site e<esists af scattered coacentro-
Lless of cs~ tnck, Severe) hearth trees ste
~ret)tac ~ <1 af Ll«; beak, Tl sile I ~ about
100 feet, )nng ane 75 fere vIJC,

Atti fieL-. vncnvstereu Iac)uJC cobb) ~ too)s
estd ~ gtoovrd net v If,ht.

teal tscsrat tun is rccosncnded.

b5h«)07
This ls an et~a carp site located en Lhe

wst bank rf tint Ce) vnbts sbavt 2.1 tttt)ts
aorA uf Ltte 500 area. (Svt of Lhe + of
sec. 20< T.))%.< h."('x.< V.K.).

The ~ its cen tats o< ctvteentrattess of
soap reck, f)skcs, and shel). Iiearth areas
~ re trad)sf. nut of LINt Lttnk ttnd it I ~ pox~
~ I'b)t Liat tltere sre cuae fi))ct-in heust-
pits un LI<e bench abnve the bank. Tht ~ ite
IS about 350 f'eet )ong snd )00 feet vl4e.

Aritfuct ~ tnen ntetsd Ine)u4e cski) ~ Leo).sI
natch+I ltcbtp'e sist erst butter wttars, ~
eoattattnd Lete<e<i I<re Jectt tc 1<a)at and ~
b)«c-f.lar.s Lru I~ betut.

Test cscavut tea I ~ rccvttecnded.

I 5hhtf4
This I,s a Ivatccf.it site )ocotcd about

)OD yard ~ Seuth er Lhe )suer rnl af I'i<iiJ
)s) sne tvt Lhe vent hank ~<r \ & et<tv«st I II ~ ~ <r

~nprestn>te)y t.t nt)es n<tA vr Ae )N arrs.
(Sat.'r Lhc Q ur -ee. W, T,iih„p,. f C.,
li. N,),

Tht ~ Ite c<etststs of f<~r ir ftrt 4 feei.tt
~eptesstsos on ~ btnch nvrrl ~ 4tsg Lhe river.
It I ~ shout )IN frtt )ent M 50 feet vide.

pn artifacts wttre rnc<w L red.
Test cscovatles I ~ tee<~ed,

1<5pa )A<jj

Tl<is I ~ s heusttit slt )motel os s bench
~s Lht vesa beak of Me te)rants obtvtt ft.l ni)es
nsrlhrast of Lhe hen%i g<ub 1~ Llew. (:x« ttr
the hfk of Sec. )I, T.))'A.I h.ply.I V.te.).

The ~ Ite cnssists vf eight Lts )0 hvus«pits
~nd sh«vs scstteret'narestr«LI;v<s of cssr<
reck, f)okes, stvt she)l st Li~ Lace er Lhe
river bonk. lt I ~ 200 feel. )esg and )50 feet
vide.

he ortlfscts vere encavnttree,
Test cscevattsa ls tecoan<en44 <

k5hh) 70
Tht ~ ls an open cotsp ~ ite )teated at pstt)e-

snske Springs, vhlch )les ~ L Lta tert)sea of
Yaktra h14gt ~ (sg af stc 20 T )r... R.252..
V.li.) ~

The ~Ilt consist ~ of scattered conccstrst! ens
ef cs~ tock snd flakes. )L ts sererr)y .ruftl
by vilal dtf)atlas snd Is svpttinpesed utnn r<es~
)egical units vhtch cwtain ~L )east tires w)
conic ashes. lt I ~ about 400 feet )on~ snd
kCI feet vide. Victories))y, this Is Ltw st te
~r Lhe perkins Itsssocre vhich tuoh p)ace on ar
~bout Paly 10, 11)70.

ho art) facts wre encountered.
Test excavation I~ ttcuoofndtd ~

)5)e)71
This ls an open csrtp slLt )teated about

0.2 atikes east of hatt)tsnakt Springs on the
north bank of Pry Creek. (Center af the Svf
~f Stc. 21, T.)2h.t h.25t., V.II.).

, The slLC cnnst ~ ts of sts)l Luantttlts of
canp rath and scattered flakes. It has boca
severe)y esa4td by vtnd dc.")stion. The site
ls about 300 feet long snd )50 feet vi4e.

TINS 1taf shaped pals'ts lttre Cncoltnttted.
Teat txcavstian Is recattstvsndcd.

L5NI)72
Ttli ~ 1~ ss open estsft sita 1acate4 sbaut

0.25 ailes frow the tsnuth of Salve)y Canyon
m lhc tact ~ i<le of the road, ()<at of the
SV) of Scc 5< 7.1LIS.I h.25K., V.II.) <

The site cnn"tsLC of sc.ttered earp reek
ane f)akes. )t is shout 150 feet )ag snd
~ttus))y vide.

Artifacts enenunteved include ~ corner
notched run.tectt)e totnt.

Test c cava'ton I; rteor.-.,et:dtd.

t~<hr.
11'mt

tt is sn open rartp site located at thc
Snive)y R:tach. (IX„'f the SV«t of Scc. 8,
T.))Ã., R.."5t., V,<'..)

.'hecite eon I-ts of a fcv f)akes, bone
frsgt<entc, ant) "nae ft veeraeked rock exposed
in ~ bnnk tn the south-est, nf thc raneI: house
about 30 feet. )t is about 50 feeL long and
30 feet vide.

Artifacts cncnttnterett tneludt a pestle and
s piece af vorkcd nnt)er.

'Test cxcavattnn )s rccosttttended .
)t5hh)74

This ts sn nt<ert enny sttt located nn tho
vestcrn side of Iloncy Lake, gust south of the

vtsttrh ttr ia s or 0 bse ~a la. (S-$ of
th Q of S~. 22, T<13h., h.2ft., v.l:,).& sits consist ~ af ~ Ctneenttstten e,
catrp sech snd flakes. )t has bets sewrr)y
eroded by vlnd def)silos. T<e site ts about
75 fett )tng and 50 feet vide.

Artifacts tncsnultetsd Inc)u'Ie corner-notched
and contracted- ~ Lettsvsd points, and a bi.seta)1y
flakc4 cobb)e tooL,

Test excavation Is tended.
tt5SV)75

TI'Il ~ ls sn often Castp ~ I Le )eeet<ed st a
spring c)oss ta the sett of htstt)esrske
No stain. (St'f Lhe SV) of Sec. 30. T.1)i.,
h,."6a'., V.W.).

. site consists of scattered t')akes or. s
rathrr reeky s«rfaec vith s sns)) annot:t af
f111. The site hstsbtten largely lt.",Lvoycd
by construction of a purpi<nuse aiIJ bu))dastrg
for s rood asv) transaissinn ) tne. It. Is
~bout 50 feet )mg ttni 30 feet viJe.

Art<facts e:leounter4 tne)tr<e sxs)'Le...-..ed
olid c«rncc-notcl: tJ pr<<)celt)e iu<tr..s<

fio further vork Is recosstcnded.

I~la>V6
I'ate IS an CLIut<Vratthiei))y ret <rt& eatep

sILe )oeated about 0:2 stiics east of LOO-II
area. (IV'. af the S<V~L of'ie. 17, T 1 ~

h.2tt,, V.h„),
.hc siLt Consists af three at four r~t )aigc

4eprcsstons on ~ gravel bar, ond ~ «ache
of'c)ore)spaIn nn sd.)scent bank. V~eh earp reek

ond a fev flakes are ceattereJ srountI the en-
castptsent. The site vas )ast occupied about )9<2 ~

ho Artifacts vere cnctatntcred.
Test, excavation of tbt caeht Is tee<it<a<ten)el.
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Klectrfc Per Supply and Oefhand

lhe FFTF will not supply electricity. It his no aafn generator for

utflfzfng the power output of thc reactor in supplying electric power.

Rather, all of the heat output fete the reactor fs rejected directly to

the abaosphcre vfa sodium-afr duep heat exchangers.

Two fndcpendeng transefssfon lines ~ into Che FFTF site, The ~nerai

locaCion oE these lines is sh~ on Ffnure II.K.l. One transmission

line, rated at 115 kV and 120 HVA, provides noraal service to the plant for

all of the normal operating needs. This line extends as a tap f~ thc Iafn

Bonneville Power Achafnfstratfon (BPA) line that runs f~ the Hfdway sub-

station to tne Benton substation and fs approxfaately 5 miles fn length.

The other line, rated at 13.9 kV «nd 5 HYA, provides for continuity of

service, in the event power frow Chc 115 kV linc fs accidently lost. This

eaergcncy service to thc FFTF is provided f~ a station at the 300 Area.

The 13.9 kV line fs approximately ~ix ef les long. Both lines consist of

single pole structures.

Thc final legs of the pw~er transmission lines free both the cain service

and the emergency service are underground fnto the 13.8 kV swftchgear

that is located indoors. All of the electrical power distribution through-

out the plant, including the lighting, is underground.

A substatfon shown in Ffguie II.8.2.1 is located on the western side of the

site and reduces the 115 kV Nafn power service .-o 13.8 kV. Included in the

substation are a 50 HVA transformer, circuit switcher, lightening protective

devices, buswork and a fence. It is estimated'that the total plant

clectrfca) load will be about 40 HYA.
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There All no no fossil fired units at the FFTF site. Heatfnq and coolfnn

needs wi11 be supplied (other than by the reactor) by an external electrfca'.

.supply.
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I I I, EHV IRONEI/TAL APPROVALS AND CONSULTATIONS

A discussion of relevant licenses, permits, and other approvals which

will be required for FFTF and the status of efforts directed toward

obtaininr~ such approval.s is presented in the follnwinq two subsections,

A, Environmental Approval s

State and local approvals ar bbtained whenever such approvals are

applicable, Pursuant to the requirements of the National Environmental

Policy Act, Public Law 91-190, and the applicable requlations of the U,S,

Atomic Energy Commission, this environmental statement on the FFTF has

been prepared,

While AEC-owned and operated fa ilities are exempt from the 'licensing or

operating procedures established in Ti tie 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations

(10 CFR), FFTF operation must comply with the provisions of all AEC Manual

Chapters including 0500, Health and Safety . These Manual Chapters provide

requirements substantially the same as for licensed power reactor facilities

including review by the AEC Regulatory staff and the Advisory Committee on

Reactor Safeguards (ACRS). A Preliminary Safety Analysis Report (PSAR)

t.'as

prepared and submitted for such review in September 1970. The PSAR

contains extensive information and data concerninu .he FFTF and its effect

on the environment. The PSAR forms the basis ~or much of the work presented

in this statement,
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A Final Sasety Analysis Report /SAR) c'onta$ nlnn Final desfrjn and pro-

posed operatfnq fnformatfon is fn the process of being prepared and will

be completed prior tc operatfun of the facility

B, Consul tatfons, Reg1onal Economfc Oevelopment and Zoninq

1, C'onsultations

In plailnfnn for FFTF, the Bonneville Power Adminfstratfon, U,S, Corps

of Engfneersy and U,S, Geodetic Survey have been consulted frequently

regardfng FFTF needs and impact on the reqion, The Washington State

Oepartment of Ecology has also been consulted with reqard to waste

d1sposal and other matters,

Consultation with Battelle-Northwest Laboratory fn respect to meteorology,

climatology, ecology and biology has aided in the planninq arid evaluatfon

of potent1al environmental 1mpact of construction and operatfon of the

FFTF at Hanford,

2. Regfonal Economfcs and Zonfnq
p

Reqfonal Economics and Znnfng fs covered fn Sect1ons II,C,1 and II,D,6,

III 2



IV. EHV IROMIEHTAL IHPACT

A, Probable Environmental Effects

1, Land Use Compatibility

Siting of the FFTF on the 559-square-mile, federally-owned Hanford Reservation

is compatible with AEC activities and existing zoning ordinances. The FFTF

will have no significant adverse effect on present ."r cont.mplated future

land use of the area. Supportive information is given below.

a, Impact on Land Uses

(1) On the Reservation

Detailed information on use of Reservation land is provided in Section II.D.4.a

and.shown in Figure II.D.3.1. 't is considered that there will be no impact

on other uses of Reservation lands due to normal operation of FFTF. During

construction and occasionally after operation begins, large items of equip-

ment and materials will be moved to the FFTF site. i<hen this occurs,

there may be some disruption of traffic, but any disruption will be of such

short duration that the effect will be negligible. Construction of the

FFTF denies the land occupied by the facilities to any other use. No other

use for this land, howevers was anticipated for the near future, In any

case, land occupied by FFTF is less than one percent of Reservation lands,



(2} Adjacent to the Reservat;ion

Di.tailed information on use of lands adjacent to the Hanford Reservation is

„rovided in Sections II.D.4.b and II.D.6 and shown in Figure II.D.4.1. Because

. adioactive materials are not released to the environs during normal operations,

no adverse impact is foreseen on those lands adjacent to the Reservation,

Thus, there should be no radioactive fallout on forage or crop lands, Water

used for irrigation and drinkinq si]ould not contain radioactivity from the

FFTF,

b, Preservation of the Environment
l

/

I

Construction activities at the FFTF ~ite wi11 be conducted in accordance with

AEC>~-6301. This speci fies that provisions be made to minimize soil

erosion and air and water pollution during and after construction. Can-

struction activities are being conducted so as to disturb the natural

environment to the minimum extent prac.icable. Following construction

of FFTF, the site will be returned to as nearly a natural state as

possibl e.

Road construction will conform to Washington State liighway Department standards,

Surface changes resulting from road construction will be minimal since roads

will generally follow natural contours, with cuts and embankments held to a

mln1mum.

It is not planned to provide public recreation facilities at the FFTF site.
Numerous recreational facilities exist around the Tri-C:tie.;,. Construction and

operation of FFTF will not interfere with continued use of these facilities.



c, Hf s torf c Sf gnf ff cance of <he Sf te

The Hanford Reservation is of histor ical significance. It is the location

of the first plutonium production reactors in the history of mankind, constructed

during Morld Mar II. If some time in the future it is decided to make one of these

original reactors {none of which are operating today) into a national monument,

the presence of the FFTF will not deier such action.

A review of the 1971 Revision of the National Register of Historic Places

(36 F,R, 3310 February 20, 1971 } discloses no listed hfstot fca1 sites on the

Hanford Reservation. There are no known archaeological sites in the area where

major construct',on activities are to take place.



2, Water Use Compatibf 1 i ty

Since waste heat from the FFTF will be dissipated to the atmosphere by

means of sodium-air dump heat exchangers, essentially a dry cooling

tower system, there will be no demand for water to remove heat from the

FFTF and the on1y water demand will be for fire protection, sanitary

and process water.

A tota1 groundwater pumping capacity of 450 gallons per minute (gpm) will

be available for fire protection and other uses. The full capacity will

be utilized only during reliability tests and emergencies. Approximately

110,000 gallons per day (gpd), an average of 76 gpm, wf11 be used for

sanitary and process water purposes. This water, less evaporative losses

will be returned to the ground after treatment via two percolation ponds.

The net effect on the reg'.onal water table is expected to be small beyond

the confines of the FFTF.

Since the FFTF is a federal project, located on a Reservation of the AEC,

a water use permit has not been requested.

a, Oescri gati on of the Wa tershed

The FFTF site lies in the south central part of the Hanford Reservation on
~ 36

a flat bench or terrace roughly 4-1/2 miles west a".." 200 feet above the

Columbia River. The site area is blanketed by 5 to 15 feet of sand dunes

which overlie glacio-fluviatile sands and gravel s. Fine-grained, thinly-

bedded locustrine deposits and gravelly sands of the Ringold formation

(Section II-D) underlie the glacio-fluviatile sediments, extending from



depths of approximately 150 feet to basalt bedrock. These sedimentary

deposits form the principal aquifer matrix of the Hanford .- oundwater

system. '.t the site groundwater movement is from west to east toward the

Columbia River. Present groundwater levels are approximately 387 feet

above sea level or 170 feet below land surface at the FFTF site. Con-

struction of the proposed Ben Franklin Dam with a maximum pool elevation

of 400 feet (mean sea level) would raise the groundwater table to 450 feet

(approximately 100 feet below ground level at the site).

Subgrade vaults associated with the design for FFTF will not penetrate to

depths greater than about 80 feet below land surface; 90 feet above the
,I

present groundwater table or 20 feet if the dam is constructed. guality

of the groundwater at the site is discussed in Section II.D.l.b.

In the FFTF reach of the Columbia River the average flow rate is 115,000 cfs.
The main channel of the river is about 500 yards wide, and the river velocity

in the main channel averages about 3 fps. The water is turbulent, with minor

strati fi cation.

Mor than hal f of the water f1owi ng past the area ori ginates in Canada.

Major tributaries upstream from Hanford include the Wenatchee River (3000 cfs),
Chelan River (2000 cfs), Okanogan River (3000 cfs), Spokane River (8000 cfs),
Kettle River (3000 cfs), Pend Oreille River (26,000 cfs) and Kootenai River

(28,000 cfs) . The average flow of the Columbia River at the Canadian border

is 95,000 cfs.



The river flow is higher in the spring of the year because of runoff

caused by snowmelt. Reservoir projects are used to regulate the flow of

the river. Hy 1973 there will be almost 35 million acre-feet: of active

storage; this is equivalent t" a continuous flow of 115,000 cfs for 150

days. 8ecause of regulation it is anticipated that the minimum and maximum

monthly mean flow rates will be 60,000 and 260„000 cfs in the vicinity of

the FFTF. Flows as low as 36,000 cfs (minimum licensed release for Priest

Rapids Dam upstream of the FFTF) may be experienced for short periods of

time (24-48 hours) .

The quaiity of the Co1ua!bia River water at Hanford is exce11entgi The water

is used for municipal drinking water by Richland and Pasco with minimal

treatment. Coliform organisms range from zero to 430 per 100 ml, with a mean

value of 131 per 100 ml; dissolved oxygen ranges from 9.5 to 14.0 mg/1,

averaging 11.8 mg/1. For comparison, Class A fresh waters have been defined

by the former Washington State Hater Pollution Control Commission as having

median values of total coliform organisms no greater than 240 and dissolved

oxygen greater than 8.0 mg/1.

b, Impact on the Water Resource
,!

Utility wastes consisting of non-radioactive liquid wastes from the facility
o

are handled in either the sanitary sewer system or the process sewer system.

The sanitary sewer system collect" wastes from drinking fountains, showers

and restroom floor drains and discharges them through the FFTF sewage treat-

ment plant to two percolation ponds. The sewage treatment plant will be a

package unit capable of treating 12,000 gallons per day of raw sanitary-

type sewage or waste by the aerobic d$ gestfon process. The effluent produced



from the sewage plant will meet the requirements of Executive Order 11507,

"Prevention, Control and Abatement of Air and Water Pollution at I eder.-.l

Facilities" and the Refuse Act of 1899. The process sewer system collects

non-radi oac ti ve aqueous wastes generated in cool ing non-radi oacti ve equi pment

(e.g., air compressors) and disc, arges them to the percolation ponds. Fach

percolation pond has a capacity equal to the total maximum anticipated needs''

of both sewer sys tems.

Both the sanitary and process sewer systems are designed to prevent the

introduction of radioactive material into the systems. All points of entry

to these sewer systems are outside of radioactive material handlinq areas.

Also,'ll areas where radioactive material may be handled or where small

quantities of radioactive material might be found (e.g., the personnel
Il

decontamination sink)~discharge only into the radioactive liquid waste

'ystem.Thus, introduction of radioactive wastes into either sewer system

i unl ike 1y.

The use of acids, bases and organic solvents, in quantity, is not anticipated

for FFTF. Use of aqueous decontaminating agents is severely limited and

stringently controlled. Al 1 wastes containing such materials will be collected

using special handling and disposal practices.

Experience at the Hanford Reservation indicates that the sandy, clay-type

soil will allow percolation of the treated sanitary and process water to the

groundwater in the FFTF area without adversely affecting the purity of the „

groundwater. Except for the percolation ponds and some irrigation of shrubs

and lawn, no other source of water discharge is planned, and the impact of

water discharges to the environment is negligible.



c, Impact on Other Uses of the Mater Resource

The influence of the cone of depression associated with pumping 110,000 gpd

from the Ringold formation for utility and domestic uses at the FFTF is

expected to be insignificant beyond a few hundred yards of the site. A test

of Hell No. 1 at the site resulted in a drawdown of 17 feet at a pumping

rate of 200 qpm (288,000 gpd), Irregular transmissibility (transmissivity)

values in the Ringold formation, which locally range from 100 ft /day to2

10,000 ft /day, indicate that the cone may be asymmetric.2

A maximum groundwater withdrawal rate of 110,000 gpd («0.2 cfs) is very small

in relation to low flows in the nearby Columbia River of 36,000 cfs. Consequently,

the effect on the area's water resources is negligible. Consumptive losses

under operating conditions will be approximately BQ,OQO gpd, with ~30,000 gpd

returned to ground after treatment through two seepage ponds.

Eventually, there will be some interaction between the water entering the

soil as seepage and water table and-the cone of depression o'f the pumping

well or wells. This inte> sction is not expected to be regionally significant.



3, Heat Dissipation

The heat generated at the FFTF during all phases of reactor and closed
loops operation will be rejected to the atmosphere via sodium-air dump heat

exchangers. Heat generated by auxiliary and air'ondi tioning processes will be

rejected via forced-draft cooling towers.

The concept of dumping the FFTF generated heat d1rectly to river water was

considered early in 'the conceptual phase of the project and was rejected, Following

an evaluation of sod1um io steam/water and sod1um to air heat rejection schemes,
the latter was selected for FFTF. (See Section VI,C on alternate heat rejection
methods).

a, Condenser h'ater Coo1inq System

As the main heat dumps for both the reactor and closed loop systems are
sodium to air dump heat exchangers; there is no condenser water system.
The auxiliary and air conditioning cooling towers constitute a closed
system and no condenser water will be returned to any water source.

b.. Heat Diss1pation Equipment Description

The reactor, cooling system 1s described in Section II.B.2.e. The final
'ig

heat rejection to the atmosphere for both the ma1n reactor and closed
loop systems is v1a sodium to air dump heat exchangers.

(I

The main reactor heat dumps consist of three separated groups each

containing'four closely spaced modules. A typical module is shown

in Figure IU.A.3.1. (The closed loop modules are similar though

reduced in, size). The ambient air is drawn through inlet screens and

inlet vane!,'controls by a centrifugal fan which discharges the air
through an',isolation damper and across the heat exchange coil exchanger

tubes (sodium on inside of tubes). The air leaves the coil traveling

vertically'hrough a stack containing another isolation damper. The

stack assures sufficient natural draft air flow for decay heat removal.

The isolation provisions are for control during shutdown and preheat

operations. Each module is equipped with an oil-fired heating system.
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The maximum air flow under any projected operation is ~500,0QO SCFH

(2.3 x 10 ibm/hr) with an outlet temperature for initial operation

of 294'F. (The corresponding sodium temperature at the reactor out-

let is 858'F.) Improved and advanced operation require sma11er air
flow rate with correspondingly higher outlet temperatures. For

example, the air flow rate will be 1.52 x 106 ibm/hr and the outlet
temperature 398'F for operation at a sodium (reactor outlet) tempera-

ture of 1100'F.

Since the closed loop sodium to air dump exchangers are an order of
magnitude smaller than the main units, their environmental effect will

be less. The main units will have no significant effect.

The auxiliary system and air conditioning heat dumps consist of two

forced air cooling towers of two segments each. Each cooling tower

has a heat dissipation rating of 1.9 x 107 BTU/hr. A maximum of three

segments will be in use at any given time. This corresponds to a

heat input to the atmosphere of M.4 l%t, compared to 400 MWt by the

main heat dumps. The heat input of these towers will have a minor

effect on the environment. Likewise, the moisture addition of this
size of cooling tower wi 11 have a negligible environmental effect
outside the immediate vicinity of the towers.

c, Exyected Envi ronmental Impact

(1 ) Plume Effe|:-ts

The main heat dumps will create a plume of heated air.
The three groups of four modules are assumed to be sufficiently separated

that they can be considered as independent heat sources to the ambient

environment. The four modules are assumed to interact so as to
constitute a single source.

The plume rise has been estimated for various atmospheric conditions

using the method of Briggs.



For a stable atmosphere and light wind (0.85'K/100 m) the hot plume from

the dump heat exchanger would reach an elevation of -104 m (380 ft) above

the top of the stack. For the near neutral case 0.01'K/100 m, the calcu-
lated plume rise is 458 m (-1500 ft), If the atmosphere were unstable,

and local transient thermal activity were to pass over the heat dump, the

hot discharge could reach higher elevations.

For the case of a stable. but windy atmosphere, the plume rise would be

as indicated in Table IY.A.3.1. The altitudes are given in meters for

various wind velocities and stabilities. These tabulated values are

in agreement with values reported by Briggs.

TABLE IV.A.3.1
PLUME RISE FOR STABLE NINDY ATMOSPHERE

2 3

Hind Speed, m/sec

4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0.85 104 83 72 66 61 57 53 47 41 37

0.50

0.25

124 99 86 78 73

156 124 108 99 92

68 65 62

86 82 78

60 58

75 73

o 0„20

0,15

0,10
~f

0,05

0,01

169 134 ,,
117 106 99 93 88 84 81 78

186 147 129/ 117 108

212 169 147 134 124

102 97 93 89 86

117 ill 106 102 ,'9
268 212 186 169 156 14? 140 134 129 124

458 363 317 288 268 252 239 229 220 212

Plume Rise, m



(2) Meteorological Effects

The calculated plume rise for a light wind, near neutral atmosphere in-
dicate that the heated discharge from ."he dump heat exchangers could

reach a height of about 600 m (2000 ft). This rise will cause some

minor modification of the local wind field. This will be augmented by

the ingress of ambient air into the heat exchangers. This effect wil t

be localized and will not be of significance outside the iomediate FFTF

area. For instance, no effect is expected fot the cooling system for
MPPSS Hanford No. 2.

(3 ) Fogging

The occurrence of vapor condensa'tion into fog is determined by reference
1

to Figure IIt.A.3.2, which is a plot of specific humidity versus temper-

ature. Areas b low and to the right of the saturation curve represent

unsaturated air; areas above the curve represent air which is super-

saturated so that fogging can occur. In this figure point A represents

ambient air conditions. Since no moisture is added, heating in the heat

exchanger progresses along a line of constant specific humidity until

discharged at condition B. If we assume that the discharged air mixes

with ambient air of the same condition as that which enters the heat

exchanger, mixing of the effluent would also take place along the line AB.

Since this line nowhere crosses the saturation curve, there will be no

condensation and no visible fog. Assuming in the extreme that th~ plume

rises into saturated air before appreciable mixing occurs, the mixing

might take plac along a line like BC, however, the same conclusion applies
and no visible fog could result.

(4) Formation of Clouds

Since the FFTF dump heat exchangers add no moisture to the effluent awr,

the formation of clouds will be rare, but not unknown. The heat dump

effluent will entrain ambient air and carry it higher in the atmosphere.

This will, on occasion, be sufficient to create a cloud after the plume

penetrates the condensation level in the atmosphere. These clouds will

have virtually no local effects.
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The most frequent effect of the FFTF heat exhaust system will be to
reduce natural local cloudiness because of the dry nature of its
operation. Stratiform cloud decks would be locally warmed and, thus,
reduce the relative moisture content. Cumulus clouds, with their

associated updraft and downdraft systems, could either be enhanced or

suppressed dependent upon the particular life cycle of the cloud that
occurs in the immediate FFTF environs. Jf the cloud is already pre-

cipitating and has an existing downdraft, the most likely result would

be a slight decrease in precipitation in the immediate vicinity of FFTF.

The other instance, where the cloud has an already existing updraft, the

effect of the FFTF dump heat exchangers would add to the updraft and

cause some additional growth. Each of these effects is expected to be

transitory since the cloud systems that could be influenced are moving

phenomena and would be under the FFTF dump heat exchangers influence for
only a short time.

d, Rwlicable Thermal Standards

No discharges of water to streams or lakes are planned. Heat discharged

from the plant will be to the atmosphere, and there are no standards which

apply to thermal discharges to air.

e, Water Oual<t> Certification

J

Section 21 {b) of the Water Quality Improvement Act of 1970 requires

certification of any discharge into the navigable waters of the United

States. No 'discharges are planned to any navigable waters.

f. Effects on Mater Oual)tv of Other States

No water effluents are being discharged to streams or lakes, and, therefore,

the quality of the waters of other states will not be affected.
IV-15



4, Ghemical Discharges {Nonradioactive )

Bulk materials such as Mobiltherm used as a coolant fluid within
contairment,'thylene

glycol solutions used in the chiller units, NaK used as a coolant

for the interim decay storage and cold traps and non-radioactive sodium may

require replacement, Disposal will be in conformance with AEG Manua1

AEGM 0510, 40 GFR, and State of Washington Plans for Water gualiffcatfnn

Regulations,

Gaseous effluents include water vapor from auxiliary cooling towers, products

of combustion from the oil-fired heaters in the dump heat exchangers, exhausts

from the diesel-powered emergency generators and fire pump and nitrogen gas from

cell purging operations. The water vapor (approximately 54 gpm) is essentially

pure, and the contribution to the normally arid atmosphere should be noticeable.
The oil-fired heaters are used only during reactor shutdown to prevent sodium

freezing in the dump heat exchangers. These heaters are of the stationary

type which provide nearly complete combustion. The diesels are operated only

during loss of off-site power and for periodic readiness checks. The nitrogen gas

is essentially pure and is exhausted from central filtered exhaust already

mixed with quantities of air so that nitrogen enrichment of the air is
unnoticable.

Minor amounts of chemicals from water treatment will be discharged through the

process sewer. These discharges have a negligible effect upon the environment

but are described in more detail on the following pages.48

a. Addi ti ves:

Mater treatment chemicals are discharged in the aqueous effluent to the

percolation pond. These chemicals may come from three sources: chlorination
of sanitary water and sewage, treatment of the small 8.4 MWt auxiliary cooling
tower wa'~er or regeneration of the demineralizer. All represent negligible
sour ces of,,'; chemi cal addi ti ons.

,I

Chlorination of sanitary waste results in free chlorine in the percolation
pond. Most of this chlorine evaporates and does not affect the soil.

The water in the cooling tower system is treated with sodium hypochlorite once
/

daily to control algae and slime. Most of the chlorine evaporates either from

the cooling tower or from the pond if discharged in the blowdown. In operation



at maximum conditions, 67.5 gpm of makeup water is supp1ied to compensate for

54 gpm lost to evaporation and 13.5 gpm 1ost to blowdown and windage. This

resu1ts in a concentration of the n:.tural salts by a factor of 5 resulting

in a concentration of about 1300 ppm. To maintain the pH of the water between

7 and 7.5, sulfuric acid is added as necessary (3500 lb/per month max). The

net effect is equivalent to reduc',ng the bicarbonate alkalinity from 160 to

8 mg/1 and increasing the sulfate from 35 to 182 mg/1 prior to concentration.

The resulting effluent would be too saline for palatability but would be
(4

suitable for irrigation. A small (5 gpm) demineralizer is used to treat the

water used for sodium cleaning. Although that water is discharged to radio-

active waste, regeneration of the demineralizer may result at most in the
'iL

addition of several pounds"of sodium sulphate (maximum} per month to the soil.

b, Dischar~es

Aqueous discharges are in the form of clear and odorless liquid effluents from

the process and sanitary sewer systems. Each of these systems drain separately

into a percolation pond havirg an area of 1150 square feet. The total discharge
I

of 30,000 gallons daily includes the process sewer effluent of about 20,000

gallons per day. Total discharge will be to one of the two percolation ponds

during normaf operation. Alternate use of the two ponds will be made. Effluent

in the process sewer system is from the cooling tower and via floor drains in

areas where no chemicals or radioactive materials are handled. The salts which

become concentrated in the cooling tower should have a negligible effei:t upon

the soil and probably none upon the groundwater. The percolation pond is

located 170 feet above the water table and 1700 feet from the sanitary water

wel 1s.

,E



5, Sanitary 1lastes

The sanitary seger system collects wastes from toilets, drinking fountains,

showers, and restroom floor drains, and discharges them through the FFTF

sewage treatment plant to a percolation pond. (This is the same pond to

which the process sewer system is discharged.) The sewage treatment plant

includes a package unit capable of treating 12,000 gallons per day of raw sanitary-

type sewage or waste by the aerobic digestion process. This capacity is

sufficient for the maximum 1,000 persons during the construction period and

projected population of 330 persons during normal operations. One

percolation pond only will be provided during the construction period. The

other pond will be added prior to assumption of normal operations.. The

,i
effluent will be a clear, odorless liquid treated by a metering-pump-type

il

'ypo-chlorinator with 12/ hypochlorite solution prior t;o discharge into the

percolation pond. A slIjdge removal service is provide(] at Hanford by Atlantic

Richfield Hanford Co. 1he sludge is pumped from the s'ludge holding tank into

tanker trucks which discharge it into abandoned gravel pits on the Hanford

Reservation. The sludge, although clean and odorless„ is normally covered
i/

with earth.
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6, Biological Impact

a, Ecological Studies

Since the mid-forties when operati ons began at th Hanford Reservation, a

variety of studies have been performed that were aimed at identifying ecologi!cal
I

characteristics of the region and the impact of these operations on regional
49150

biota and the environmnt. 'o date these studies have not demonstrated

any apparent detrimental effects.

(1) Important Species

The biota which may be found in the Hanford Reservation region of Washington

are listed in Table II.D.3.1 and discussed in Section II.D.3. On the basis

of importance to sport or commercial use or because of uniqueness, only the
'1

mule deer is found in and around i.he FFTF site.

(2) Importance of the Locale

The Hanford reach of the Columbia River is important to the existence of a

broad variety of fauna. The FFTF, however, will have no impact on the Columbia

River or its fauna because of the distance between the FFTF'site and the
l)

river and because the FFTF neither withdraws water from nor returns water to

the river. None of the biota found at the FFTF site are unique to that site

or dependent for continued exi stence on the s i te. No speci al ecol ogi cal

significance can, therefore, be attached to the site selected for construction

of the FFTF.

<'!t.''
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(3) Thermal Discharge Effects

The thermal plume created by dissipation of FFTF heat output to the atnes-

phere is expected to have a minimal effect on plant and animal life in the

vicinity of the site. The primary effect may be on birds. Important

migratory game birds (ducks and geese) fly at such altitudes at the FFTF

site that the effect of the plume will not be noticeable.

(4 ) Effect on Planktonic Forms and Fish Larvae

The FFTF will not use Columbia River water for cooling. Water for drinki ng,

sanitary systems and process systems will be supplied from wells located at
34

Possible effect of passaqe throuqh the condenser on planktonic

forms and fish larvae does not apply to FFTF.

(5) Effects of Withdrawal and Return of Goolinq Water

The FFTF will riot use water for cooling. Thus, water will be neither with-

drawn from rior returned to the Columbia River. Possible environmental effects

of withdrawal and return of cooling water do not apply to FFTF.

(6) Adequacy of Ecological Studies

There are several areas within the Hanford Reserv~tion upon which the

Atomic Energy Commission, through its contractor, Battelle-Northwest, is
conducting bioenvironmental research programs in terrestrial and aquatic

ecology. The abundance and distribution of wildlife, ~ish and other aquatic
I

species have been documented over many years of Hanford operation. Study

areas under the "Arid Lands Ecology" program will remain uninfluenced by
l1

the operation of the FFTF.
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Ecological studies on the Hanford Reservation have been in progress for

the past 27 years because of the plutonium producti on and radi oacti ve waste

processing activities on the Reservation. The environmental monitoring

program described in Section IY,6,c will identify any contribution by FFTF

to ecological changes observed on the Hanford Reservation.

b, Ecological Stud)es. Plant Oesfnn. and Plant Oneratfon

(1)'colonfcal Studies

No ecological studies have been performed or are planned specifically in

support of the FFTF. As previously noted, the AEC continues to support such

studies which have provided the necessary data to characterize the full

impact of Commission activities in this area.

(2 ) Plant Desfqn and Oyeratfon
I

Plant designs and operating procedures which will minimize or elfminate

impact of FFTF on the environment are under study. Liquid waste handling

is described in Sections IV.A.2, 4, 5, and 7. In addition to these systems,

the reactor and primary heat transfer systems are located within a contain-

ment building which assures that leakage of no more than one percent per
51

day will occur. The systems and procedures described in other sections

will assure that routine operation of FFTF poses no threat to the environ-
i)

ment. The containment building, in conjunction with these systems

and'rocedures,

assures that there will be a minimum threat to the envimnment,

even in the unlikely event that an accident should occur at the FFTF.

c, Envfr onmental conf torfng Programs

(1 ) General

At present, an extensive enviranmental monitoring program already exist

under Atomic Energy Comoission auspices. The program described herein



will be conducted routinely as part of this AEC program. This program will be

subject to future modification to place greater emphasis on potential

problem areas and decreased emphasis on areas of lesser concern as warranted

by the data obtained from the program.

(2} Radiologic> 1 Environmental Nonitorinq Program

The AEC maintains a comprehensive, radiological environmental surveillance

program for the entire Hanford Reservation, including both on-site and off-

site monitoring. In addition to water and air samples, selected 'samples of

wildlife and foodstuffs are collected and analyzed (Table IV.A.6.1.).

The primary intent of the surveillance program is to provide assurance that

radiation exposure received by the surrounding population from Hanford Plant

acti vities remains a small fraction of the radiation dose limits specified

in„AEC Manual Chapter 0524. The data are also of use for evaluating trends

in environmental radionuclide levels and for evaluating the impact of releases

of radioactivity from the site.

Environmental sampling locations are shown in Figure IV.A.6.1, and typical
50

measurements taken are given in Table IV.A.6,1.

(3 } Non-radiological Env)ronmental Monitorf na Program

The AEC maintains a comprehensive, nonradiological environmental surveillance

program for the entire Hanford Reservation, including both on-site and off-site

monitoring. The program includes air and water samples.~ " 52

The primary intent of the program is to assure that effluent concentrations

are less than limits specified by the State of Washington and the Environ-

mental Protection Agency. The data are also used to eva-i-udie~trends in

environmental levels and for evaluating off-normal releases of materials

from the site.
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TABLE IV.A.6.1. Hanford Surveillance Program Sampling Information

Type of Sample

Columbia River Wator

Sanitary Water
Waste Water
Ground Water Wells

Radioactivity
Radioactivity
Radioactivity

AIR

6

1

WATER

Number
T~pe of Analysis D w

Radioactivity 1
Dose Rate

of Periodic Samples
SN N SQ Q SA

2
6

3

8

2 16 62 31

Annual
'1'otal

284
72

348
140
462

Filters
Scrubbers
Charcoal Cartridges

Radiation Level
Ground Control Plots
Road Survey
Aerial Survey
Ni lk
Fish Columbia River
Wild Fowl
Foodstuffs:

Neat
Eggs
Produce
Oysters

TOTAL

Radioactivity
Radioactivity
Radioactivity

Dose Rate
Radioactivity
Radioactivity
Radioactivity
Radioactivity
Radioactivity
Radioactivity
Radioactivity
Radioactivity
Radioactivity
Radioactivity
Radioactivity

OTHER

17 24

5 15

1 5 1
18

2
2
2
1

6
1

19 59

6 16 21 16 6

10 3

1460
156
620

1164

2140
132

10

184
216

140 164

54
28
72
12

7726

D

SN

SQ

SA

A

Dail;
sleekly
Semi- monthly

Nonthly
Semi-Ouarterly
Quarterly
Semi-annually
Annually
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Fi9ure IV.A.6.l Environmental Sampling Locations
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Chemical effects wi11 be monitored by analyzing a11 ground water samples

for pH, dissolved solids and free chlorine.

The hydrological monitoring program wi11 be 1imited to measuring the water

tables whenever ground water samples are collected.

The AEC is conducting a meteorological program at the FFTF site. The wind

53
velocity, direction and temperature are measured. Simi! ar data are

collected at the AEC Hanford Meteorology tower, approximately 15 miles

54-61
northwest of FFTF. This information will be used to provide assessments

of the transport of any gaseous effluent.

Operation of the dump heat exchangers should increase the noise level

in the vicinity to only a small degree. Noise levels will bh measured

periodical'ly on and around the FFTF site to assure levels are withiIn safe

limits for operating personnel.

d, Potential Hazards of Coolina Water Intake and Discharae

The FFTF is a sodium-cooled system which does not produce electricity and

wi 11 not require water for heat removal. The only cooling water on site will

be that withdrawn from wells to be used for fire and other process water needs.
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7. Radfoactive Discharges

Introduction

This section of the report provides a descri ption of the FFTF waste processing

system, the expected discharge of radioactive material during normal opera-
tionn,

and an estimate of the resultant exposure to man and species
populations�

.

The FFTF is being designed to prevent any release of radioactive effluents

to the surroundings during operation. The only identifiable release involves

a minute quantity of tritiu,~ and noble gas fission products which may leak

out of various systems even though an extr aor din-ry effort is being made to

assure that all components are as leaktight as possible. All radioactive

liquid and solid waste will be collected and shipped to a remote processing

and storage site within the Hanford Complex or to another AEC approved

location.

a. Waste Processfna System Descrfptfons

Introductfon

The FFTF provides waste processing systems to minimize the release of

radionucli des to the environment during normal operation. The four waste

systems are described below and consist of the following:

Gaseous Waste System

Liquid Waste System

Solid Waste System

Sodium Waste System
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The gaseous waste system processes all radioactive gases that may be

generated in the pt imary systems during reactor operation. The system is

being conservatively designed to process the gas release from IC failed

fuel in the reactor core (160 failed pins) and fai1ure of a11 fuel pins

in the closed loop systems. The expected failures in the reactor and closed
jl'oop systems should be far below these design values and the actual number

of failures at any point in reactor operation will depend on the previous

reactor experience. The present preference fuel failure rate is described

fn Section IY,A,7,b,2,

The liquid waste system provides for collection and temporary storage of

liquid waste generated throughout the facility. The main source of waste

results from the steam-argon cleaning of residual sodium from core com-

ponents. The liquid waste system is conservatively designed to handle

up to 47,500 gallons of waste per year even though the expected volume

will be much less depending to a large extent on reactor operating history.

Ttle solid waste system provides for the collection and temporary storage

of filters, activated core components, cold traps (if and when these are

removed), and miscellaneous contaminated small equipment and parts. These

wastes are packaged and shipped to the Hanfoi 5 disposal site.

The system for the disposal or storage of bulk metallic sodiun~. wastes is

currently under development. The system is scheduled to be available for

service prior to operation of the FFTF,

The paragraphs that follow provide a more detailed description of these

four waste systems'



(1 ) Gaseous Maste System62

Two separate systems are utilized in FFTF to control radioactive noble

gases. These two systems are entitled: (1) the Radioactive Argon Pro-

cessing System, and (2) the Radioactive Cell Atmosphere Processing System.

Radioactive Argon Processinq System

Radioactive effluent from all cover gas systems is passed to the Radio-

active Argon Processing System (RAPS). The RAPS is divided into two main

secti ons; the collection/storage section, and the cryogenic processing

section. The effluent from all potentially contaminated cover gas systems

is drawn into the suction tank of the collection/storage section (refer to

Figure 1V.A.7.1) by the compressors. The gases are then drawn through filters

to remove particulate material and are passed to a compressor receiver where

they are delayed prior to injection into the processing section. Under

normal conditions, the gas flow rate through this section will be approxi-

mately 4 scfm and provides an effective delay time of 0.28 days. The out

„ flow of radioactivity from the receiver is approximately one-half of the

input rate. The difference between the inflow and outflow is due to radio-

active decay cf short-lived noble gas isotopes in the receiver. The cryogenic

processing section includes heat exchangers which utilize liquid nitrogen

to cool the process stream to low temperatures. The cold process stream is

passed sequentially through four vessels filled with granular charcoal. The

xenon and krypton are absorbed more strongly by the charcoal than is ~the argon

cicrrier gas. This phenomenon delays the passage of the xenon and krypton

through the charcoal-filled vessels (delay'beds). The four delay beds provide

an effective,;delay of 2.8 days for krypton gases and 140 days for xenon gases.

Thus, the radioactivity flowing from the last of the four charcoal-filled

vessels is almost entirely krypton.i'
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The final element of the cryogenic processing section is a fractional distil-

lation column. Xenon and krypton are stripped out of the process stream in

this unit, and are co11ected in a poo1 of liquid argon in the bottom of the

column. Liquid nitrogen is used to provide the necessary heat removal. The

gas stream leaving the top of the distillation column passes to a storage

tank which supplies cover gas for the reactor system. The gas entering that

storage tank has a concentration of radioactive nable gases that is less than

the liaximum Permissible Concentration (f1PC) level for Kr of 1 x '10 pCi/cc.85

Thermal control of the cryogenic process'.ng section is maintained by recircu-
li

lating argon around the processing loop to transfer the heat liberated in the

delay beds by radioactive decay processes from the delay beds to the liquid

nitrogen in the process heat exchangers.

Periodically, the xenon/krypton concentrate in the bottom of the distillation

column is drained to a heat exchanger in which the c'ryogenic liquid is vapor-

ized. The ultimate disposition of the, xenon/krypton concentrate from the

Argon Processing System has not yet been determined. THe system is being de-

signed to allow retention of the concentrate and for transfer from the

FFTF plant to a suitable storage location.

Radioactive Cell Atmosphere Processinq System

The effluent from all cells and spaces subject to potential contamination by

radioactive gases is passed to the Radioactive Cell Atmosphere Processing

System (CAPS). The CAPS is designed to process the effluents to minimize

the releases of radioactive noble gases and other contaminants. The processed
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eliminate any tritiated water vapor from the flowing gas. The dry gas leaving

is cooled to low temperature. The cold process stream then passes sequentially

through two delay beds filled with granular charcoal. Xenon and krypton are

absorbed more strongly by the charcoal than is the nitrogen/air carrier gas.

This delays the passage of xenon and krypton through the beds; the delay pro-

vides sufficient time for the, radioactive xenon and krypton to decay. The

i delay time is a function of carrier gas flow rat~ and operating temperature.

Thee CAPS is designed to provide a decay time of 53 days for xenon and 2 days

for krypton at a fl()w rate of 25 scfm and a temperature of -'100'F. The

efi(luent 'om the CAPS is released to the central exhaust facility. It should

di active ases onl as a resultbeIemphasraed that the CAPS could release ra o 9

of 'Ion accider~t such as a leak or spill. The normal release from CAPS is

essentially zero.

I'ffluent

leaving the CAPS is released +o the central exhaust facility of the

Heating and Ventilating System.

The CAPS is divided into two sections: the collection/storage section, and

the processing section as shown on Figure IY.A.7.2. The effluent from all

potentially contaminated cells is drawn into the vacuum tank of the collection/

storage section by the compressors. The gases are then drawn through filters

to remove particulate material and are passed to a compressor receiver where

they are delayed prior to injection into the processino section. The gas

flow into the receiver varies between zero and 50 scfm d:pending on demand.

The processing section consists of water removal units, liquid nitrogen

cooled heat exchangers, two charcoal-filled vessels (delay beds) and circula-

tion blowers. The gas leaving the surge/delay tank passes through desiccant

units tvhich dry the gas to a dew point of -90'F or less; these units essentially

1

1
3

I

s

j

)
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63
(2) Liquid klaste SYstem

The FFTF provides the equipment and facilities for collection and transfer of

radioactive liquid waste resulting from operations and maintenance of the FFTF.

The radioactive liquid waste collection and removal process is illustrated in

Figure IV.A.7.3. All areas where potential liquid waste could be generated are

provided with liquid waste drains. This includes all areas where radioactive

material is handled. A brief description of the collection process is as follows:

Liquid waste generated is either gravity drained or pumped from the

waste drainage tanks through check valves and the liquid waste piping

gas seal traps. This prevents gas and liquid backflow to the operating

areas. The waste drainage tanks are not shown in Figure IV.A.7.3. They

collect waste from the analytical laboratory and the radioactive gas

decay Cell Atmosphere Processing System. Tanks and pumps are provided

since the waste cannot be drained by gravity into the main storage tanks.

From the seal trap the liquid waste passes thorugh a radiation monitor

which automatically actuates valves to divert waste to the <1 pCi/cc

temporary storage tanks or the >1 pCi/cc temporary storage tank.

During the temporary storage period, the liquid waste undergoes agitation

to prevent sedimentation, circulation through radiation monitors, sam-

pling by removal of small volumes of waste to determine radionuclide

composition, and pH. neutralization.

The tanks are vented to the radioactive gas decay processing system to

prevent release of any radioactive gas to the environment.

Piping, valves and loadout station are provided in the Reactor Service

Building for transferring the waste into the 20,000 gallon railroad tank car

or the 500 gallon shielded transfer cask. The tank car and cask are vented
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to the radioactive gas decay equipment during the transfer process in order

to prevent release of radioactive gas. The liquid waste quantity discharged

from the temporary storage tanks to the transport container is measure'hd by

flowmeters in the discharge line. The total quantity of radionuclides re-

moved from FFTF is obtained from the measured flow and the liquid sampling

to determine the radionuclide concentration prior to discharge from the

temporary storage tanks.

The liquid waste in the tank car is transported by rai 1 to the Kanford site

waste storage area and that in the shielded cask is transported to the storage

area by truck on the Hanford site road system. The use of the railroad tank

cars and shielded cask is standard Hanford practice for transport of liquid

waste to the waste storage area. (See Section IV.A.8)

The total quantity of liquid waste with an activity of <1 qCi/cc is projected

to be approximately 36,000 gallons per year. The waste will be transported

to the 200 Area of the Hanford site approximately five (5) times a year.

Although the design provides for the collection, temporary storage, sampling

The design provides for the collection, temporary storage, samplfng and

transfer o< waste with an activity of >1 pCi/cc, The source o< this

waste has not been fdent)Red.

(3) Sol fd 'Haste System
63

The solid waste collection and transfer is schematically shown on Figure IV.A.7.4

Routinely generated solid wastes are packaged and then transferred to the >olid

waste storage pit located fn the Reactor Service Building. The waste accumu-
64

lates until a sufffcfent quantity of waste fs generated to provide economical

transport for burial. The solid waste storage pft has approximately 280 square

feet of floor storage. Access fs provfded through the floor hatch fn the

Reactor Service Building. The solid waste is truck or rail transported to

the Hanford 200 Area site for burial. The packaging and waste segregation
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RADIOACTIVE SOLID WASTE FLOW DIAGRAM

FIGURE IV.A.7.4
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conforms to the standards specified for Hanford. Conformance with these
65

requirements and data on radioactivity present in the packages are sent

with the shipment records. It is anticipated that cardboard cartons and

polyethylene bags will be used for packaging low-level wastes. These will

then be placed into metal containers for transfer to burial.

Shielded casks are used for packaging and transport of high level wastes.

These will not be temporarily stored at FFTF but will be shipped for burial

in cafssons at the 200 Area.

(4) Sodium Haste System

A system for the disposal or storage of bulk metallic sodium wastes from

FFTF is currently under study. The purpose of this program is to develop

equipaent capable of processing small quantities of radioactive or nonradio-

active sodium. The timing of the program is such that the waste sodium treat-

ment equipment should be tested and available for service prior to operation

of the FFTF. Nonroutine sodium wastes generated prior to the ava)lability of

the new facility will be contained in an inert atmosphere and stored on site.

b. Princi oal Radionucl ides Oi scharned

This section provides a description of the sources, pathways, and possible

routes by which radionuclides can be discharged fry the facility. The first

section discusses the production migration and possible release of tritium

during FFTF operation. Tritium is expected to be present in both the gaseous

and liquid waste streams. The second section describes the sources, inven-

tory, and possible leakage paths for gaseous radionuclides including tritium

and noble gases. FFTF is being designed to prevent any planned release of

these gaseous materials during normal operation. The only release will be a

very small amount of gaseous material which might be expected to leak through

the various system caaponents and piping as described below.
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The third section describes the sources of liquid waste expected from the

facility. Most of this waste results from steam cleaning of sodium bearing

core components..The liquid waste is not discharged to the environment but

is collected/shipped to the Hanford Waste Disposal Facilities for processing.

The fourth section describes the sources of solid waste that are expected from

FFTF. Most of this material will be in the fom of activated stainless steel

or inconel components, Ffnr,'eely, small amounts of contaminated sodium may

require disposal during the lifetime o< the facility, Improved procedures

for accomplishing this dfsposal are under development,

(1 ) Tritium

With most of the tritium generated by the FFTF tied up chemically by the

sodium or fn the cold traps, and with no water cooling, the main source of

tritium wfll be that which escapes through barrfers, Only fnhalatfon

exposures are considered fn this report since the other sources are

neglfgfble or non existent, and all liquid wastes are stored. The beta

particle given off is of low energy and low penetrating power. It fs not

a significant hazard. Nevertheless, the capability of tritium to diffuse

through metals such as stainless steel, requires that knowledge and under-

standing be obtafned of the sources of tritium production, its migration

and means of controlling ft,

The important sources of tritium production in the FFTF as for other fast

reactors are fuel ternary fissions, boron (n,t) reaotions, and neutron

reactions with lithium. Boron carbide is being used as a control material

in the FFTF.



boron-11 and lithium 7 reactfons have threshold energies of about 9,6 MeY

and 2.8 MeV, respectively, and the average cross sect1ons for the boron-10

and 1fthfum 7 reactions are small in fast reactor spectra, The boron-10 (n,t)

2 alpha reaction will be the main producer of tritium activ1ty from boron

fn fast reactors, It fs estimated that about 40 curfes ef t. ftium are

produced per FFTF full power day for all react1ons.

The total trfttum act1vfty produced fn large fast power reactors may be

greater than that produced fn large light-water power reactors because of

(a) the higher yield of tritium 1n plutonium 239 f1ss1on compared to that

fn uranium 235 ffssfon, (b) the greater actfvfty produced from boron 10,

and (c) the possibly higher yields from fission with high-energy neutrons

compared to those with thermal neutrons.

Though the knowledge of tritium migration in an LNFBR fs incomplete at

the present time, an increasing understanding of the complex processes

involved fs being obtafned from the operation of KBR-II. Tritium fs tied

up to a large degree 'in the sodium as sodium titrfde. Cold trapping of

sodium tftrfde fn EBR-II appears to be effective. Further w'ork to determine

this behavior fs underway. Further understanding and knowledge of the

behavior of tritium and saans for its control will be obtained fn the

operation of the Fast Flux Test Facility and the LNFBR Demonstration Plants.

A model „based on Figure IV.A.7.5, was developed to describe the transport

of tritfum through the FFTF system.
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Releases to primary and secondary heat transport system ce11s were

estimated by calculating a diffusion coefficient for heat transport

system piping exclusive of heat exchangers and using that coefficient

and the sodium side tritium concentration to calculate an average daily

release rate.

(a ) Purification Coefficients

A range of purification coefficients (which defines the efficiency of

tritium rermval by cold trapping) was studied to determine the effect

of cold trap operation on tritium transport. These ranges are given

below.

(1) Primary System - Two cold traps with a capacity of 60 gpm each

are available for pr imary sodium purification. Therefore, calcu-

lations were made for cold trapping flow rates of 120, 60 and zero

gallons per minute.

(2) Secondary System - each heat transport loop on the secondary has a
J

cold trap with a capacity of 15 gpm. Cold trapping rates for the

secondary system of 45 gpm and zero were investigated.

(3) Cold Trap Efficiency - Cold traps were ai'suned to reduce gross

hydrogen concentrations in sodium from 0.5 ppm to 0.135 ppm, which

corresponds to a hydrogen removal efficiency of 73%. An efficiency
0

of 25$ was also investigated,

Using the above model, calculations were made for the FFTF for a range of

primary and secondary system purification rates. The results are shown on I

Table IV.A.7.1.

It should be Noted free TaMe IV,A.7.1 that the estfaeted trftfum releases

to the environment free the FFTF will be low wfth adequate cold trapping in
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TAG! E IV.A.7,1

ESTIMATED TRITIUM RELEASE*

Case

Cold Trapping Rate (GPN)
Tri tium Concent~ation

(Curies/cc)

Seconda ryPrimary Secondary Primary

Tritium
Release Rate
from DHX **
(Cur ies/Day )

Tritium Release Rate ***
to Inerted Ce11s (Ci/Day )

Primary Secondary

2

3

60

0,0

45

45

0,0

8.2 X 1O-8

1,5 X lo-7

3,3X10

8,3X 10

5,3X109
1,0X108

2,1 X 10

5,0X108

o.o44

0,088

1,61

0,416

0,054

0,105

2,16

0,055

0,003

0,005

0,107

0,025

0,0 1,6 X 10 7 98X108 0.82 0,108 0,049

0,0 0,0 Release rate increases until 100K release occurs

1,20,0 30,0 2,3 X 10

* Gases 1 6 - Qdrogen removal ef'ficiency ~ 73k
Case 7 - Hydrogen removal efficiency ~ 25%

48 X 10-8 ,404 0,15 0,023

»» A release rate exceeding 1300 Ci!day is necessary to produce MPC for controlled areas at the DKX exit
point, To produce MPG for uncontrolled areas requires a release rate greater than 50 Ci/day,

**» Tritium released to inerted cells will be oxidized and collected in the CAPS, removing it as a source of
environmental contamination,

Reference! Kabele, T,J, ~ Estimates of the Tritium Distribution in the FFTF, KEDL-TME 72-19, 1972.



the~" primary sodium system, Failure of all secondary cold traps (Case 4) or

of all secondary and one primary cold traps (Case 5) results in significantly

lower tritium releases than the fa11ure of both primary cold traps (Case 3).

Operation with no cold traps (Case 6) for more than ten hours results in a

release rate of greater than one curfe per day which further increases with

time to 40 curies per day.

It should also be noted from Table IV.A.7.1 that the estimated tritium

release to the primary heat transport system cells is of the same order of

magnitude as the tritium release through the dump heat exchangers. This

is due to a combination of a higher concentration driving for ce in the

primary system and the removal of tritfoa by purification of the seconda'ry

sodium.

(2) Gaseous Waste

The FFTF radfoactfve gas waste systems will contain argon-41 from actfvatfnn

of the primary system cover gasi trft1um which has dfffused through the
I:

stafnless steel clad and has not been t~apped by the sod1um; sodium-22 and

sodium 24 fn the form of vapor; neon-23 produced by the n,p reaction w1th

sodfum-23; and gaseous fission products escaping from failed <uel pins. The

quantities of these products will depend on the operatfng characterfstfcs of
/'/

the reactor or the closed loops, the time involved, and the number of failed

fuel elements. As noted fn Section IV,A,1.a. prevfosuly, a gas radwaste system

fs provided to relieve these contamfnants whfch are not fn solution in the

sodium, plated out on components, or cold trapped, In the process, an
/

inventory fs built up fn the reactor prfmary system or pr1mary of the closed

loops and fn the Radfoactfve Argon Processfny System (RAPS).
~(
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The argon-41 and tritium inventory in the gas system fs eipected to be low

compared to the noble gas inventory. Neon is expected in the cover gas but
the inventory decays rapidly in the downstream sections of the gas processinq
system because of'ts short 38 second hal f-life. Any sodium-22 and 24 that
is contained in the gas stream will be removed by the filters contained in

the RAPS system.

The expected inventnry of nc".le gases in various portions of the gaseous waste

system is shown on Table IY,A,7,2, These values are presented For operating

conditions where 0.)'.~ of the fuel in the FFTF core is defective and 35K of

the gases from this fuel escapes. A similar inventory is presented for a

typical -losed loop with 0.2% of the fuel defective and a 35K release. It

should be noted that FFTF is being desicped conservatively to operate with

ll failed fuel in the reactor core and complete gaseous release 'from all

closed loops, During initial operation no failed fuel is expected in the

reactor core.

Release of Gaseous Radionuclides froai FFTF

FFTF will be designed and constructed such that there will be no planned

releases of radioactive nases to the environment, The effluent from main and

closed loop primary cover gas systems will be rec)rculated after being cleaned.

The effluent from inert atmosphere cells, and other areas subject to contaeina-

t$ on by radioactive gases, will be cleaned up before discharge. However, som

leakage from systems contaminated by radioactive gases will inevitably occur

through welds, connections and valves in various systems which contain radio-

ac4ive gases (Table IV.A,7.3).



TABLE IV.A.7.2

EXPECTED INVENTORIES (Ci) OF NOBLE GAS RADIONUCLIDES IN FFTF GASEOUS WASTE SYSTEMS

Isotope

Xe - 131m

Xe - 133m

Xe - 133

Xe - 135

Kr - 83m

Kr - 85m

Kr - 85

Kr - 87

Kr-88

Totals

Closed Loop
Typical (1).

4.2 x 10

1.1 x 10

2.1 x 10

9.1 x 10

3.4 x 10

8.4 x 10

84x10
1.3 x 10

1.4 x 10

1.5 x 10

6.3 x 10

1.0 x lO

3.2 x 10

1.5 x 10

8.0 x 10

1.6 x 10

1.1' 10

2 ~ 1 x10

3.1 x 10

.2.7 x 10

2.7 x 10

6.0 x 10

1.3 x 10

4.6 x 10

1.1 x 10

3 ' x 10

4.9 x 10

2.4 x 10

5.6 x 10

7.2 x 10

Reactor System L22

Reactor Reactor
Vessel Overflow Tank

4.9 x 10

1.1 x 10

2.7 x 10

3.8 x 10

1.8 x 10

4.2 x 10

7.0 x 10

2.3 x 10

4.4 x 10

5.6 x 10

2.9 x 10

4.9 x 10

4.6 x 10

1.0 x 10

4.9 x 10

3.1 x 10

1.0 x 10

3.5 x 10

Radioacti ve Argon
Processing System {2)

Compressor Cryogenic
Receiver Processing Section

2.2 x 10 1.4 x 10

(1) Assumes 0.2X failures in loop with 35K release (typical of 4 closed loops).

(2) Assumes O.ll failure in reactor core with 35% release.



High integrity seals will be used in FFTF wherever welded joints or seal welds

cannot be used. Extensive leak checking by mass spectrometers or instruments of

equivalent sensitivity will be performed to assure that the as-built plant con-

forms to design criteria in this respect.

An estimate of the leakage from various systems components containing radio-

active noble gases is presented in Table IV.A.7.3. This estimate considers

only leakage into air atmosphere ar~as, since radionuclides released by

leakage into inert atmospheres will be essentially eliminated by radioactive

decay during the time they reside in the inert atmospheres in the cells or

during the time they take to pass through the CAPS system that processes

the eff'iuent from the inert atmosphere cells.

An estimate of the amount of gaseous leakage from FFTF has been made by

combining the data on inventories (Table, IV,A,7,2) and the data on leakage

(Table IV.A.7.3). If the reactor is operated with O.lf of the fuel pfns

defective and 35K of the gas is actually released from the defected pins,

the leakage is approximately 0.003 Cf/day. If the two closed loops are

operated with 0.2% defective pins and 35% of this gas fs released, an addi-

tional leakage of approximately 2 x 10 " Ci/day would be expected. This

would be a typical expected operating condition. The radioactive gaj waste
D

system is designed to aceosmmdate 1% fuel failure in the reactor core and

complete failure in all closed loops - a larqe margin above expected

operatf ng condf tions.



TABLE IY.A.7.3

LEAKAGE ESTINATE RKN GAS CM'ONENTS

AND SYSTEMS IN AIR AT%SPHERE SPACES

Location

Containment cork
area ()nclud|ny head
cav3 ty)

Conta)raent Leve1
Select 500'levat|on

Rad)oacti ve Gas
Equ)ylent Cell
(Ex-Conta)>ment)

Gas Smpl)ny Area
(Ex-Conta)reent)

Contr)butor

Reactor Head
Prkaary HTS Pusps
Exposed Gas P)p)n9
IOS Tank (radioactive gas

not noraolly present)

Gas Php)ng
Yalves (102)
Reactor Saapl)ng regressor

P)pkn9
r~ressors
Val ves
Tanks and H)scellaneous

Piping
(all other ==.=:.nents
in isolation cells)

Est)sated Leak Rate
(ate - cc/sec)

10-~
3x107
6 x 10-~
0.5

2x10
10-s
1.2 x 10"

2 x 10"
4x10"
2 x 10-s
10-c

10 s

NOTE: Thks est)sate ~as hosed on the follmhn9 cr)teria:

1. Pfptne - 10" ate cc/sec per mid

2. Val ve (bonnet) - 10-~ ate cc/sec

3. r~ressors - 10-~ ata cc/sec per cent1aeter of seal len9th
(Manufacturer 's data)



(3) Liquid Haste

An estimate of the quantities of lfqufd ~aste generated durfng FFTF operation

is shown on Table IV,A,7,4, The cleanfng of residual sodium from spent core

and system components with a steam argon p~ess fs expected to generate

the najor port1on of the total annual volwe of liquid ~aste, This waste

will contain small qgantftfes of activation and fission products, dependfnn

on the amunt of failed fuel present during previous operatfnn cycles, The

renafnfng waste fs generated by various operations that are re'ated to

decontamination.

Tritical activity will be present fn the coolant as explained previously. The

amount of tritium fn the liquid waste system will depend on the extent of the

cleanfng operations and the operating efficiency of the cold traps. This will

be fnvestfgated durfng FFTF operation,

Manganese, cobalt, tantalum, iron and chromfum actfvftfes appear fn the coolant

as a result of activation and corrosion processes. The major source of such

corrosion activity fs the fuel elenents; the Inconel 600 reflectors contribute

a small portion of the total activity fn the coolant. Equi libris corrosion

correlations appl1ed to both 3'l6 stainless steel and Inconel 600 can predfct
//

corrosion as a function of flew rate,)oxygen concentrat1on and metal t~ ~rature.

(4) Solid esse

h 1 1st of radf cacti ve sol 1d waste 1s shol in Tabl e IV A 7 5 ~ incl udf ng

that generated at othei )ocatfons associated with FFTF operatfon. Filters

in the heating and ventilation and the gas systems might be expected to

have some lew aIounts of contamination ff any spills, leaks or other incidents

occur durfny operation of the facility. The reflectors located on the per fph-

ery of the acti ve core nefen may build up an inventory of activation products
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TABLE IV.A.7,4

FFTF RADIOACTIVE LIQUID WASTE QUANTITIES

WASTE VOLUME

AVERAGE MAX (DF.SIGN] MAX (DESIGN)
GAL/MONTH GAL/YR GAL/MONTk GAL/YR

Clean1ng Fuel Subassembl1es

Decontam1na t )on
tPlwst casks, 3 4 Casks/Yr

2, So11d Haste Casks 1 Cask/Meek
3, ~1al Casks, 1 Cask/Meek

0
5
5

0
50
50

10
20
10

22o500

30
250
120

Tank Car Decontam1nat1on (4 to 6/yr ) 100 500 100 1,000

Ma1ntenance Cask Decontam1nat1on

LMFSR Cask Load1ntt P1t

Low Level Sol1d Haste Storage

Personnel Safety Shaver

Personnel Decontam1nat1on Area

HTS Service Bldg 60

Condensate From Gas Process1ng

!EM Cell Decontam1nat1on

Central Exhaust F1lter Area Dra1n

Spent Core Components Sod1wn ,,
Removal P1t

Rad1oact1ve Haste P1peway Dra1n

Sod1um Rsoval Kqu1pment Area

Future Aqueous Haste Sources

Decontam1nat1on of Lm/Inter Level
and H1gh Level Storage Tank Cells

50

0

900

100

115

0

50

0

0

50

0

50

200

0

2 ~ 700

1,000

125

0

0

50

'),0

0

500

25

100

100

200

1,600

250

240

100

100

100

100

100

500

200

100

100

200

; >000

5,200

1 o500

1 i250

100

100

100

100

1~500

200
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TABLE IV.A.7,5
/

QUANTITIES OF SOLIO WASTES GONTAINING FISSION PRODUCTS

ANNUAL RATE

Produced at Reactor Site

High Level Solid ft /yr
Kilograms/yr
Number of 55 gal. drums/yr
Repository space required, ft /yr

Low Level Solid - ft /yr
Kilograms/yr
Number of 55 gal, drums/yr
Burial ground area, ft~/yr

Produced at Reyrocessinq Plant Site

4,500
9,000

630
4>000

750
1 ~ 300

105
680

,
High Level Solid ft /yr

Kiloyrams/yr
Number of 6" x 10'ontainers yr
Rep so)t roy space required, rt /yr

Gladd)na Hulls <t3/yr
Kilograms/yr
Number of 30 gal, drums/yr
Storage area required, ft2/yr

I

Other Solids ft3/yr
Kilograms/yr
Number of 55 gal drums/yr
Burial ground ft /yr

Produced at Fabrication Plant Site

30
1,800

15
3,000

100
10o000

25
200-700*

4,000
75,000

560
3,600

Pu Contaminated Wastes ft3(yr
Number of 55 gal, drums/yr
Repository volume ft~/yr

1,500
210

2,800

*Depends on disposal site
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during reactor operation, Induced activation in the radial reflectors will
result from the followiny reactions:

Ta(n, y) Ta
182

Ni (n P) Co

Co(n ) Co'

(n. P) Mn'4

Cr(n, y) Cr
51

Fe(n, y) Fe.-59

The rmaining items shown on Figure IV.A.7.4 involve items used in Nintenance

and decontamination operations. The makeup of the rad'.oactive materials dis-

charged due to these operations will be determined mainly by the aequi-~nts

of maintenance during operation.

(5) Sodiwe Nste

Some sodium waste will be produced during FFTF operations. The sources of

this sodium waste are mainly from cleaning caaponents and free cold .raps

if and when these are removed.

During reactor operation with no failed fuel the activity collected in the

cold traps would be conposed of activation products and tritium. During

operation with quantities of failed fuel the volatile and solid fission products

released would also be expected to plate out in the cold traps. Sodium

cold traps would be disposed of as shown in Figure IV.A.7.4 in de

Hanford 200 Area High Level Burial Caisson.

c. Exeosure to Nan

(1 ) Gaseous ihste

The exposure to man resulting .~ leakage of gases free various FFTF systems

has been estimated based on the description in Sectioi-'IV.A.l.b aHve. The
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expected exposure due to tritium is based on Case 1 of Table IV.A.7.1 where the

tr ftfwa release fne the DHN fs calculated as O.OI1 cf/day. In the event of

operation with 0.1% failed fuel in the reactor core and 0.2$ fuel fn two closed

loops. noble gas leakage froe various reactor systee will result fn an additional

leakage of approxfeately 0.0032 Cf/day of noble gases. Oiffusion of these

gaseous aeterfals was estimated using the procedures outlined fn Reference 67.

The dilution factor (X/9 (sec/a )] for an extended release is used to estimate

the decrease fn gaseous activity concentration as a functfon of distance f~
the facility. Ground level release fs assNIed. For the trftfw release the

internal whole body exposure is calculated based on a breathing rate 2 x 10 cw

per day and a dose conversion factor of 126 nfl)f~ per efcroewf» of tritium

inhaled. The exposure due to noble gas leakage is based on the serif-infinite

cloud appreximt~on with the average aaaee energy of the noble gas Nxture

taken as 0.25 HtV per disintegration.

The results of these calculations for distances within the confines of the

hFC Hanford Reservation boundary are sham on Figure IV.A.7.6. Also shown

for caeparfson purposes are the various 10 CFR exposure guidelines and the/,'8
masured background at the Honford site The exposure falls well below

background for all leakage conditio. At the closest occupied area, the
8

washington Public Power Supply System '(NESS) Nanford i2 site, the dose rate

is approxfoately 'l0 srew per year.
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FIQNE 1V.A.7.6

EXPOSURE VlTHlN THE HANFORD RESERVATlON OUE TO

RAOlOACTlVE 6AS RELEASE BASEO ON TISLE lV.A.7.3
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The average exposure to the general public within a 100-mile radius of the

FFTF site has also been evaluated. The exposure rates shown in Figure IV.A.7.6,

were exter,ded out to 100 miles. These exposure rates at various distances

were then combined with the resident population distribution within a 100-mile

radius as shown on Table II.D.5.1..The exposure to the general population is

0.006 man-rem per year when reactor is operated with 0.1 percent failed fuel

in the reactor core plus 0.2% failed fuel in two closed loops. In contrast,

the exposure to this same population due to background radiation is 70,000

man-rsvp per year.

(2) t.iauid Haste

The exposure to man resulting from the liquid waste generated during FFTF

operat on is expected to be insignificant. As mentioned in the system
/I

description, all liquid wastes are collected and transported to the Xanford

|taste Qisg-osal Facilities.

{3) Solid Maste

The solid wastes generated by FFTF operation, as mentioned previously, are
(C)

mainly in the Are of activation products in the various stainless steel and
I'i

inconel core coeponents. These components will remain within the confines of

the Hanford Reserbation.

(4) Sodium Haste

Disposal of solid sodium waste, as mentioned in a previous section of this

report is currently under study.'xposure to man outside the Xanford Reserva-
i)

tfon boundary will be prevented by careful design and monitorivg of the pro-

cesses involved in disposa'I.
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d, Effects on Species Populations

There should be no radiological effects on important populations due to

radionuclide discharge from FFTF during normal operation. The radioactive

gas leakage activ1ty is well below the normal background levels of radio-

activity at Hanford. Since FFTF does not discharge any ifqufd waste

radionuclides fr~to the surrounding water sources no indirect contamination

of spec1es can occur due to water intake.

e, Plutonium Toxf cf tv Gons1derations

The toxicity and other potentially hazardous properties of plutonium have

been recognized from the time the element was discovered. Research
on'he

biological factors involved in the control of plutonium hazards has

been conducted for 25 years and is continuing. The excellent record in

controlling plutonium hazards fn the nuclear power industry has resulted

largely from the increase in knowledge of its physiological and toxicological

behavior that has kept pace with its greater availability. Research and

development on the properties of plutonium relating to the safety and other

aspects of its use as a nuclear fuel has been continually underway fn the

U.S. and othe'r countries for 20 years. For example, a complete reactor69

loading of fuel elements containing plutonfen was used to fuel the Naterfals

Testing Reactor (NTR) in Arco, Idaho, as early as 1958. Nixed oxides of

plutonium and uranium (Pu02- U02) prepared from plutonium recycled from

LNs is currently being tested in a number of commercial LMRs.

The fuel for the FFTF will be mixed oxides of plutonium and uranium (Pu02- U02).

This mixed oxide is a noncombustible, dense and refractory material that is
C~

most difficult to reduce to particles of respirable size even under postulated
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reactor accident conditions. Some of the uranium in the fuel will be con-

verted to plutonium dur1ng the course of reactor operation. At equ1lfbrfum

conditions, the tota', quantity of plutonium in FFTF w1ll be in the order of

600 kg. However, this plutonium would consititute a hazard only ff there

were son» way in which 1t could escape from the sepa'j ate protective barriers

of fuel cladding, primary coolant system, primary systems compartments and

conta1nment w1th whfch 1t 1s surrounded and somehow enter the environment,

(Section II.8,2) Providing assurance that radioactive mater1al wfll not

escape has been one of the fnportant obgectfves of the AfC's program in the

development of water cooled reactors, and has rece1ved primary emphasis fn

the (development, desfgn and construction of the FFTF, The necessity for safe

operation of the FFTF has been considered fn great detail and has been

extensively evaluated during the FFTF safety reviews, Similarly, the con-

tainment of plutonium durfng normal operating and accident conditions has

rece1ved careful attention and was extensively evaluated durfnq these

reviews, Adequate precautfons have been developed to assure the safe

handling of plutonium and to avofd fts release to the environment. These

precautions are applied to all phases of fuel fabrfcatfon, handling, storatte,

transportation and reproce:sfng.

The specific safety design features of the FFTF have been descrfbed fn the

PSAR.~4 As noted above, these intensive reviews and precautfons were taken

and are continuing because of the recognized potential toxicity of plutonium,

primarf ly through inhalation. This 1s reflected in the recottN»ndatfons of

the various radfat1on standard-setting bodies.



It should be pointed out that occupational limits are based on a constant

rate of exposure. However, in an accident situation, the plutonium would

presumably be deposited in a single exposure. Thus, the radiation dose

delivery to the lunq would decrease as a function of time after exposure.

At the present time, no biological effects have been attri~fbuted to plutonium
i(

exposure in a group of 25 human subjects who accidentally inhaled plutonium

particles, some Of them more than 24 years ago. In the case of 10 of

these 25 individuals, it has been calculated, based on the knowledge of

their burdens, that the average deposition of plutonium in the lungs was

roughly equivalent to 6 times the maximum value permitted for occupational

exposure.

Over the past 20 years, long term studies of plutonium toxicity have been

conducted by the AEC in several animal species employing various routes of

administration. In particular, inhalation'studies in Beagle dogs have been

in progress since the late 1950's. These animals demonstrate that inhaled

plutonium can lead to lung neoplasfa and that the time of onset is inversely

related to dose. However, extrapolation of the results of these studies from

dogs to man supports the adequacy ":"~f the present occupational exposure limits.

The"e and additional experiments are continuing.

It is recognized that the ingestion of-'plutonium might also be a problem.

Because of tnis, numerous experimntal studies with animals have been con-

ducted and are continuing on this route of exposure. These studies have

shown that the absorption of ingested plutonium can occur to only a very

small degree, The absorption is low due to the very effective barrier

presented to plutonium absorption by the intestinal mucosa.
,I

Ij
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8, Transoortatfon - Shfynent of Radioactive Materials

Shipments of radioactive materials will be made in casks designed and fabricated

to conform to the liazardous tlaterfals Regulations of the U,S, Department of

Tran portation. l'hose regulations are published in Title 49 of the Code of

Federal Reoulations (49 CFR 170-189}. Additional packaging standards are

imposed by the AEC fn fts reaulatfons on packaafng of radioactive material for

transport (10 ~FR 71 and AECH 0529). All shipments of radfoactfve materials

to and from the FFTF will be made fn accordance with those rendu)atfons.

They specify performance requirements for the shipping containers under

both normal and accident conditions, for the shipper fn preparing his

packages for shipment, and for carriers fn providing safe separation of these

shipments from passenoers, transportation workers, and other frefnht (partfcu-

)arly other hazardous cargo).

The shfpmiits whfch contain substantial amounts of radioactivity sost be fn

containers designed to withstand the impact from truck or rail accidents and

fires that may result from uch accidents. To ensure that they have this

capability, several accident damage test conditions are specified fn the

regulations. A few representative tests which are specified fn Appendix B of

10 CFR 71 and in AECN 0529 include'.

~ Free Oroy

A free drop through a distance of 30 feet onto a flat

essentially unyfeldfnn horizontal surface, striking the

surface in a position for which maximum damaoe is expected.

Puncture

A free drop throueh a distance of 40 inches striking, in a

position for which maximum damage is expected, the top end

of a vertical 6 inch dfaneter cylindrical mild steel bar

mounted on an essentially unyielding, horizontal surface.
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Thecal

Exposure to a tl>ermal test, or an actual fire, in which

the heat input to the package is not less than that which

would result fm,. exposure of the whole package to a

thermal radiation environment of 1475'F for 30 minutes.

later lmnersion (Fissile l~ateHal Containers Only}

1asersion in water to the extent that all po~tions of the

package to be tested are under at least 3 feet of ~ater

for a period of not less than 8 hours.

Each container must be so d < and constructed that, when tested

under these cc,,nditiors, the .~incr will retain its shielding and integrity

such that the radiation level outside of the container will remain within

acceptable levels and any loss o contents of the container will be )fmited

to contaminated coolant or inert gases not exceeding certain specified levels.

it $ s to be noted that although 6 of about lQQO containers of reactor fuel

and waste that have been shipped in the past 20 years have been involved

in serious transportation accidents, none has ever been breached.

Spent nuclear reactor fuel and radioactive waste shipments have been

sade for many years. Shipping containers for these materials are proven

standard items. The equipment and procedures that have been develooed and

the experience that has been acquired with LMRs in shipping new fuel, spent

fuel, and radioactive wastes neet the FFTF fuel cycle requirements except

for spent fuel from the core region of the FFTF. These latter

spent fuel materials will require additional protection durinq transportation

due to the increased amount of radioactive decay heat wh)ch mainly arises

from the higher specific power at which the FFTF fuel operates. Several



different methods, approved by both the AEC and the NT, will be available

to handle the problem of heat ~.oval. Although the particular nethod to

be used has not been selected, it will involve a heat transfer medium in

the fuel cavity of the cask, with an appropriate cooling system to maintain

fuel temperatures at a level which will maintain the integrity of the fuel

cladding and will also control external surface temperatures of the cask

to remain within the DOT regulatory limits. Volume-expansion chambers wi>l

also be provided to accept the coolant's increased volume under eaargency

h)oh temperature conditions.

In order to ensure that the radioactive material containers do, in

fact, aeet the approved design requirements, formal quality assurance programs

ldll be established for the manufacturing process. Melds will be non-

destructively tested for integrity, lead shielding will be checked for

possible voids by ganena radiography, and visual inspections will be made

throughout the fabrication process. Finished containers we'll be leak

tested. For reusable containers and spent fuel casks, detailed inspections

All be made before and after each use of the containers to assure that they

continue to meet the approved design requirements.

The capab)1)ty of a container to ~ithstand accident conditions and

proof tests is analyzed in detail, and a safety analysis report (SAP) is

prepared for the container. The SAR is reviewed by the AEC. Mhen the AEC

staff concurs with the adequacy of the design and the accuracy of the
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report, a specific certification or license amendment is issued for the

container. Under the present regulations, the safety analysis report along

Nth the AEC certification is sent to the Office of Hazardous liaterials,

Department of Transportation, for further review and approval.

The probabflitfes and conseouences of transportation accidents have

teen analyzed for a number of genera1 cases and wf11 be reported fn the

AEG's statement on the environmental considerations relating to the trans-

portation of radioactive materfals tn and from nuclear power plants,

Maximum rad)ation levels at selected distances from the casks under

both norma) and accident conditions are prescribed in the regulations.

The philosophy of recognizing potential hazards and developing practical

engineering solutions is a fundamental element of the operating approach

to transportation problems.

In sugary, casks are available or under development which wi11 assure

that spent fuel from FFTF operations wfll be shipped in full compliance

with all AEC and Department of Transportation regulations.

The exper fence fn designing shipping casks and safely shipping large

quantities of solid fission products lends assurance that adequate design

features and procedures can be established for the shipment of gaseous

radfoactfve materfals. The same standards, tests and other requirements

fmpose4 on the shfppfng containers for solid radioactive materials will

be applfed as necessary to the containers used for gaseous fission products,
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a, Non- Irradiated Fuel Tt ansport

FFTF fuel pins and fuel subassemblies are fabricated at subcontractor

plants and at comparable facilit'ies located at 300 Area, Hanford,

Richland, Washington,

It is now planned that fuel pins in groups or complete fuel subassemblies

will be shipped to the FFTF 308 building in a T-144 shipping container. This

container will be designed to protect the public against normal and

accident conditions which might occur during the transport of unirradiated

fissile material over public surface transportation routes. The shipping

container will be certified to eeet all AEC regulations and U. S. Depart-

ment of Transportation Regulations. guality assurance standards for the FFTF

(RDT F-2-2, "guality Assurance Program Requirements," and RDT F-4-2, "guality

Verification Requirements,") are the standards which will be used to assure

that the container will meet applicable codes and standards for public

safety.

The design features of the shipping container include:

{1) Prevention of contamination release, including Pu, by a sealed

structural alloy container capable of receiving a group of

individual fuel pins or a complete fuel subassembly.

{2) A fixed mechanical structure relative to location of the alloy

container, assuring a conservatively safe critical spacing of

adjacent fuel.

(3) Compliant suspension of the alloy container within the "bi rd cage"

structure to absorb impact forces, protecting container and contents.
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The container will neet tests such as those described in the introduction to

Section IV.A.8.

The fresh fuel shipping containers are normally transported by truck. However,

rail and air shipments are not precluded.

b. Irradiated Fuel Transport

It is now estimated that 25 fuel assemblies will be exchanged in the reactor per

operating cycle of about 102 days; or approximately 2.8 cycles per year. The

irradiated fuel subassemblies are stored in FFTF Decay Storage facilites for an

average of 200 days to permit the heat to decay to approximately 1.5 kQ.

After the prescribed decay cycle at FFTF, the irradiated fuel subassemblies

will be transferred to a shipping cask load-out facility at the FFTF site.

ROT F-2-2, "Quality Assurance Program Requirements", and RDT F-4-2, "Quality

Verification Requirements", have been applied to the design and fabrication of

the cask as further assurance that the cask meets applicable codes and

standards for irradiated fuel transport.

To assure adequate, safety, the design features of the shipping cask will in-

elude:

(1) Preclusion of criticality by fixed geometry of the fuel canister within

the cask body, including positive loading of each fuel elemnt within

its canister.

/

(2) A cask body structure which includes neutron and gamma radiation

attenuation and structural integrity sufficient to withstand normal

and hypothetical accident conditions durine~ shipment.

(3) Natural convection coolant circulation within the cask, assisting in

the rejection of fuel decay heat to the cask body, wnich includes

external cooling fins for passive rejection of the decay heat to

ambient atmosphere.
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{4) Prevention of contamination (including Pu) escape from the cask interior

by primary and secondary cask closures, each containing double seals,

(5) The cask~ includfng ~ ll support equ)~ .t and radiation, temperature, and

pressure eenftorfng fnstrumentatfon, will be transportabl ~ on a standard

railroad car,

{6) The cask closure interface design will be compatible with FFTF fuel

transfer c~nents and fuel reprocessfny facility equipment for transfer

of irradfated fuel without exceed)In'stablished design ar d operational

safety limits.

The container will eeet tests such as described fn the introduction to

Sectfor, IV,A,S,

Present planning contemplates shipment by rail of frradfated subassemblies to

the ABC Savannah River Processing Plant fn Afken, South Carolina, This does

not preclude shipment to oth»" lwatfons. No difficulty fs anticipated in

completing shipments to other 1~%fons serviced by rail,

c, Irradiated ¹n-Fueled Core Components

Reflector and control rod assemblies All be removed from the reactor and

transferred to FFTF decay storage facilities, and subsequently to sodium

rimaval facilities at FFTF,

Fueled test assemblies will be removed from the reactor and transferred to FFTF

decay storage facf1 ftfis, Subsequently, they are transferred to the Intarfm

Examination facility for sodium removal and disassembly down to individual pins,

Irradiated fuel assembly metal waste fs generated during these perations.
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Activated reflectors, control rod asseeblies and fuel assembly a>tal scrap

will be packaged in sealed containers prior to transport to storage

facilities ~

A high level radioactive material waste shippincI cask will be provided as
80

part of the FFTF radioactive material hanolinq systee. Th» waste shipping

cask will interface with the FFTF cask loadino station or Interim Kxamination

cell for 'loadout of waste drua5. The design features of the waste

shipping cask include;

(1) Closure valve and seals to isolate Potential airborne contamination

and attenuate radiation during ard after waste container transfer.

(2) Grapple and hoist mechanisms for transfer of waste container into

and out of cask interior.

(3) Cask body structure which includes geana radiation attenuation and

structural integrity sufficient to withstand normal operation and

hypothetical accident conditions without rupture of cask.

(4) Transportable by rail or truck between the FFYF and waste storage sites

in the 200 Area.

Haste containers will be stored in permanent shielded storage facilities b~~'h:

Hanford Waste Contractor. A permanent mao of storage sites with serialized

~aste container identification wi'll be maintained to permit retrieval of a

specific radioactive waste inventory.

The estimated annual shipping requirements for F.=TF fuel and wastes are

shown on Table IV,A,8,l
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TABLE IY.A.8,1

ESTINATS ANlOAL SMIPPI% REQUlRENENTS FOR FFTF FUEL AN MASTES

2 ~

3 ~

4.

5,

6,

7,

8,

Feed Preparation
NTU

Ne, of Trucks

Fabr)cat1on Fresh Fuel
NTU or NT (U+ Pu)
No. of Trucks

FabHcatfon Low Level Waste
Cub)c Feet
No, of Trucks

Fabrication Pu BeaHnn Naste
Cubic Feet
No, of Ra)1 Cars

Reactor Spent Fuel

Ht (Ut Pu)
No, of Ra)1 Cars
Hegacur dies/shtyeent (90 days)
Heyacur)es/sh$ yaent (150 days)
watts/shipment (90 days)
Watts/sh)pient (150 days)

Reactor - Lee Level Haste
Cub)c Feet
No, of Trucks

RNNrocessine lhstes
, a, H)yh Level

Cubic Feet
Ho, of Ra)l Cars

b, Cladding
Cub)c Feet
No, of Ra)1 Cars

c, Noble Gas
Hegacuries
No, of Trucks

d, Lw Level
Cub)c Feet
No, of Trucks

Rworocessfno UQy

HYU

No, of Trucks

Reprocess)na Rearcle Pu0y
NTYu

No. of Trucks
Negacur)es/shipment (10 yean)
Watts/shipment (1Q yean)

1,6
0.06

2.2
3

1,500
6

2.2
5

16
12

34,000
24,000

750
1,6

30,0
0,4

100
1,6

O,Q25
0,1

4,000
8,4

1,7

0,5
0,4
1,2

3'00
HTU - Hatr)c Tons Uran)um
HTPu Metr)c Tons Plutonfun
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9, Transmi ssi on Lines

The FFTF is a test facility which does not generate electricity. The only

transmission lines required are to provide power for the facility. Normal

power will be provided via a new 115 kY line about six miles long connecting

to the tieline between Benton Switching Station and Nidway Substation.

«

In the event of accidental loss of normal service, continuity of electric ser-

vice to the FFTF will be maintained by a 13.8 kY transmission line about six

miles long extending from the 300 Area to the new substation at the FFTF site.

«

«

I
«(
«

Both lines will be of single pole structure. Oesiqn and construction of the

new lines and the FFTF primary substation are in accordance'with Bonneville Power
0

Administration Standards and practices for cowercial power supplies.,

Both the 115 kV and 13.8 kV transmission lines are constructed across a

desert area that has not been previously inhabited. These transmission lines

are comparatively short (about six miles) and are located entire1y on the Hanford

Reservation.

!
I

t

«

'«

No significant adverse environmental effect either on or off the Hanford

Reservation is anticipated in connects';;»n with the routing of these transmission

lines.
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10, "instr!ictfon Effects

a, Plans and Schedules

The general FFTF construction schedule and current status fs summarized as

follows'onstruction fs scheduled to be complete for critical tests of the

reactor in mfd-1974,

Construction Completed fn 1970

Site explorations

'5/te preparatfon
',1

(I

Constructfon Completed fn 1971

Ra11road

Access Road

13,8 kU transmfss1on 11ne

Mater wells

Construct1on fac111t1es 1nclud1ng warehouse

Reactor containment excavatfon

Electrical substatfons

Constructfon Completed to Nay 1972

Ff re Alarm Loop

Water Tanks

Underground air and water pfpfng

Concrete batch plant

Construct1on fn Prooress . May 1972

Contaf»ment vessel (bottom head and 10th rfng complete - total ~ 60%)

Sanftary sewers

Pump house
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b, Impact of'onstruction Activities

Construction activities not localized in the plant area will be limited to power

transmission 1<no installation and road building with the ma)or construction

activity restricted to the immediate site area. With the exception of the

normal dust and traffic problems associated with any large construction

activity, the ecology of the area except in the immediate vicinity of the site
will not be changed by cot.struction. Such activity at the site will have little
or no impact on the resident population miles away. Upon completion of'he
work, a landscaping program will be implemented for the purpose of improving

the aesthetics and preventing erosion.

In all cases of planning for borrow p'its and spoil areas, procedures will be

initiated to limit th ~ amount of raw soi 1 eros ion, protect the exposed faces

from erosion by wind and water, and encourage the restoration of vegetation
0

by natural methods or reseeding in areas where special treatment is appropriate.

Accumulation of any precipitation within the excavation will be directed to

a sump and allowed to infiltrate into the ermeable soils, thereby preventing

interference w-i th operations in the borrow pit.

Plans for deposition of excess (spoil) material will include grading to

reasonably, conform to existing topography as well as shaping to control

surface water runoff. This will include such practices as sloping at

less than natural angle of repose and shaping the top of the spoil area

to retain moisture and encourage revegetation.

~LWater for use during construction and operation will be taken from wells drilled

into .the existing groundwater table. The amount of water (110,000 g/day

maximum) to be used will not significantly affect the groundwater profile or

availability of groundwater for use by others.
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c, Work in Adjacent %iers

A barge slip may be dredged on the shoreline of the Columbia River to

receive heavy equipment items. AEC will comply, and will require all con-structionn

contractors to comply, with all federal, state and local codes

and regulations applicable to the construction of a barge slip. To assure

minimal environmental impact due to use of a barge slip, plans will be

developed jointly with federal, state and local agencies (e.g., the Corps

of Engineers, Washington State Department of Ecology) having departmental

interest or regulatory authority over plans, designs and schedules of the

barge slip facilities. AEC will comply, and will require its contractors

to comply, with all conditions and limitations imposed by permits and approvals

required for barge access to the unloading point near the project site.

Other than the possible dredging of a barge slip, there is no construction

work planned in or near adjacent waters.
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ll, Pesthetics

The design of the FFTF provides a facility that complies with the policy and

program objectives of the AEC Manual Chapter 6301, General Oesign Criteria.

Aesthetic appearance of the completed facilities is given appropriate con-

sideration commensurate with programmatic requ'rements and optimum economy

in operation, maintenance, sound building practice; and the 20-year design life

of the facilities.

The landscape architecture provided for the facility is compatible with the

desert terrain of the AEC Hanford Reservation and minimizes the use of

irrigation to maintain the landscape vegetation consisting of a relatively

small plot of grass and low shrubbery near the main personnel entran~ to the

Control Building.

Vegetation in the immediate vicinity of the site disturbed or destroyed as

a result of construction will be replaced with indiqenous species so as to

return the ground cover to its natural state. Native rock will be used to

stabilize the fine sand materials. This will provide a measure of fire

control.

Figure IV. A.ll.l. provides a sketch of the preliminary design illustrating the

principal i-FTF structures. The largest structure is the Reactor Containment

Vessel, 135 ft. in diameter and extending about 108 ft. above the ground level.

The Reactor Support Buildings provide a continuous structure around the contain-

ment vessel whose heights and geometric configurations are directly the result
t

of space requirements imposed by the systems and functional areas within.

Precast concrete panels are blended with poured-in-place concrete, sheet metal

siding and horizontal builtup roofs over structural steel framing. The low
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building in the foreground is the Control Building, a single story structure

above grade. Behind the Control Building is the Reactor Service Building which

provides the only equipment access to the containment bui'.dine. All fuels, tests,

operating materials and equipment and ali radioactive wastes of the FFTF are

handled through this building. Redundant auxiliary equipment and emergency

power supplies are housed ~n the two auxiliary equipment buildings, one behind

the Reactor Service Building and one left of the Control Building. The secondary

coolant equipment and monitoring and analysis laboratory are housed in the HTS

Service Buildings East, West and South, which extend for approximately 270

degrees around the back side of the containment vessel. The main dump heat

exchangers are geographically separated in the background beyond the building

structure.

An overall color scheme is currently being developed by the Architect-Engineer

which will be consistent with the new sodium facilities within the Hanford

Engineering Development Laboratories in the 300 Area of the AEC Hanford Re-

servation.



8, Extraordinary Adverse Environm~ntal Effects

1, FFTF Safety Considerations

a, Safety Approach

Protection against potential accidents of all types has always received

and continues to receive priority attention in the design, construction

and operation of all nuclear reactors so that they will be safe and

reliable. The FFTF is being buil t and tested in accordance with this

approach as described in this statement and in detailed design documenta-

tion, such as the SDD, the PSAR and the FSAR, so that any environmental

impact from normal and abnormal operation and from potential accidents

and mal functions will be identi Fied and minimized. To accomplish this,
the reactor plant is being built in accordance with the "def'en.,e-in-depth"

concept which has evolved in the U,S, nucl eat power program, 1 8i o8~o83

concept is expressed in terms of three levels of safety as follows.

The first level concerns the intrinsic features of the design of the nuclear

plant and the quality redunaancyt, 'testability, inspectability, and fail

safe features of the components i)f the reactor and plant. The design must

be such that the plant is unquestionably safe in normal operation and has

a maximum tolerance for errors, abnormal operation and component malfunction.

Analyses have been made and test programs conducted to find those types of

malfunctions or faults that could affect safety so that they can be guarded

against by de~i gn, quality assurance, or fail-safe features as appropriate.

A reactor plant built in this way and routinely tested and monitored provides

a maximum of protection for the operating staff and the public.
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The second level concerns such incidents as partial loss of flow, reactivity

insertions, failure of parts of the safety system, or fuel handling errors,

which are assumed to occur in spite of the care taken in design, construction,

and operation. This second level provides fault de ction equipment and

design features which enable such occurrences to be arrested or accommodated

safely. Conservative design practices, adequate safety margins, and parallel,

independent, redundant at rangements of detecting and actuating equipment (so

that if one fails, others will be available to provide protective action)

have been used in the design and operation of the FFTF reactor protection

system.. In addition, these systems have been designed to be readily

inspected and tested so that there is a high degree of assurance that

they will operate reliably in the infrequent event they are required.

The thi rd level concerns the postulated failure of protective safety

systems simultaneously with the accident they are intended to control.
I

The consequences of such hypothetical accidents have been evaluated and

understood. Furthermore, practical design means have been found to pro-

vide additional measures of safety to mitigate the accident or accommodate

the consequences. These include design items such as adequate reactor

head and reactor plug hold-downs.

b, Safety Research and Development Program

To help achieve and substantiate the safety and other environment-related

requirements, the des)gners« operators, regulatory groups and other groups

concerned with the success of the FFTF have relied for guidance upon many

d
1 2«1 9«22 ~ 37 41 «45«47«49 «50 «52 61 «66 79«81 «82

sectors of the nuclear industry,

Th)s guidance has helped provide real)sm and confidence fn the understanding and

analysis of accident situations; develop and evaluate safety systems for the
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prevention of accidents and mitigation of their consequences; provide in~orma-

tion on which quan'itative evaluations of safety margins can be based; and

develop standards and codes for the sa~e desian, sitinz, constructioa, and

operation of the plan', The LHFBR safety research and development (RLD)

program has been used directly to resolve technical uncertainties, and pro-

vide realistic, technologically-sound frames nf reference within which

Judgments can be made,

Many of the inherent characterIstics of the LMFBR and other more specif',c

features of LMFBR design and operation that bear upon safety of the demon-

stration plant have been un ier investigation in the LMFBR safety R&D program

for over 20 years. The efforts under this program have been increased

significantly as part of the recent emphasis on designing the FFTF and .

developing the demonstration plant program. Thus, priori ties for con-

ducting this RID are continuing to be developed as the designs of these

plants cove ahead. The scope of the LMFBR development programs related

to safety includes the phenomena associated with errors and emergency
'I

abnormal operation, identification of potential accident mechanisms, and

the development of quality assurance procedures and safety systems designed

84
to prevent accidents and to limit their consequences, should they o'ccur

These considerations are discussed in depth in this statement and in the
Ii

FFTF Prel tminary Safety Analysis Report (PSAR)i', which has been submit~ed

to the AEC Regulatory bodies and to the ACRS, an, reviewed ig accordance

with established procedures. A Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) is

being prepared.
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.'n response .o the needs of the FFTF program, the LHFBR safety program

had addressed the occurrence of postulated accidents and the potential

effects of events that could be assumed to follow, such as destructive

energy releases, sodium fires, fission-product and plutonium releases and

core meltdown. While recognizing that the design of the FFTF emphasizes

accident prevention and early detection and control of potential errors

and defects that can be postulated to lead to accidents, the safety R&D

program for the FFTF also has inc1uded studies of consequence-limiting

safety systems designed to ameliorate the effects of such accidents in

the plant.

Detailed design work on the FFTF has taken advantage of progress in the

demonstration plant program and other ongoing LMFBP. development programs.

The design effort has concentrated on reactor plant reliability and integri ty

through a systematic engineering approach embodying the development and
'/

application of improved engineering standards, codes and criteria and

strengthened quality assurance practices. These er.gineering approaches

were delineated in guidelines which governed the reactor design and which
I'

have been and are being implemented in detail in the System Design

Descriptions (SDDs) prepared for this plant. The evaluation of, these

design efforts has been presented in the PSAR, They include:
44

(1) The identification of abnormal operations, component mal functions,;

and system faults that have potential safety implications.

(2) The characterization of conditions that could lewd to damage of

the reactor or plant.
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(3) The development of accident analysis and safety evaluation

methods.

(4) The demonstration of the adequacy of protection systems and devices.

(5) The identification of the information on which adequate designs

of containment bu1ldings and consequence-11m1ting safety systems

can be based, includ1ng sources of potential releases of energy

and ratlteocti vi ty.

As the FFTF des1gn and development programs have proceeded, these considera-
i)

tions were 'subject to continuing review by the designer and by review or

regulatory groups. Where problems arose, the plant designer had options

which he exercised and continues to exercise to provide the required

protection for plant operators and the public.

c, FFTF Safety Characteristics

Certain basic plant design features are extremely important in the

assessment of the various aspects of the EFTF related to Iafety. The
1

first of these features '2s that a number of barriers must be breached

before the r4dioactive materials in the fuel could be released to the

environment. The first barrier 1s the fuel matetial and its metal cladding,

wh1ch are designed to provide a high degree of retent1on for these radio-

active materials. The fuel rods and the sodium coolant are contained in

a Nigh integrity steel primary system which comprises the second independent

barrier to the escape of radioactive materials. The third barrier serves

to prevent the dispersal of any radioactive materials that might be

released beyond the conf1nes of the I.'.1 cladding and the primary system.
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This barr1er includes the 1nerted equ1pment cells surrounding the primary

system components wh1ch would help isolate radioactive materials, and the

low leakage conta1nment building which serves as the final barrier to

their release to the environment. These barriers were described in

Section I I.B.2.h,

In addition to the presence of mult1ple barriers, a second notable character-

istic of the nuclear power program, applicable to the FFTF, is the degree of

conservatism and the extent of the safety margins provided in nuclear power

plant design and operation, The FFTF has been designed with large margins

or "safety factors" between normal operating conditions and those conditions

which could begin to raise safety concerns. These margins take the form of

the number of errors and failures which must occur and remain uncorrected,

the number of protective devices to control prozression frcm normal to

abnormal conditions, and the amount by which specific conditions would have

to change, before safety limits would be approached. These marg1ns are

identified in the detailed FFTF plant system design descriptions and in

the FFTF safety analysis reports.

Certain 1nherent characterist1cs of the FFTF which provide a th)rd feature

bearing upon its safety have been optimized through des1gn efforts.

One of these inherent characteristics 1s the excellent heat transfer

properties of the sodium coolant. The high thermal conductivity of sodium

along with its thermal -capacity permits arrangeeent of the cooling system

so that little, 1f any, forced circulation of the sodium is necessary to

remove after-heat from the reactor core without fuel cladding failure-';-in

the event that all normal pumping capacity for the coolant is inadvertently

lost, or if a ma)or leak occurs anywhere in the main coolant system.



In addft1on, the boiling po1nt of;.sodium is much higher than the normal

operating temperature of the FFTF, allow1nq the plant to be operated at

near atmospheric pressures, This low pressure operation fmproves the potential

for ma$ nta1n<nrr system rntegrtty and reduces tIre possible pnoparratfon of smal'I

leaks, should they occur, into lamer ones, Also, this perm1ts the use of a

low pressure conta1nment building with its attendant simpler design and

fabrfcatfon requfrem~nts. These characterfstfcs of sodfum permit desfgn

conffguratfons to be employed which give a high degree of assurance that

the reactor core will remain covered and the fuel cladding protected even

under extremely pessimistic accident assumptions. They wfll permit after-

heat to be removed from the core despite severe system dfsrupt1ons,

Yet another intr fnsfc feature of'lfFBRs such as the FFTF, is the Doppler

coefficient, a characteristic of the neutronic properties of U-238,

The Doppler effect acts to reduce the power level of the reactor whenever the

fuel temperature increases. In a postulated off-normal operating situation,

such as a rapid unanticipated rise in power level at a rate beyond the

capability of the control system to regulate, the fuel temperature would

rise with the power level. As the fuel temperature rises, the increasing

Doppler effect would act in a way to 11mit the rise in power.

Mhile these and ot,'rer favorable 1ntr1nsic features are taken advantage of

and optimized in the des1gn, the reactor designer has taken fnto appropriate

account other inherent features which could prove unfavorable from the



standP«n«f safety lhese, of course, are anna the key concerns which

have been investigated in the research, development and design programs

for the FFTF. One of these 1s the positive feedback effect of sodium

void coefficient on power level. Sodfum voids which could be postulated

to occu~ in the core (for example, as a result of a major overpower transient
Y

or reduc.d sodium coolant flow due to fuel element flow blockage) could cause

an undesired increase in power level and possibly some fuel damage. In

recognition of thfs possibility, methods have be;.n developed to reduce
44

the poss1bfl1ty of vo1ds occirrfng fn the reactor core and to mftfgat" and

accommodate safely a~y unfavorable vofdfnq effect, should it occur, Blockage

by >fdfnq is prevented by mult1ple flow passages fn the fuel subassembly

inlet, Loss of coolant fs further prevented by guard vessels and pfpes

around the reactor and piping, Research and development programs are

contfnufng to improve further the understandfng of sodium vofd effects,

confirm safety margins and prov1de necessary 1nformat1on to perm1t 1mproved

desi gn approaches for future FFTF cores,

Another important intrinsic characterfs of the FFTF wh1ch has influenced

its design fs the chemical reactivity of sodfum wfth afr. Sufficient

experience with sodium reactor systems has been obta1ned to assure that

this matter is amenable to straight-forward design treatment. For example,

as noted in Section II.B.2.f, the primary coolant system will be contained

in inert cells to minimize the adverse effects of leaks, should they occur.

Other, more difficult problems associated with the use of sodium coolant

relate to normal operating condit1ons, particularly maintenance, due to

sodium's high activation under irradiation and fts high melting pofnt.



d, Technical and Adm) ni strati ve Revie~z

Reinforcing the use of sound design, engineering standards, engineered

safety features and supporting R80 as means of preventing and limiting

accidents are the requi rements and procedures for comprehensive technical

end administrative reviews of all factors affecting plant design and safety.

These reviews, are conducted by the AEC, by the AEC's Regulatory staff and

by independent review bodies. Finally, regular inspection<> of nuclear power

plants during construction and operation by the staff are employed to afford

cont1nuing assurance of safety.

e. Postulated Accidents

Desp1te the care taken to assure the safety of nuclear power plants, the

possib1lity of errors, malfunct1ons and accidents of varying degrees of
J/

sever1ty cannot be ruIed out completely. Therefore, these possib1li ties

and their potential consequences have been analyzed for the FFTF. This

has been accomplished as aa integral part of the design process and suwnarized

in the .'s and the PSAR, and a final analysis will be presented 1n the FSAR.

The accidents evaluated in the course of the safety review process include a

highly conservative series of assumptions, taking into account the likelihood

of occurrence, the nature of potential initiating mechanisms, and the course

end consequences of resulting events. The purpose of this conservative approach

was to establish limits on the potential consequences for the types of events

studied, to determine the plant's potential responses to such events and to

assure that public health and safety is adequately protected.

The information and studies conducted on fast reactor accidents show that

three general classes of accidents may be defined for the FFTF 1n terms of

the estimated 11kel1hood of their occurrence and the corresponding level of
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consequences that may result. Plant protection analyses were conducted

to examine how the design of the plant will accomedate these accident

classes. The f1rst class consists of those accidents or abnormal f1.fes

which can reasonably be expected to occur during the lifetime of the FFTF.

Such events must, of course, be accomedated with little or no damage or

interruption of the power-producing capability of the plant and with little

repair costs. Examples of this type of event are loss of off-si te electrical

power, loss of flow from a primary cooling pump, and malfunction of the

automatic control systems.

A plant protect1on analysis has also been carried out for the second class

of acc1dents, f.e., those more unlikely events not expected to occur but

which cannot be ruled out. For such accidents a greater degree of damage

or interruption can be accepted, but not to such a degree that plant

operation cannot eventually be resumed. The type of accidents considered

include local fuel failures, fuel subassembly or sub-channel flow blockage,

single subassembly meltdown, reactor core mfsloading, and sodium spills and

fires.

Clearly defined safety or damage criteria have been establ1shed against

which to assess the effects of each type of accident discussed above. A

con+on manner of expressing such criteria is fn terms of fuel clad temperature

or percentage of fuel clad failure. Thus, in th1s category of acc1dents, an

important safety consideration is the amount of plutonfum and fission products

released from the damaged 1'uel into the primary coolant system. Adequate

precautfons have been developed to avoid the release of these materials to

the environment in such instances.



The third class of accidents is comprised of the more severe hypothetical

accidents which are not expected to occur. Th1s class of acc1dents has

been analyzed to assure that sufficient safety margin and capabil1ties of

the containment and the reactor systems ex1st for the safety of the public,

Among the acc1dents in this category are postulated transients caused by

very large react1vity insertions. Included in th1s category are primary

pump failures or large primary p1pe failures with s1multaneous fa11ure of

the reactor shutdown system. Depending on the plant design characteristics

and analytical assumpt1ons, such acc1dents may lead to various degrees of

core melting and disruption, and corresponding releases of fission products

and plutonium from the fuel. The capabil1ty of post-accident heat removal

systems to operate as required, and of the reactor containment building to

maintain its integrity following such hypothetical events, have been

analyzed fn con)unction with the anticipated small leak rate of'he

containment building to determine the radioloaical consequences of these

postulated accidents. These analyses have treated each of the important

radioisotopes to determine potential effects on the health and safety of

the public.

('mongthe more severe hypothetical accidents are reactivity insertions

sufficient to cause the power level tn rise rapidly beyond that for wh1ch

the reactor was designed, leading to events which could damage the core

before the previously described inherent shutdown phenomena or normal

control actions take effect. The potential consequences of the most
88



severe accidents of this type that one can conceive within applicable

physical laws is a compaction of the fuel into a more reactive configura-

tion resulting in a disruptive energy release. In spite of the extreme

conservatism used in core disruptive accident analysis and the remote

possibility of such an event occurring, its potential occurrence has been

considered in the FFTF design. The PSAR for the FFTF covers the design

of the reactor structure and containment and show 'anat there is no credible

rearrangement of the FFTF core which could lead to the release of explosive

energy with a force sufi''icient to breach the containment. With the con-

tainment intact and little driving force available, there would be little

release of noble gases and little, if any, release of other fission products

or plutonium to the environment. These conclusions for the FFTF are reinforced

by analyses and tests that have been conducted of the behavior of reactors

with simi 1 ar features and s tr uctures. 9 i90

While it is impossible to postulate with precision the detailed course of

accidents, including their likelihood and possible environmental conse-

quences, it is possible to place bounds on such accidents. The design

criteria, guidelines and philosophy that have been developed to assure the

safety of previous liquid metal-cooled plants have required that features

be built into the FFTF which are consistent with such bounds. Hypothetical

accidents have been analyzed foi'he FFTF, which along with existing information

about accidents of these types, make the AEC confident that the design criteria

that potential radioactive releases must be safely contained within the plant

will be met. There is an extensively body of literature on the safety of
91

LMFBRs from which t0 draw such conclusions. Major manufacturers have been
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working for several years on desiqns for both the FFTF demonstration plants

and the commrcial LHFBRs with particular attention to analysis of potential

safety problems, The PSAR <or the FFTF summarizes the latest in~ormation44

from the ongoino RIID proqrams, as well as on the safety on LHFBRs. Critical

experiments with FFTF cores have contributed experimental verification of

many of the analytical codes and models essential for the design o the FFTF,

Analytical and operating experience has also been obtained from ~ast reactors

such as EBR-II, Fermi, and SEFOR from which important information has been

drawn for the FFTF.

FFTF SaFety Analysis

In spite of the care taken in design, construction and operation, accidents

cannot be statistically ruled out. Described below are various classes of

such accidents considered in the design of the FFTF.

a, Sodium Leaks or Spills

(1 ) Radioactive Sodium

During operation of the reactor neutron irradiation of the sodium-23 reactor

coolant produces the radionuclides sodium-22 and sodium-24. The total

activity of sodium activation products will be about 1.2 x 107 Ci of

sodium-24 and 100 Ci of sodium-22 at 7 x 10 n/cm /sec. The activated36

sodium is contained within the reactor vessel, the main heat transport

syste~ and the closed loops, with the exception of sodium sampling lines31

which car ry small quantities of activated sodium to the impurity moni toring

and analysis system. The stainless steel barrier prevents release of the92

radioactive sodium. Any sodium leak developinn in the radioacti,ve system

would be to the iner t nitrogen atmosphere contained in the primary cells
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and the servicing system cells. The reactor would be Shut down, if necessary,

to determine the source of the leak, and for necessary repairs if any were

needed. The inert atmosphere prevc.nts the occurrence of a sodium fire. The

inerted cells are steel-lined and, in the event of a sodium leak from the

primary systems or service systems, prevent further leakage of sodium to

the surroundings. FFTF sodium coolant systems will employ the highest

standards of state-of-the-art construction and quality control for circulating

sodium in welded stainless steel pipinq and vessels. This, together with the

low sodium pressures employed, assures that leaks are very unlikely. The

structural integrity and the low sodium pressure also assure that in the

event of leaks they will be snail. Postulated pipe breaks should be regarded

as hypothetical. Nonetheless, FFTF desiqn assures that even a hypothetical

pipe break can be contained successfully without impairing the outer

containment vessel capability to limit leakage of airborne materials.

~ed to detect abnormally high activity.

, nitrogen is processed through the CAPS

be bled from the cel]s and monitol

', If radioactivity is detected„ the

prior to release.

A sodium leak detecti'on system monitors the primary system boundary to

detect small leaks.

If small quantities o< the., sodium do leak out of'he inert cells into the

containment building, monitorinq equipment is availabl'~e. In the event that,

sodium activity is detected i'll the containment buildinil venti'lation system,

the containmen't boildinq ventil,ation valves are shut o>;f to isolate the

containment building„Any leakage through the ventilation system is drawr
l

through a high-efficiency filter !system to remove any remaining particulate

matter before release to the outs'ide environment. Further, nit>'ogen can
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Small quantities of sodium that are removed <or samplinq (about 35 qrans per

month for each of 12 sampleslmo} are run to inerted cells where samplinq

operations are performed. Leakaqe from these operations goes first to the

cell, and any amount leaking from the cell is drawn through the filter system

outside the building before beinq released to the outside atmosphere. In

summary, sodium leaks from the reactor primary system or servicing system

cells must go through multiple monitoring points and barriers before any

release occurs to the outside atmosphere, making such release highly

improbable.

(2 ) Nonradinact> ve Sod'turn

The interface between the primary and secondary sodium which is used to

cool the reactor occurs at the intermediate heat exchanger ( IHÃ), both in

the main systems and on the closed loops. Normally, the secondary sodium

should not be radioactive, but there is expected to be, some contamination

by tritium diffusion from the primary to the secondary system. Tritium

contamination levels will be extremely low in the secondary system. (See

Section IV.A.7.b) Radioactive contamination of secondary sodium with other

radionuclides coi>tained in the primary sodium system can occur in the event of

a leak in the IHX barrier. The acti vi ty level in the secondary~ sodium side

of the IHX is monitored by instrumentation to detect such contamination.

Leaks of secondary sodium in the vicinity of the secondary sodium pipinn,

the dump heat exchanqers or sodium storage facilities for new sodium could

react with air producinq sodium oxide which could create a hazard in the

imoediate vicinity of the FFTF site, Procedures are being developed to cope

with this hazard,



3~i
(3 ) Detection and Control

A

Sodium leaks are normally indicated directly by leak detection devices

installed on piping and components, atmospheric space sensors within the

cells to detect sodium vapor, storage vessel level channes, or by reduction in

coolinz/flow capability. Devices installed on piping and components are

electrode-type leak detectors. Space sensors are smoke detectors. Leaks may

also be detected by a drop in sodiu~ level as indicated by level detectors.

Chances in flowmeter and EI1 pump performance and abnormal heat exchan<~er temp

temperature distribution could also oive an indication of a sodium leak.

Upon detection, the affected portion(s) of the system can be shut down,

depressurized and drained before large quantities of sodium can escape.

Drip pans located beneath equipment and vertical runs of pipe serve to

collect leakage and reduce the fire hazard by minimizing the escaped sodium
,I

surface area. Oxidation within inerted cells will be,'slow and minimal „

When leaks occur into air atmospheres, rapid oxidation becomes more

probable, and steps must be taken to bring the situation under control.
I)

At the DHX the leaking lines can be isolated. If a fire has started, the

involved DHX can be shut down, isolated and filled with nitrogen. Catch

pans in the DHX housings are of a design that minimizes burning surface area.

Fire fighting will consist of taking those steps necessary and using the

materials appropriate to bringing the situation at hand under control. Fire

fightino methods and materials are still undergoing considerable develop-

ment. Once the fire has heen brought under control, no further action will

be taken until the sodium has cooled and solidified.
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(4} Sodium Leaks durin, '1ainterwnco

Sodium leaks or spills could occur within the containment bui1ding during

maintenance operations on primary components including closed loops ",ocated

within the heat transport cells. During maintenance these cells contain an

air atmosphere, Prior to maintenance, the activity of sodium-24 would

decrease to insinnificant levels by radioactive decay to allow access, but

small quantities o< corrosion and fission nroducts and sodium-22 may be

present in the primary coolant due to operation with failed or vented fuel

prior to shutdown. !f a leak or spill occurs under this situation, the

release would be tn the air atmosphere in the cell which is open to the

containment buildinn, Durinq these operations, the air exit from containment

as noted before, is monitored by instrumentation to isolate the containment

buildinn upon detection of an abnormal amount of activity. This system is

backed up by a <iltration system which limits release to the environment to

insignificant levels.

b, Sod)um Contamination ~olln~~inn Fuel Clad Failures

Tritium activity is produced by neutron capture in 04C control rods, tenary

<ission and neutron capture in lithium impurities in the fuel. Tritium

generated at FETE will be found throuqhnut the sodium and radioactive nas

handling systems. Based upon information gained from operation of other fast

reactors, it is expected that the majority of tritium diffusinq <rom ~uel pins

and control rod mechanisms will be retained in the cold traps, but some tritium

will be found in the inerted cells and primary and secondary sodium. The

small quantities of tritium in the inerted cells will be oxidized and removed



as tritiated vapor whenever the CAPS is operated. Details reqardinq tritium

production and movement through the FFTF are given in IV.A.7. Based on that

analysis, a concentration of 10 Ci/cc of tritium in the coolant may be

typical, assuminq cold trappinq in sodium (Table IV.A.7.1). A concentration
-10oF about 10 Ci/cc in the cover qas may be typical.

Entrainment of noble qas fission product activity in the coolant is expected

to be neqliqible. This activity is expected to be found only in the cover

gas. The FFTF radwaste system is designed to accommodate failure of one

percent of the fuel with a release of qaseous fission product activity into

the cover qas of about 10 Ci. Expected inventories are more than an order

of maqnitude smaller.

Potential nongaseous fission product activities in the coolant include only

nuclides that have boilinq points in the elemental or oxide forms that are

$ 1300'F. Further, if the half-life of the nuclide is shorter than O.l day,

miqration time in the fuel will be sufficient to preclude release of the

nuclide or its daughter activity into the coolant. As noted in Section IV.A.7,

FFTF is desiqned to permit continued operation with as much as one percent

of the driver fuel failed with complete release of volatiles. Oesiqn marqins

are an order of magnitude higher than expected failures and allow for abnormal

accidental releases.

c, Radioactive Haste System LeaI;s or Spills

Ihe FFTF radioactive waste systems are described in Section lV.A.7 of this

report. The waste equipment is located in cells below ground in the reactor80'/.
service building near containment. The gas system is designed to

accommodate the gaseous fission products generated due to operation with



one percent fuel failures in the core and defected fuel failures of all fuel

pins in four of the closed loops. The maximum design inventory of noble

gases in the gas system is estimated at 10 Ci. The liquid waste system
5

is desinned to collect various cateqories of waste, includina lowlintermediate

level, high level and transuranium contaminated waste. The liquid waste

system is designed to handle 47,500 gallons of waste per year.

In actual operation the number of fuel pin failures, and consequently the

actual curie inventory, and the liquid waste throughput are expected to be

one to several orders of magnitude less than design values.

The inventory of noble gases leaked from the fuel is expected to remain

within the confines of the RAPS during normal operation of the facility.

In the event that some abnormal leak develops within this system, this

leakage wi 11 go to the surrounding cells. The atmosphere in these surround-

ing cells is
monitored

and, in the event of an abnormally high activity

level, the atmosphere is>routed to the CAPS. CAPS is designed to process

gas from the inerted and air cell atmospheres which have the potential of

containing radioactive gas. As described in Section IV.A.7, the CAPS will
,I

reduce the noble gas radi'oactivi ty in the process gas so that the AECM

0524 restricted area concentration limits are not exceeded at the heating

and ventilating exhau.t exit. Any particulate matter is removed by the

filter system in the exhaust which exits to the environment.



Leaks in lines carryinq cover aas that occur in the head cavity renion

result in leakage of radi;.,active nases into the containment buildinn. i<hen

the activity is above a pre-set leve1 (to be determined), the containment

building ventilation val ves close and escape of the contaminated atmosphere

to the environ~ is determined by the leak rate of the containment buildinq

and decay rate from the radionuclides. Should leaks develop in lines carryinq

cover nas while inside an inerted cell, the contaminated cell atnesphere is

diverted through the CAPS for decontamination before release to the environs.

i'iaterial that leaks from the RAPS because of a line rupture or other failure

is diverted throuqh the CAPS for decontamination before release to the

environs. The CAPS is basically an accident system, operatinn only when

activity levels in monitored effluents are above pre-determined levels (to

be determined). Accidental leaks from the CAPS require occurrence of an

accident to that system simultaneous with the accident leadinn to activation

of the CAPS; such an occurrence is considered highly unlikely. In all cases

of such leakage, steps would be taken to end the leakage, effect repairs and

return to normal operation as quickly as possible.

Should cooling to charcoal delay beds be interrupted, the affected bed(s)

will heat at a rate of approximately 10'F/hr. Temperatures of 1000 to

1700 F would be reached in seven to ten days, depending upon the particular
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bed{s) which lost cooling. If on1y one bed is affected, that bed can be

bypassed and the effect on the system will be rather small. If cooling

was lost for an entire system, delay and distillation of krypton and xenon

nuclides wou1d no longer be possible. In the case of the RAPS this would

mean that cover gas activity would increase until repairs could be made,

but there would not be significant radioactivity releases to the environ-

ment. For the CAPS such an event is considered incredible since

simultaneous failure of two independent systems is required.

The liquid waste system is designed to minimize the potential release to

the environment in the event of leakage from the system. Liquid waste

cells are equipped with sumps to collect any liquid which should leak or

spill in the area. Any spillage is thus routed to a tank or component

which is in working condition. In the event of leakage during sampling

operations, the spillage wi ll be contained within glove boxes. Redundant

valves are provided in the sample lines in order to prevent uncontrolled

leaks. Fires in liquid waste areas are unlikely since no combustible

material:;s used in the liquid waste storage process. The atmosphere in

the liquid waste cell area is routed through the H&Y filter system prior

to release to the atmosphere. Thus, no adverse environmental effects are

expected due to spills or leaks in the liquid waste handling area.

In the solid waste storage vault, the only identifiable method of releas-

ing radioactive material is the remote possibility of a fi re. Packaging

procedures require that flammable materials are separately packaged to



minimize the possibility of fire. If a fire should occur, it will be

localized within the cell. The heating and ventilation system filters

prevent radioactive particles from being released to the atmosphere.

Standard fire fighting techniques will be used to extinguish the fire
l~,

and to minimize damage,

d, Fuel Meltdown

ruel meltdown has oc .JrreJ in sodium-conled reactors due to either a

reactivity disturbance as in EBR-I or coolant blockage as in SRE and Fermi.81

FFTF design has incorporated a number of features which preclude such

meltdowns. Movement of core components has been made impossible by the

use of core restraints. Voiding within any significant fraction of a sub-

assembly has also been made impossible in all but very hypothetical

situations by a design which assures that there shall always be flow paths

around any potential flow blocker. Guard pi pes have been included around

piping to assure that leaks in primary piping cannot result in loss of

cooling to the reactor.

Tf ~ ~l!~r~ iN.re tn occur, the nohle nases released would be expected

to migrate through the sodium to the cover oas space. The cover gas is

processed bv the Radioactive Argon Processing System (RAPS) during normal

operation, Section IV.A.7.a.l. In the event of an abnormally high activity

in the cover gas line leading from containment to the RAPS, present plans

call for the cover qas to be isolated automatically. This is under review.

At a later time the noble gas inventorv could be bled to the RAPS for

nrocessinn in a controlled manner.
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The remaining fission products and fuel released from the cladding as a result

of the meltdown would remain with the primary sodium. Radioactive decay during

recovery operations would decrease the amount of activity present. If a sina1e

subassembly were to melt resultina in the release of one hundred per cent of

the halogen and volatile fission products and one per cent of the so1id

fission products and fuel, the fo11owing activities would be present in the

sodium after 100 days of decay: 20 Ci of halogens, 9000 Ci of fission products,

and 10,000 Ci of plutonium. These fission products and fuel would be cleaned

from the sodium by con,inued cold trapping of the primary sodium,

e, Fuel f".aniline Incidents

Numerous fuel handling operations are performed in FFTF involving movement

of new fuel into the reactor and removal of spent fue1 and test fuel after

irradiation. The driver fuel elements are expected to remain within the

reactor vessel in a storage position for one operating cycle (about 100

days) to allow decay prior to removal.

The fuel handling equipment is designed wi th multiple cooling systems and

multiple barriers to prevent the release of radioactivity outside the

machine. In the unlikely event of loss of both of these redundant cooling

mechanisms, or the even more unlikely possibility of mechanical damage,
I

causing damage to the cladding or partial meltdown, partial release of the

gaseous inventory might be expected. With the fuel handlinq machine
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located inside the containment building, the release occurs to the contain-

ment building atmosphere. Monitors on the containment building exhaust

detect the abnormal rise in activi ty level and isolate the containment

building, Any leakage that occurs prior to actuation of containment or

due to leakage through penetrations after isolation is routed through the

containment building ventilation filter system for removal of particulate

matter. If a fuel handling incident occurs outside of containment in the

reactor service building, release would occur to the reactor service

building atmosphere. This atmosphere is also routed through the filter
system to remove parti ulate matter. Thus, release to the envi ronment due

to fuel handling incidents i s minimized, fi rst, by multiple means of cool-

ing the fuel element during transfer, second, by multiple barriers

surrounding the fuel element within the fuel handling equi pment design,

third, by the containment isolation system if the accident occurs inside

containment, and fourth, by the filtration system located outside contain-

ment.

The irradiated fuel that is removed from the in-vessel storage positions is

normally placed in the interim decay storage vessel ( IDS). This vessel is

located in an inerted vault below the operating floor of the containment building.

The IDS is equipped wi th redundant cooling systems to prevent any overheating

in the event of a single failure. Based on 112 fuel subassemblies (not exnected

in practice), and decay heat of 240 KMt and assumina loss of both coolina systems,

it takes two davs to reach sodium boilinq. Fuel melting would not occur until all

sodium hoiled away. Corrective action can be taken before this happens. A
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battery operated coolina systet could be connected to prevent clad failure. Even

if all three coolina systems fail, no adverse environmental effect is expected since

the fission products released would he processed by the CAPS. In addition, the

gaseous fission nroduct activity p-esent in the IDS fuel has decayed to verv

le levels durinn the 10!) days rf in-ve.".sel storane.

Irradiated fuel may be routeC to the Interir. Examination and Maintenance (IE"iI

Cell for insnectinn and/or disassemb1y of the fuel assembly. The IEF. Cell

is located below the oI. eratina floor in the containment bvil ding in a shiel ded

inerted valut. Two recirculating redundant coolina systems are provided for

coolina of the argon atmosphere in the cell. In addition, tv!o recirculatina

redundant coolino svstems are provi Jed to cool test assemb;ies located within

the cel i. Each of these syster:".s is provided with pre-f Ilte~s and HEPT fil ters

to prevent the release of any pa;ticulate matter which may be genera.ed ',n the

cell. Any gas released due .o overpr=ss Jre is r utec'o the CAPS system for

"processing.

A sodi um removal system i s also provi ded to rer:;ove residual sodium from soent

core comoonents and irradiated fuel. This ooeration r.;ay be done wi thin the

IEli cell or within the core component cleanina cell located in the reactor

service buildina. The cleanina operation is performed by placina the fuel

element in a sodium removal chamber and passing moist ar~on o!er the ass r;bly

to react tie residual sodium. Th',s !s fo'.lou!ed by a water rinse to re.-ove th"

reacti on procuc.s. The arcon cool ing system is provided s!i th redun. ant

blowers .o assu-e adeovate coo', ing at all tiries. In the event of cor;"ete

failure of the gas coolinq system 4vrino cleanina, the decay heat can be



ret.oved hv cfrculatinn the cleanfnn water. Failure of both these systems

could result in partial mltfnn of a fuel suhassemhlv in the IE,"'ell. In t'e

core comnonent cleanfnn cell the fuel will have heen decaved for 200 davs

elimfnatfnn nearlv all gaseous fission nroduct activity except krvoton-85.

"eltdein cannot occur in this area. Any release from a fuel element will be

confined to the sodium removal system. Thus, no adverse envfront ental effect is

expected from these onerations.

h4
19oothe t i ca 1 .~cc f dents '

In addition tn the above incidents, FFTF has bein analyzed to 4etermfne i ts

capabf1 f ty to contain a hypothetfcal core dfsruptf ve accfder t (VC3A) wf th

a ~fnf,.um onvfronr.-entail ~~'ect, A t".assi ve incr ase in reactfvfty or a severe

loss o~ coolfnn canabflfty fs postulated to occur fn t'ae reactor unabated.

This event fs hypothesfzed even though extensive fnstrurentatfon and shut-

down svstems are orovf~ed for t'h e express purpose of preventfnz the I!CDA

(Sectfon II.tl,2,c), The HCDA fs calculated to result fn dfsassenbly o'he
reactor core .~fth only a modest work enemy release, This fs substantfally

below the desf~n capabflfty of 150 'f',t-sec provfded by the containment systems,

including the reactor vessel and the heat transport systems.

Following such a postulated event, some radioactivity may be released t'o the

inerted spaces surrounding the primary system. Aerosol fallout in this region

reduces the amount of material that leaks to the containment building atmosphere.
f '.

The fraction of material that leaks,'to containment is reduced further by

fallout in this volume combined with the very low leakage rate from the con-

tainment building to the surrounding reactor support buildings.
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To further fncreas~. the knowledge and understanding of the behavior of

the FFTE fuel, the reactor and the coolant, the LtlFBR RAD program incorpo-

rates studies to characterize these. Coolant studies include investigations

into coolant behavior under a variety of high heat conditions, sodium fires

and coolant/claddfna reactions. Reactor studies are underway to investigate

transients from loss-of-flow and overpower conditions and response of con-

tainment to severe pressure and blast loadings followina large energy inputs.

Fuel studies include the investigation of failure mechanisms and dynamic

plastic deformation of subassemblies. Computer codes are being developed

to permit more rapid, accurate modelinq of reactor, coolant and fuel behavior

under hypothetical accident conditions. Further details have been discussed

in Section IV.B.l.b.

3. Cr',tfcalfty Cnnsfderatfons

One of the potential problems in working with fissionable materials that

is applicable to all stages in the fuel cycle is the possibility of

accidently achieving a critical mass. This problem is well understood,

and many years have been spent in developing and refininq procedures,

controls and protective devices to preclude the possibility of a

criticality accident. The several criticality accidents that have

occurred over the more than 25 year history of, the nuclear age have

resulted in only local effects, limited to those workers in the immediate

vicinity of the vessel, tank, or other container in which the accident

occurred.
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The basic control factors for nuclear criticality safety in the handlinq,

storing and processing of fissionable materials are aeometry controls,

mass controls, density controls and spacinn controls. Geometry control

is defined as the limitation on dimensions ~or containers and equipment

in which fissionable material is placed to that dimension in which a

critical condition cannot be attained. Similarly, mass control is applied

so that the allowable m'ass of fissionable material in one batch or location

is subcritical for all credible conditions to which it could be exposed

during processing, handling, etc. The control factors may be applied in

as many combinations as required for any particular circumstances in the

handlina of fissionable material. In aeneral, sufficient factors are

applied so that at least two unlikely, independent and concurrent channes

in process conditions wnuld be necessary before a nuclear incident could

95-98
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In addition to the physical parameters used to preclude accidental

criticality, various administrative procedures are employed as required

in specific cases. They may include, but are not limited to, written plans

and procedures for receivina, inspecting, storinz and;~andlinq <issionable

material, pre-operational'rocess analyses to determine critical masses

or densities, identi<ication of required control factnrs, and other pro-

cedures. Tne necessary administrative orocedures are identified and

analyzed in the satety analysis reports that must be prepared covering

each step in the handlina of fissionable material.



In summary, "he problem of criticality control for fissionable material

to be fabricated, shipped, stored, processed, etc., for the FFTF is no

different from that for other nuclear facilities. Proper precautions are

being established for each step in the FFTF fuel cycle, and wil1 be docu-

mented in the separate safety analysis reports prepared covering each

facility at which nuclear fuel is handled. Based on these detailed analyses

and their reviews by the AEC, and on the procedures and safety measures that

have been developed and proven effective in preventinn criticality, it is

felt that inadvertent criticality can be avoided in handlinq nuclear

materials from the FFTF and will present no new or significant environ-

mental problems.



Y. Ut'NVOIDABLE ADVERSE ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS

The construction and operation of the FFTF will have both short-rance

and long-range effects on terrestrial and bioloqica1 ecosystems. The

disturbances which brinq about an alteration to the environment include

general noise, increased traffic, road construction, operation of power

and sanitary facilities, development of areas for materials and temporary

storaqe, erection of permanent buildings and considerable earthmoving.

Alterations to the local environment due to plant construction, includinq

the effect on local wildlife, should be comparable to that of other large

construction projects undertaken with comparable work forces (about 800-1000

men). The specific effects on the wildlife indioenous to the selected site

are addressed in this environmental statement. It is anticipated that

after construction is completed, and the plant site is cleaned of debris

and construction equipment and has been landscaped, the surrounding site

area beyond the iwediate several acres occupied by the FFTF will be

restored to conditions comparable to those which existed originally. The

phd,iscal plant -will cause a visible change to the landscape, but through

ar"hi tectural desiqn the FFTF should blend aesthetically with the natural

environment.

There should be no pollution of water resources due to operation of the

FFTF. The sewage system is of a design which should have no unavoidable

adverse environmental effects. FFTF is located approximately 4-1/2 miles

from the Columbia River and groundwater which moves toward the river is some

170 feet below the FFTF site. Contamination of the groundwater or the river

by waste water generated at FFTF is not foreseeable.
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A small amount of unavoidable radioactive gas will be re1eased to the atmos-

phere via sea'i leakage, etc., as described in Section IV.A.?. 0iese]

exhaust from neriodic testina and operation of the diesel generators and

dump heat exchanoer preheat svstem will result in combustion nroducts re-

leased to the atmosphere.

The only unavoidable adverse thermal effect of the dump heat exchanger system

may be the effects on birds entering the heated plume near the heat exchanger

air outlet. The heat will be dry and plume rise is well below minimum

ceilings for aircraft above the Hanford Reservation so that no other adverse

effects are antici pated. Occasional low-level altitude flights are author-

ized by the AEC; however, the path of these flights can be controlled and it

is not likely that any severe tffects would be realized unless aircraft were

to. fly at very low levels. The heat discharged to the atmosphere is not ex-

pected to have local effect on weather conditions or ecological
systems'he

number of persons emnloyed at the FFT~ site wt11 varv from as many as 10K

durinq construction to 250-275 durinq oreration. This nenber of persons is

small compared with the total employment and employment changes $ n the area,

Parking at and roads to the FFTF site will be adequate. The facility wi 11

neither create nor aggravate traffic or other congestion.
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The noise level in the area of the FFTF during construction will be typical

of that for any heavy construction operation and is not expected to particu-

larly affect local fauna. Following construction, the chief noise source at

the site will be the operating dumo heat exchangers. This noise should be

less than 90 db at the heat exchanger buildings and is not exoected to sig-

nificantly affect local fauna. Because of the distance to other facilities

and residence populations, no nuisance effects should be noticed.



V I, ALTERNATIVES

A. Alternative Neutron Flux sources

Thermal flux test ~acilities

Fast breeder reactor fuels and materials require a test environment of high

temperature flowing sodium, a fast neutron flux environment, and high

sodium temperature differentials necessary to adequately duplic'ate the

behavior of LMFBR fuels and materials. Such an environment has been

shown to be significantly different from a thermal flux reactor environment.

For example, fuel and structural materials in future fast breeder reactor

cores may be exposed to sodium temperatures of 1,300'F to 1,400'F (associated

with sodium bulk outlet temperatures of up to 1,200'F), fast neutron fluxes

of up to 10 n/cm2-sec, fast neutron fluences of up to 1024 n/cm2 and

sodium temperature differentials up to 400'F.

None of the existina thermal flux reactors could in anv i~av he altered to

provide a lame enough fast flux and a proper environment for use in the

LHFBR fuels and materials test program.

Fast flux test facilities

have been conducted to determine alt t'9-109

ways of providing adequate fast flux irradiation test facilities. It was

determined that existing fast flux reactors, EBR-II and Fermi, not designed

originally as fuels and materials test facilities, could provide an interim

measure of fast flux tests, but were inadequate to accomplish the in-depth

testing needed for demonstration LMFBR plants and cowercial LMFBR plants.
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Both EBR-II and Fermi have limitations as to neutron flux spectrum, sodium

coolant conditions prototypic of the future LMFBRs, testina capability

required for highly instrumented and controlled fast flux environment

tests, and adequate test space which can be provided for only in closed

and open loops and the driven fuel section of the FFTF reactor core.

The U.S, has been fortunate to have EBR-II which is the only currently

available U.S. facility performina fast neutron flux irradiation of

LtIFBR fuels and materials. This facility has been modified and upgraded

sufficiently to provide for the development of the first cores of the

FFTF and the LNFBR demonstration plants. Though the test specimens cannot

be instrumented (except for one instrumented in-core test subassembly) and

precisely controlled (i.e., items such as sodium chemfstry, sodium tempera-

tures, and sodium flows in a given test position), valuable and meaningful

data is being obtained from this facility. The use of EBR-II has been

given top priority and all reasonable mans taken to increase fts plant

availability factor and testina capability.

Fermi, a sodium-cooled fast breeder located in Nchfgan, could be used to

supplement EBR-II frradiatfons depending on its avaflabflfty. Hfah availa-

bility of Fermi at high temperatures and high flux conditions would give

this country another source of fast neutrons.

As the result of the series of both thermal neutron flux and fast neutron

flux test facility studies, a decision was reached fn 1965 by the AEC that

construction of a Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF) must be undertaken ff the

national ob3ectfves of the LNFBR research and development proaram were to

be achieved. The FFTF was initiated by the AEC in 1966.
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B, Alternative Sites

1. Off the Hanford Reservation

The principa1 1ocations considered for the FFTF were the National Reactor Test-

ing Station (NRTS) in Idaho and the Hanford Reservation. Both of these are

isolated, sparsely settled controlled access sites essentially deserts.

Location of the FFTF at either site would result in similar environmental

effects. Because of their characteristics they have been used for

decades for reactor experiments and test operations.

The Hanford Reservation site was selected over other sites for several reasons

including: (1) availability of qualified management and technical personnel,

(2) availability of project and design resources, (3) availability of improved

communication and travel facilities, (4) considerable experience in the development

of plutonium fuels, and (5) experience in the design and construction of large

scale reactors such as the "N" reactor.

2. On the Hanford Reservation

There are many satisfactory sites for nuclear plants at Hanford. Figure VI.B.2.1

shows the location of several sites which were considered. The four sites

selected for detailed evaluation are shown with distance radii encircling
110

the sites. The site selected for the FFTF is labeled "recomnended site"

except this site was later moved 2 miles northwest to a higher evaluation

to minimize any conceivable groundwater prob'lems that might occur as a

result of the proposed Ben Franklin Dam (shown on figure} or construction

of nearby cooling ponds for potential nuclear power plants.
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Figure VI.B.?.2 shows the site in relation to other Hanford Reservation 1and

uses. The vegetative recovery study areas shown near the site will not be

affected by the FFTF. These are burned areas which were damaged in a brush fire

in 1970.

The principal advantages in selecting the present site were:

1) Convenient access to the extensive laboratory and test facilities in

the 300 Area.

2) Substantial isolation from other facilities on the reservation and from

populated areas.

3) Lower construction and operating costs compared to sites further north

on the reservation.

C. Alternative Neat Handlinn Methods

Alternatives to the air heat dump method, which is the selected heat handling

concept for the FFTF are:

1) Rejection of heat from the secondary coolant by steam generation in a

tertiary water loop.

2) Direct rejection of heat from the secondary coolant to cooling water "in

a surface cooler.

3) Electrical power generation with heat rejection from the turbine's
0

waste heat.
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Methods which are commonly used for the disposal of the was'te heat and which

are applicable to the above a1ternatives are:

1) Once through cooling using river water or a cooling lake.

2) Continuous recirculation water cycles using spray ponds, wet cooling

towers, or dry cooling towers. The cooling towers may be mecha'nical

draft or natural draft types, and the mechanical draft towers may be

further identified as having forced draft or induced draft.

These., alternatives were carefully considered before the air heat dump concept

was selected.

l. Air Heat Dump

The selected air heat dump method causes no significant environmental problems;

Possible side effects due to the large volumes of air passing through the ~FTF's

dump heat.exchangers and the high air discharge temperatures have been con-

sidered, and no problems are anticipated. Direct heating at the ground by the

hot air is negligible, primarily because of the rapid buoyant rising and mixing

of the hot exhaust air with the cooler ambient air. Good mixing occurs because

of the large density differences between the hot air and ambient air. Increased

cloudiness should not occur because no water is added to the incoming air within

the heat dumps. Induced air circulation because of the increased surface velocities

near the fan inlets, and ground level eddies:, which may be created due to high

turbulence above the heat dumps, are expected to be insignificant. Finally, the

elevations of the heated plumes resulting from the FFTF operation are well below

the 10,000 foot minimum flying height for aircraft flying within the Airspace

Restricted Area over the Hanford Reservation.



2. Electric Pomr Generation

There fs no incentive to generate electr!cal power because the priory mission of

the plant is to test fuel and fuel element desi', The objective fs maxfem

availability of the plant For neutrnn irradiation tests, qualitative compar1-

sons of the avaflabflfty of an FFTF plant with the realtively s1mp1e air heat

dump equipment versus a plant with the added complexities of electric power

generation equipment clearly showed a preference for the air heat dump method.
ii

p
3, Water Heat Ouse

Prel fminary studies were conducted on the direct re)ection o~ heat from the

secondary coolant via ~ater cooled surface coolers, Stud1es and analyses

indicated that the sodium a1r dump heat exchanger was less complex, less

costly and would provide greater plant availab1lity.

4. Steam Heat Ouse

A steam heat dump was studied in considerable detail and was carefully compared

to the air heat dispel Although the steam heat dump appeared to be <easfble,111

studies and analyses indicated that the sodium-air heat exchanger was less costly,

less complex and would provfde for greater plant availability.

5. Qvfro; ——.tal I~ct of Alternate Heat Reaction Hethods

If the plant were to be used to generate electricity, it would still be necessary

to re3ect on the order o~ 70% of the energy developed. This heat could either

be re)ected to the Columbia River using a conventional once through cooling

system or re)ected into the atmosphere through the use of a wet cooling tower,

The envfro —,tel impact of ~he once throuqh system 1nvolves the possfbilfty of

undesirable ecol~cal impact of waste heat on aquatic species 1n the river, The

wet tower system involves the release of chem1cals used to prevent fouling and

corros1on and minerals concentrated durfng the evaporative process to sur face

streams, The use of a direct water heat dump not associated with the production

of electricity would also involve the possibility of'dverse thermal effects on

the recefvfng water body. The steam heat dump would be similar to that of the

once~through cooling system or water heat dump methods except that a smaller

quantfty o< cool fng water would be released at a higher temperature.
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VII. RELATIONSNIP BETk'EEtl SflORT-TEW USES AND I.OtlA-TER.. PRODUCTIViTY

Tr~~ construction and operation of the FFTF is not expected to have any

adverse effects on the short- and long-term productive use of the site

and its environs.

The FFTF will be designed for a twenty-year operating life. This tine

span would place the deceenissioning of the FFYF about the year 1995.

At that tin, measures must be taken to put the plant into a permanent

radioloaically safe condition. This act of deceenissioninq may involve

removal of spent fuel, decontam1nation of accessible areas, removal of

radioactive equipment, components, and sodium and sealing the plant

against any radioact1ve .eakage that could be harmful to the health and

safety of the public. By the time it becomes necessary to utilize these

procedures, a wealth of additional exper1ence will have been gained free

the decoeeissioninq of nuclear p--r plants wtiere similar decowlissioning

considerations are involved.

Sufficient experience is available frow the AEC's civilian pmer program

to indicate that decamissioning of a reactor does not introduce any

significant new or unknown technical problems of a safety nature which

differ significantly from those tnat may occur during refueling and

maintenance of the n..actor. Under AEC regulations, procedures for

dismantling of the plant will be subject to specific AEC approva', and will

be required to meet the standards .for protection of the workers and the



genera1 public. Actually, after reloval of the fuel free the reactor

early in the decomifssfoning process, the precautions required for

safety are far less than those required for an operating reactor.

A nuaber of alternatives are avaflable for decomissfoning the FFTF.

These a1ternatives vary frol coeplete ~val of the reactor plant

fros the site to the other exti~ of leaving the plant substantially

intact and providing adequate public safety protection in accordance

with AEC regulations. Sub)ect to prescribed safety and envf ronmntal

requi.~nts, it fs to be expected that the alternative selected will

he that offerino the least econoef penalty and the oreate~t assurance o<

envf-.~ '-.tal protection, consfderfnn such factors as the cost nt rtf~nt) inn

all or part of the plant; the extent to which it is profitable tn .-~~ve

individual items of enufyeent in order to use ther elsewhere or recover

their salvaoe value; and the advantane to be nafned f~ musfnn the structures

at the exact location of the plant. Renardless of the —. - of decoeefssfonfnn

selected, the cos'' will not be substantial in relation to the resources

provided for the construction and operation of the plant. 1n any case,

adequate procedures for protection of the public aust be established.

On the basis of experience with decommissioning a nueber of small nuclear

power plants, the AEC fs conffdent that the dec~issfoning of the FFTF

can be accoaplfshed with coiplete safety.



A. Oecoeef ssionfno Procedures

Considerable experience has been gained in the process cf decomfssionfno of
112

U.S. reactors (e.0. Hallae, CVTR, BNUS, KBlN, PlgllA, SRE, Pathffnder and

Elk Rfwr). This experience has indicated that reactors can be decewfssfoned

fn ~ safe, predictable and econaefc inner. The ob)ective of decaenfssfonfna

the FFTF would be to effectively deactivate and dfseantle the plant fn such a

conner as to protect the health and safety of the public,

The follmfny crfterfa would be used to )udge ff the safe dec~fssfonfng

objectfw fs mt:

1, The reactor plant met be aede e~letely fnoperab'le.

2. The fuel est be .~ved and reprocessed or stored fn accordance wfth

standards, retulatfons and yufdes.

3. The coolant eat be .-~ved and disposed of fn accordance wfth standards,

regulations and qufdes.

The radioactive systeas ant be decontoefnated to the predetemfned safe

level.

The plant met be dfsaantled censfstent wfth Federal, State, and local

lao and reyulatfons, and %C directives.

4. The dfsaantled units est be i~ved or stored on site.

The final site est be isolated fn accordance with codes, standards.

regulations, and dfrectf ves.

. There est be effective long-tera control of the site.
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Several options can be exercised as to the mans of decaanissioning:

(1) Isolation on site of reactor building (Piqua).

(2) Isolation on site of reactor cavity (Hallam).

(3) Complete removal of plant (Elk River).

The following requiremnts for meeting the criteria delineated are only

very preliminary ideas on FFTF decoemissioning and in no way can be construed

as final. Other ideas include leaving the facility essentially intact after

removing fuel, control rods, sodium, and radioactive wastes, decontaminating,

and then sealing and isolating the below-floor equipment.

(1) Remove fuel from the FFTF site.

(2) Reneve control rods from the FFTF site,

(3) Remove reflector rods from the FFTF site.

(4) Relieve in-reactor closed loops from the FFTF site.

(5) Rewove reactor vessel internals (in-reactor fuel handling machines,

instrument trees and other items) from the FFTF site.

(6) Remove all sodium; remove from site for disposal.

(7) Decontaminate sodium system to maximum extent possible.

(8) Remove control rod drives, rotating plug drives, instrument tree drives,

in-reactor fuel handling machine drives, and other equipment above the

reactor, decontaminate if necessary, and put into inventory or scrap.

(9) Dismantle non-contaminated parts of ex-vessel fuel handling equipment and

put inn inventory or scrap.



(10) Decontaminate contaminated parts of ex-vessel fuel handling equiparant and

put into inventory or scrap.

(11) Decontaminate any other equipment above the floor and put into inventory

or scrap.

(12) Permanently seal all operating floor penetrations.

(13) isolate the reactor by capping and sealing all pipes and pipeways then:to.

(14) Provide a permanent barrier against access to the reactor, the Interim

Decay Storage Cell, the Interim Examination Cell, the primary and closed

loop cells.

(15) Dismantle and remove gaseous radwaste system and relove 85 Kr storage

.tank offsite for disposal off the FFTF site.

(16) Remove radioactive waste from storage tanks and remove from site. Decon-

taminate radwaste system to predetermined levels.

(17) Isolate, seal, and provide a permanent barrier against access to the

liquid radwaste system including storage tanks.

(18) The secondary system of both main heat removal and closed loops (piping

to the IHX's, secondary pumps, valves, and sodiLIn-air heat exchangers)

could be removed, cleaned of sodium and put into inventory. The piping

leading to the IP< would be stubbed and capped.

Equipment would be cleaned of sodium and/or decontaminated to the extent

deemed necessary. Sodium to be i~ved from the FFTF, site would be shipped

after necessary radioactive decay.



A *termination would have to be sade if itews such as (3), (4), (5), (8),

(lQ), and (ll) which are listed for rwaval from the FFTF site could be left

in the reactor or left in place above the reactor as the case way be.

Essentially all that need rewain of the FFTF should be the below floor reactor

vessel and primary piping systew including the IHN's up to the secondary

piping stubs and caps, the Interim Kxawination Cel and the Interiw Oecay

Storage Cell.

Considerable experience has been gained in the U.S. and other countries in

the i~val of sodium utilizing a oixture of nitrogen and steaw. This procedure

was used successfully for reeoving radioactive sodiea residue in dec~issioning

the Hallet Nuclear Peer Facility. Steaming is continued until several hours

after the hydrogen (free reaction) is undetectable. The steaming is followed

by a dry nitrogen purge. Non-condensable gases are vented to the radwaste

gas systee which could be waintained fn operation for such cleaning and

diseantled afterwards. The systees could be dried by circulating hot dry

ni trogen.

The FFTF isolation structure would consist of concrete cells, the concrete and

steel biological shield at the floor level, and the steel reactor vessel head,

with all accesses and penetrations sealed, and exposed surfaces weatherproofed

if necessary. This isolation structure constitutes a pereanent barrier against

access. All penetrations would be sealed using welded steel closures or

equivalent. Stairways could be sealed with concrete. Leak tests would b» sade

to assure tightness of closure.



The contai~nt building, a gas-tight structure, could relain in place with

all penetrations sealed, or could be dismantled. All penetrations would be

we1ded, except for a bolted, staled access door needed for isolation, stmcture

survei 1 lance and inspection.

Inventory Oisposal

An inventory of all usable equipaent including sodium would be sade and

circulated to determine if such usable it~ could be reused or would require

storage or scrapping. It is expected that adequate evans of disposing of

sodium will have been developed before any off-site sodim disposal is required.

Sui 1dines

Buildings other than the contai~nt and reactor service building would be

either reused onsite or dismantled and ~lished.

Potential Hazards

The Wain i~ of concern are:

(1) Loss of isolation integrity

(2) Hazards resulting froa loss of integrity

Loss of integrity could stea free:

(1) External corrosion free surface water or graed water

(2) Tornadoes

(3) Seisemic disturbances

(4) Sabotage

The greed water is far belm the contai —-t building. guality

assured weatherproofing and its inspection should insure against surface
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water penetration. In the unlikely event of surface water leakage into the

contai~nt building, the second barrier (assming the contai~nt building

remains), the isolation structure itself would further prevent leakage.

Postulating a small degree of water penetration into the reactor, one can

assum the water will bee~ contaeinated. Its leakage outward would be again

barred by two barriers. A worst case corrosion eedel could be i~sed to determine,

in the sore unlikely event of outward leakage of contaeinated water, as to

what radioactive concentrations could result. The radio.ctive contaeination

would mainly consist of the activated products Fe-55, Co-60 and Ni-63.

Seepage of such contlaination could not spread sore than a short distance

away free the building before detection by su'rveil lance. Exmrimntally

derived factors indicate that in a short distance decontaeination (through

reactiw wi soil) by sever~1 orders of sagn)tude occurs.

In connection with contaalnation release after dec~issioning is the fact

that with the ~val of the fuel and control rods, the sodium, and the

sodium reaction products after steae cleaning, there is little radioactivity

left with essentially no fission products, essentially no Ne-22 and only those
/

long-lived activated corrosion products which have bonded to the structural parts.

Itee 2 and 3. Since the isolation structure has already been designed for

tornadoes and seisalc d$.sturbances, there should be no loss of integrity due

to these two conditions.

It's 4. The pueblos of sabotage is one which is not likely tc occur on a

restricted sit» such as FFTF. Further. the act of sabotage would quire
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coeplex heavy equipaent for i~val of welded closures. Third, surveillance

of the site would be in force. Fourth, even forcible entry or ~lition
could release but a small aeount of contamination to the surrounding area.

Survei l 1ance and Inspection

It will be necessary to institute a periodic surveillance and inspection of

the contai~nt building (if rewaining) and the isolation structure to assure

that structural integrity is being aaintained.



VI I I. IRREVERSIBLE N<0 IRRETRIEVABLE COMMITMENT OF RESOURCES

The operation of the FFTF will involve a small irretrievable comnitment

of pluto~ium and natural uranium resources. In comparison with projected

L'WR, HTGR, and LHFBR operations over the life of the FFTF, the cori tmnt

can be considered trivial.

Construction and operation of the FFTF wi 11 not affect the development of

any mineral resources that may be discovered at the site.

Seel'; amounts of reactor materials used for instrumnt sensors, control

Wchanisms, etc. which become irradiated wi 11 ultimately have to be

coarAtted to long term radioactive waste storage. Also included in this

waste would be the fuel cladding and some core structure" materials such

as the inconel reflector. The reflector and other core materials are not

consider% scarce material,and Ne loss of the material to future use

should no.'e cr ftical. Soae core material such as the boron-10 in the

control roA may be recovered for future use.



IX. COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS

A. Analysis of Benefits

The primary mission of the FFTF is to test breeder fuels and materials in

a controlled prototypic environment and in a manner which will result

in increased and improved fuel and reactor plant component performance,

as well as improved utilization of our fissionable resources. A secondary

objective is to use the FFTF as a centralized facility which ran provide

experience in the design, fabrication, testing,. and operation of sodium

components and systems and fuel handlino. The FFTF is a key to the

orderly and timely introduction of the LNFBR into the nation's electric

utility generation industry. This section develops cost-benefit information

in the following sequence:

Development of improved performance LMFBR fuel
D

Reduction in LNFBR risks.

Components and Systems Experience.

Training.

Other Environmental Benefits

LMFBR Cost/Benefit Analysis

1. Development of Improved Performance LNFBR Fuel

The development of a long-lasting, high power density fuel element is

essential to the success of. the breeder program. This development will

require extensive irradiation testing of potential fuel element" configura-

tions and their component parts. Resulting information will help determine



LMFHR operational limit~ on linear power of fuel pins, fuel and cladding

temperatures, fuel burnup, and neutron exposure-related structural materia)

parameters This will result from the irradiation tests and will

increase knowledge and understanding of behavior of fuel and fuel materials,

cladding, sodium, and so forth.

Increases in fuel performance are related to the following items:

(a) Increased burnup

(b) Increased fuel rating in terms of kilowatts per foot

(c) Increased clad operatinq temperature related to increased reactor

sodium outlet temperature and thereby an increase in plant efficiency.

Some measure of benefits to be derived are as follows:

(a) Each increase of 10,000 megawatt-days per ton of fuel means the

equivalent of 24 x 10 kilowatt-hours per ton, and assuming 3 tons

of fuel per reactor, this adds up to about 72 x 10 kilowatt-hours

of heat production or about 28 x 10 kW-hrs electrical. Assuming
7

fuel cycle costs of 0.75 mills per kW-hr electrical, this is

equivalent to a savings of about $200,000. Considering that in a

lifetime of a 1000 MWe LMFBR a total of 10 cores may be processed,

the savinns per reactor of about $2 million is substantial.

(b) The importance of increased kilowatt per fcot rating is measured by

the decrease in the total number of fuel pins {one million) to be

fabricated over the lifetime; suhassemblies to he built; and

other hardware. An increase from 8 to 12 kW thermal {average per foot)



would result in a saving of one-third in the total nurser of pins

for the same height core. This could average out to several hundred

thousand pins in a 1ifetime, a very substantial amount.

(c) Each percent improvement in thermal efficiency gained by increasing

the temperature rating improves the impact on the environ-

ment by reduction in thermal effects. It also results in a direct .

decrease in kilowatt-hears thermal output of the reactor which in

turn has an impact in the total fuel requirement and other component

requirements. This is somewhat offset by increase in component costs

due to higher temperature operation. The net is a benefit.

2. Reduction in LMFPR Risks

The FFTF wi 11 reduce the risks and costs involved in attempting to test

fuels and materials at their limits in demonstration or ceanerciai plants.

The enormous investment in these types of plants, and the need to utilize

them for their intended purposes, virtually precludes their use for fuel

testing. This is not to say that the FFTF is not obta '.ned at a cost. But

this cost is more than offset by the potential benefits. The abi lity to,.

test at or near pres!'<nt limits wi 11 permit the eventual establishment of

limits on the basis of actual experience rather than prediction. The

growth of technology in the light-water reactor field provides ample

evidence that such testing,and advancement will produce ~conomic benefits

due to increased burnup, increased 'linear power ratinas and increased

thermal efficiency through increased allowable temperatures. Similarly,

fuel fabrication costs will be reduced by determining or establishing

optimal quality assurance measures, optimal fuel and subassembly desinns,

and the industrial base with fuel throughput for later expansion as needed.



The investmnt in the <irst cores o~ a 1000 ."..te L".Ft'P. ray run as hinh as

510 million. An investren4 o~ this mannitude cannot be jeopardized by

high risk cxperieents. Further, each day o~ doi~tim in a plant costin~

about 53'30 million involves carrvinn charnes alone amuntin~ ta about

5200,000 not includinn the additional costs n'uyino 'irr oozier to

replace the lost kilowatt-hours.

3. Components ar 0 <~st+ s Fxnerience

ln addition to fuels and materials testing, much knowledge will be gained

from the FFTF as a direct result of reactor operation. For example,

understanding of core neutronics, behavior of sodium system components,

instrumentation and control systems, and interplay between various

systems and the plant will all be greatly enhanced simply through

operation of the reactor. At the same time, the FFTF will determine the

effects of core restraint mechanisms. Fuel-related areas of interest, such

as effects of fuel shuffling, zone enri chment and cladding swelling, wi 11

also benefit from reactor operation as well as from specific irradiation

tests.

4, Traininn

In a similar manner, the FFTF will be a training ground for the

LMFRR program. Personnel trai ned as a 'result of the FFTF will be needed in

demonstration and corwercial plant development, design, fabrication,

ferection, testing, operation, and maintenance. !n the latter areas o



operation and ma>ntenance, the FFTF will provide not only a cadre of

trained personnel, but also a wealth of expertise and applicable

experience which will be necessary to the success of the LHFBR

deve'i~ ament program.

5. Ot:her Environrental Penef i ts

The LtIFQR is, from an environmental point of view, an attractive heat

source for electrical enemy production. Unlike fossil fuel plan.s, it

does not emit SO> or tl0„or noxious fumes and particulate matter. Further,

its plant thermal efficiency approaches that of foss'il plants. The FFTF,

by facilitatinq the introduction of a corn»rcial LNFBP., would, by such

advancement contribute toward reduction of the air pollution which would

otherwise have been caused. Equipmnt applicable to LHFBR radioactive

~aste removal and disposal will be developed through the FFTF. Experience

in the operation and maintenance of such equipmnt will naturally accumulate.

Experience gained from development, installation, and operation of radio-

active monitor inq equipment, both onsite and off-site, will have direct

application to the LHFBR proqram. The choice of air-cooled exchangers

precludes any direct deqradation of the quality of the Columbia-River

and thereby avoids environmental costs to the river, since no direct

withdrawals from the river are needed. The groundwater will experience

only a very minor perturbation from the facility both in terms of flow

and quality. The problem of rejecting heat directly to hot water has been

traded For a problem of rejecting heat directly to the atmosphere. This

is considered to be a very;.localized problem. The problem of sodium-water



reactions is replaced by that of sodium-air reactions. The overall benefits

of usinq air as a final cooling medium outweigh the disadvantages of this

particular application.

The FFTF will provide an arena for the professional advancement of

personnel in their respective fields, technical and managerial. And the

presence of a staff as large as that supported by the FFTF produces spin-

off in the educational field as well, through activities in PTA, on school

boards, or within the educational system itself. This additional population

will require additional school facilities, municipal facilities, coomercial

units, housing, and roads with their attendant environmental impact.

6. Cost-Benefit Analysis of U.S. Civilian Nuclear Power

An overall review of the U.S. Civilian Nuclear Program was initiated in

1965 by the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) with broad participation by

National Laboratories and industrial firms. 113-126 In the review, designs

for 1000 We reactors typical of types under consider ation in the U.S. were

developed, and their performance characteristics evaluated. A mathematical

model of the UPS. electrical energy economy was also developed and costs

obtained for a number of possible growth patterns. These ana',ysis tools and

2 '27data were then used in a cost benefit analysis of'he power program, ~

Three reactor types were selected for consideration in this analysis: a

Light Water Reactor (LWR) r epresentative of both boi ling and pressurized

types, the Liquid Metal Fast .Breeder Reactor (LMFSR), and the High

Temperature Gas Reactor (HTGR). The LWR was selected by virtue of its

acceptance by the electric utility industry, and the LMFBR was selected

because of its position as the highest priori ty U.S. civilian reactor

development effort. The HTGR was selected on the basis of its potential.



Parameters used in the study were electrical energy demand, uranium cost,

fossil fuel costs, projected power plant capital costs, and the intro-

duction date of the breeder. Sensitivity studies were performed on the

key parameters.

flo constraints were placed on the total fossil or LMR power plant

capacity and economics alone control the number of these plants introduced.

Introduction of the HTGR and LMFBR were governed by reasonable projections

of vendor capability. Plant capital costs reflected allowances for

environmental facto"s including use of alternate cooling techniques but

not including S02 or NO„removal facilities for fossil fuel plants. Other

assumptions critical to the validity of the results are reported in

Reference 129. devoting from Reference 128:

"The numerical results of the analysis for the case with the breeder

introduced in 1986 show the undiscounted gross benefits of the breeder to
/.

be $358 billion and the 7C discounted gross benefits $21.5 b llion. The

7% discounted cost of the research and development program is $2.4 billion,

and the net benefit of introducing the breeder in 1968 is $19.1 billion

and the benefit/cost ratio is 9. Interpreted in plainer language, these

results say that, in terms of 1970 dollars and with money discounted at

7C per year, the U.S. electric power consuming public will save $21.5

billion between now and the beginning of 2020 in the cost of electricity.

Since the projected governmental expenditures to develop the LMFBR are

approximately $2.4 billion, the net savings to the U.S. public will be

$19.1 billion with a 9 to 1 payoff on the dollars spent for the U.S.

Government's research and development program.



"The results also indicate that with existing uraniwa reserves, intro-

duction of the breeder by 1986 will decrease U308 requirements by 2,360,000

tons, over 50% of the U308 requirements if the breeder were not developed,

stated in terms of the price of the resource, without the breeder the

Nation will be using $50 por pound U308 by the year 2020 while with the

breeder, the price of U308 will not exceed $27.50 per pound. Fu."thermore,

only a minor amount of uranium will be required to sustain the Nation's

power econeqy for many decades beyond 2020.

"Regarding separative work, the study indicates that ~ithout the breeder

the separative work capacity required to su~tain the U.S. power economy

constantly increases reaching 270,000 metric tons per year by 2020. arith

the breeder, the capacity increases to 81,000 metric tons per year in 1992

and no additional capacity is required beyond 1992."

The major conclusions drawn by the authors are:

(a) Introduction of the breeder into the U.S. electric economy wi ll

provide substantial financial benefits while reducing long-range

uranium and separative work requirements.

(b) The benefit/cost ratio is significantly greater than one for most of

the cases examined, demonstrating the strong incentives for an
.':!.i

aggressive research and development program to support the LNFBR.

(c) Deferring introduction of the LHFBR reduces the discounted benefits

by about $2 billion per year. Thus, there is a strong incentiv~ to

pursue a program which will result in introduction of the LMFBR at

the earliest possihle date.



(d) Increases in fossil fuet prices adversely affect the competitive

position of fossil fuel plants. Correspondingly, allowance for air

pollution control (removal of 50>, NO„) provides in the results a

comfortable margin for unanticipated cost penalties to the LNFBR.

There are other benefits. Again, quoting from Reference 128:

. there are many other benefits not as readily susceptible to

quantitative analvsis but of substantial consequence, which would accrue

from early introduction of the breeder'. A number of these relate to the

significant economic, technological and industrial coupling between the

light water reactor and the fast breeder reactor. These benefits include:

(a) Access to a vir tually limitless supply of low-cost electricity and

the potential use of this low-cost electricity in energy intensive

applications.

(b) An ample supply of low-cost electricity te areas which have been

denied low-cost energy.

(c) The virtual elimination of air pollution from electric power plants.

(d) Assurance that low-cost uranium ore reserves wi ll be most efficiently

used.

(e) A premium market far plutonium produced by light water reactors.

(f) The most beneficial utilization o. the stockpile of depleted

uranium from the diffusion plants.



"(g) The efficient use of the manpower and facility resources coaaitted

to the breeder prograe by the AFC kational Laboratories, by U.S,

industry and U.S, utilities.

(h) Stimulation of improved efficiency and economy in other energy

producing industries, including those associated with the production,

transportation and utilization of fossil fuels."

A eajor conclusion fran the Civilian kuclear Poser Cost-Senefit Analysis

is that deferring introduction of the LNFSR reduces Lhe discounted benefits

by about $2 billion for each year of deferral. The extent to which the

operation of the FFTF advances the introduction of the LHFSR on a large

scale determines the benefits to be derived from its operation as it

concerns timi~g.

8. Analysis of Costs

l. Costs assoc'.ated w1th the design, fabrication, construction

and operatic of the FFTF fall into the following cate-

gories:

a. Intact cn the environment from the production, trans-

portation and final 4|lposal of eater1als required for

the FFTF, other than fuel.

b. Direct coney costs.

c. Knvironwetal costs associated with the construction,

operation, eaintenance and decowiaissioning of the FFTF

for the local area.

d. Environsental costs associated with teprocessing of

the FFTF fuel.



e, Knvirm~ta) costs associate4 vith the dis~a) of

radioactive and other mstes —.-rated by the oytration

an4 aaintenance of the FFTF.

As this environ~ta) staiaeent indicates, the environ-

~ta) costs are ainiadzed by a m)) Proven 4'isis, a

disciy) ined enyineeriny approach, the a) ication of

steep ~a) i'ssurance practices, and the estab)is. -,t

an4 good us» of above avo+aoe oiieration and maintenance

y~dutes, The econowic benefits to be derived shou)d

far outweigh any 4irect abbey c'.osts.

2. There also are «nviron~ta) costs associate4 ~ith not

operatinp the FFTF. These are described in Section lX.l.

in terms of benefits to be derived by oyeratiny FFTF. For

c)arification and better mderstandinp these environnta)

costs are liste4 be)oe:

a, Heat n3ect$ on at L%'8R plants ~)d he at hinher )evels

than ~)d be obtyined ~ith asap) ication of knae)ed'ained

bv operatino FFTF.

b, re urani~+ for L>Ni)s ~)d he I.ined than ~)4 be

necessary ~ith app)ication of knmledae mained by FFTF

operation Aich ~ou)d resu) t in h$ nher fuel ratings, i.e.,
)ass fue) needed ocr core,
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Here uraniLe for 1-:ght water reactors or other thereel

converters would be oned as the result of delays in

)ntroducinn a safe, reliable, and econnical c~rckal

LKSR which probability is increased if FFTF were not

ope rating,
I

The AfC concludes that the environ~tal costs associated

by not operatinq the FFTF far exceed the
environsntal'osts

asseciat4 with operatinq the FFTF.
i

t:. t;onclusions

The FFTF $ s a key e)~nt in the crderly and timly introduction of the

c==—..:rcialNFBR as a safe, reliable and efficient producer of economic

The enviro~ntal intact of the FFTF is einiaal. Direct costs,

includiny enviro~ntal costs, «re outweighed by the potential benefits to

rived.

Tke construction of this facility should continue, and fts operation

)nitiated,it the ear liest dat» with the project's proqraa.
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ANNEX

COMMENTS RECEIVED ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL

STATEMENT AND AEC RESPONSES



FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION
W.~sHtvavov, D.C, 20426

","i, 'REPLY REFER TO:

Mr. John A. Erlewine
Assistant General Manager for Operations
Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C. 20545

SEP 8 1971

Subject: Draft Environmental Statement ;-
Fast Flux Test Facility

Dear Mr. Erlewine:

As requested by your letter of July 12, 1971, the following
coments are offered, in accordance with the National Environmental
Policy Act of 1969 and the role of expertise assigned to the Federal
Power Commission by the Council on Environmental Quality.'s Guidelines
dated April 23., 1971. As such, the comments concern the electric power

supply and fuel resource aspects of the proposed project. The cceanents
also relate to the Coaanission's responsibilities for the adequacy and
reli'ability of electric power and its concern for achieving a realistic
balance between energy supply and preservation of the environment.

The Federal Power Coamnission has stated that it considers the
fast breeder reactor program to be uniquely important, based on its
view of the present and prospective demand for'electric power and the
fuel resources to provide this energy. We refer to the'ttached copy
of our letter to you concerning the Draft Environmental Statement for
the Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor (LMFBR) for fuller coverage of
our views on the overall importance of the breeder program. As an
essential element in the technological development of the LMFBR, con-
struction of the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF) is endorsed as a
contribution to the assurance of an adequate and economic electric
power supply.

li 'I

In view of the importance and~nagnitude of the FFTF project, it
is suggested that the environmental statement provide an expanded
discussion of the relationship of the facility's test results to the
LMFBR program, shoving more specifically how'FFTF data will be used in
demonstration plant design, operation, and modification, and in
commercial plant design and improvement. A schedule diagram would be
helpful, showing phases of FFTF construction and operation in relation
to the development, construction, and operation of the demonstration
and commercial plants, and indicating the tim~ and character of FFTF

inputs to the demonstration and coaanercial plants.
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Nr. John A. Erlewine

We appreciate the opportunity to offer these comments.

Sincerely,

Nassikas
Chairman

Attachment
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UNlTED STATES

ATOMIC ENERGY COMM[SSiON
WASHINGTON, D.C. 205i5

Mr.'ohn N. Nassikas
Chairman
Federal Power Camfssfon
Washington, D.C. 20426

Dear Mr. Nass1kas:

Thank you for your letter of "September 8, 1971, comnentfng on the
July 1971 Draft Environmental Statement for the Fast Flux Test
Facility, Richland, Washington .
The final statement has been extensively rev1sed in considering your
commnts, cu—ants from other Federal agencies and revfc Ning organizations,
and AEC gufaelines issued since July 1971. Enclosed for your fnformatfon
is a copy of the F1nal FFTF Environmental Statement. We believe th1s
Statement conforms to both the letter and the spfrft of the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969.

In answer to your ceeaents, the final statement provides for an expanded
dfscussfon of the relationships of the facility's test results to the LMFBR

program, showing more specifically how FFTF data will be used fn LMFBR

plant design, operation, mod1ffcatfon and improvement. This discussion fs
fn Sections I?.A.4, II.A.5, II.C. and X.

The FFTF schedule fs covered fn Sections II.A.7. and IV.A.10.a.

Your coseents on the Draft Environmental Statement and your support of. the
L1qufd Metal Fast Breeder Reactor Program are greatly appreciated.

Sincerely.

Enclosure:
Environmental Statement-

Fast Flux Test Facility

Julius H. Rubfn
Assistant General Manager

for Envfreeent and Safety
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United States Department oE the Interior

Dear Mr. Erlewine:

OFFI E OF THE SECRETARY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240

SEP 17 >St>

In response to your July 12 reqt."st, this Department has reviewed the
draft environmental statement for the proposed Fast Flux Test Facility
(FFTF), Hanford Reservation, Washington. The following comments are
herewith submitted for your consideration.

We found the draft statement to be a generally satisfactory and well-
written discussion of the possible environmental effects that might
arise from the construction and operation of the proposed facility. In
President Nixon's recent message on Clean Energy, the importance of
developing the breeder reactor was stressed. To further breeder reactor
development will require facilities such as the FFTF. Furthermore, the
proposed location is an es'blished and isolated test area that has been
used by t'e AEC for more than 20 years. A few comments follow on specific
sections of the statement which we believe will strengthen the document.

On page 3, it is stated, "Since our supplies of economically recoverable
fossil fuels are dwindling fairly rapid'y---." This may be true in the
case of fluid fuels but our country is endowed with an abundance of coal
reserves.

To alleviate some of the adverse effect (page 28) the discharge of high
temperature air will have on ground level atmospheric conditions, consider-
ation should be given to discharging the heated air. at a higher elevation,
thereby dissipating the heat over a greater area.

Beginning on page 43, the need for breeder reactors is discussed and it
is suggested that the MFBR will ease'-'~the problem of thermal pollution.
The IAFBR will ease the problem of 'thermal pollution only insofar as
the LWR is concerned. The 40 percent efficiency of the LMFBR is the same
as that of a modern fossil fuel plant. Although the primary function of
the FFTF is to test and evaluate fuels and materials, serious consideration
should also be given to the utilizatian of the enormous amount of waste
heat that will be produced.

On page 46, some discussion should be included describing how the large
quantities of liquid sodium will be decontaminated.

Adherence to the plant design and operating characteristics described in
the statement should produce little or no adverse effects on adjacent
fish and wildlife. We are concerned, however,,',about the storage of
radioactive materials on the Reservation. In '''ight of existing information
related to past storage of materials in this area and the seismic nature
of the area, we suggest that alternatives to radioactive material storage
on the Hanford Reservation be analyzed. Such an analysis would complement
the geological work currently being conducted by the Geological Survey at
the request of the AEC.
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With the exception of Figure 7, "Hanford Reservation Land Use Map," on
page 59, recreation is neither mentioned nor described in the draft
environmental statement. In our view, the environmental statement
should identify or otherwise describe land use, including recreation,
of the Hanford Reservation and the surrounding area. We recognize that
Hanford is a controlled access site and assume that public use is precluded
or extremely limited. The AEC should include this information in the final
environmental statement and briefly describe the limited acces," or control
"policy" for the Hanford Reservation. This should be done whether or not
operation of the FFTF will adversely affect outdoor recreation resources.
This approach greatly assists reviewers and decisionmakers in more fully
understanding ava'lable and/or utilized resources in tne project area.
Recreation plans, if any, associated with the proposed Ben Franklin Dam

should also be mentioned in the environmental statements

We appreciate the opportunity of commenting upon this statement.

Sincerely your

"~'~ ~S~8~~~ s. I).g f~ the
I)teria'r.

John A. Erlewine
Assistant General Manager

for Operations
U.ST Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C. 20545



UNITED STATES

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 2054$

Nr. John M. Larson
Assistant Secretary - Program

Policy
department of the Interior
Room ll60
i@shing ton, D.C. 20240

Dear Nr. Larson:

Thank you for the letter of September 17, 1971 providing the Department
of Interior coeaents on the July 1971 Draft Enviromental Statement for
the Fast Flux Test Facility, Richland, Washington.

The final statement has been extensively revised in considering your
cc.=its, c~=-nts free other Federal agencies and reviewing organiza-
tions, and AEC guidelines issued since July 1971. Enclosed for your
information is a copy of the Final FFTF Enviroreental Stat~-t. Me

believe this Statement conforms. to both the letter and the spirit of
the National Enviroeaental Policy Act of 1969.

In answer to your cents, the wording on page 3 of the July 1971
statement has been revised to indicate that economically recoverable
liquid and gaseous fossil fuels are dwindling rapidly.

The analysis indicated in Section IV.A.3.c. shows a substantial plume
rise free the sodiImI-ai'- heat exchangers of about 1500 feet for the
near neutral case and 380 feet above the stack for stable atmosphere
and light wind and auld rise to 2000 feet for light wind near neutral
atmosphere. No adverse effects are expected.

+I

Page 13 of the July 1971 stat ——t referred to the use of the NFSR
to ease the problem of thermal pollution. Section IX.A.S. states
that the NFN plant thermal efficiency approaches that of fossil
plants.

Section VI.E. of the final stateaent discusses alternative heat
handling methods and reaffirms previous conclusions that the utiliza-
tion of sodium-air heat exchangers is the best solution to the disposal
of the FFTF heat.
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It. Jda V. large

Dis~l of sodium mste is ca—"—eely under study.:tf|el sill be disposed of ~~ —..~~~sinyplants Mich wt11~- -bly he off-site. As stated. sodium mste disposal is sti11
~ S~e

the ulnae disposition of the )L
——.-k~vm~—trete has not yet=::~~oned. >~ use is bribed in Sectile II.I.1, II.D.4-5-6-7,

and III.S.R.

N~ -toms to ste~ of other radioact$ m eastes m the Nanford
tim ham ——.studied and ~lusiae are that such disposal is

the hest mlution.

::as m the Draft Enrf.—=——.ialSta+=~ of the Fast Flex
Test Facility are greatly ~~iated.

Sincerely,

Eacl==m.
Gwl.= — wl Sta+:—t-

Fast Rux Test Facility

Jelius H. Ihbin
Assistant "==—.1Ihnayer

for Bwi~.:—.tand Safety



THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF COMMERCE
Washington, D.C. 20230

August 13, 1971

Mr. Christopher L. Henderson
Assistant Director for Regulation
Atomic Energy Commission
Wa; Nington, D. C. 20330

Dear Mr. Henderson:

Please refer to Mr. Erlewine's letter of July 12 which for-
warded copies of the draft environmental impact statement
entitled "Fast Flux Test Facility" for Department of Commerce
review.

Enclosed are the comments offered by the Air Resources Envi-
ronmental Laboratory, National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration. Please note that the same set of comments
applies also to the draft statement for the "Liquid Metal
Fast, Breeder Reactor Demonstration Plant" forwarded by
Mr. Erlewine on the same date.

I hope that the enclosure aiay prove of some assistance to
you in strengthening the final version of both environmental
impact statements.

Sincerely,

S y Galler
Deputy Assistant Secretary
for Environmental Affairs

Enclosure
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Co~ants on

U.S. Atomic Energy Conmi"sion Environmental Statement

for
(1) Fast Flux Vest Facility

and
(2) Liquid Metal Fast Breeder

dated July 1971

Prepared by

Air Resources Environmental Laboratory
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

August 6, 1971

".r.—lack of suppox<ing meteorological data in both Environmental."..';"."ts makes it difficult to evaluate the effect of atmospheric
~r""nsport and diffusion on downwind radiological doses. In the

Gf the Liqu&. Metal Fe"t Breeder, not even a specific site is
dis" ssed. In both cases, it is categorically stated that no routine
.":- e mes of radioactive effluents to the environ@0'nt will occur
during normal plant operation with the exception of s~>> lese
tr~"ugh the seals. Ho consideration and an~lysis is given to an
inadvertent or accidental release of radioactivity to the atmosphere.
"n our opinion, such a discussion is warranted for a complete evalua-
tion of the environmental impact of-the plant.

0

In short, both statements appear rather in~~quate and insufficiently
detailed to permit meaningful c~~nts.
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UNITED STATES

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASI4 I NG TON, D.C. 20545

%. Sidney R. 6aller
9 ty Assistant Secretary

for.fnvfrc —tal Affairs
0ffice of the Assistant Secretary

of r='=::rce
Nashfngton, Q.C. 20230

Dear N'. teller:

Thank you for your letter of August 13, 1971. ==::;sting on the July 1971
0'aft Envf.» —-tal Sta=:: t for the Fast Flux Test Facility. Richland,
Nashf ngton.

The f1nal sta' —t has ~i extensively revised in considering your.=:::—.ts,==—:.tsfrII other Fede"al agencies and revfMng organizations,
and AEC guidelines issued since July 1971. Enclosed for your fnforeatfon
fs a copy of the Final FFTF Envf~~ital Sta ~it. Me believe thisStat:—.tconforms to both the letter and the spirit of the National
Envf~- —~tal Polfrg Act of 1969.

In an+mr to your ~==:nts, the final sta~-t incorporates supporting
aeteorologfcal data necessary to evaluate the effect of ataospherfc
transport and diffusion on ~~1nd radfolog1cal doses fn Sections II:. 0.2
and IV.A.3.c.

The release of radioactive gaseous mste and its exposure to san fs dis-
cussed 1n Section IV.A.7.c. Accidents analyzed in Sectfon IV.B. indicate
no ad~.-w external envfro tal effects and that contafs~ t even under
~~thetfcal accfdent condf tfons 1s adequate to confine any releases.
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%. 5)hey R. Galler

Thank you for your c- —;tswhich have been est helpful to us in
revising the Draft Env)I ———,tal Stat—-t.

Sincerely,

Enclosure:
Env).~——.tal Stat ——t-

Fast Flux Test Fac)lity

Jul)us H. Ihb1n
Ass) stant General lhnager

for Env)~ —-t and Safety



DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCAT/ON, AND WELFARE

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

IIItASHIMGTOM, D.C. 20231

Mr. John A. Erlewine
Assistant General Manager
for Operations
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D.G. 20545

Dear Mr. Erlewine:

The Draft Environmental Statement — Fast Flux Test Facility — sent
with your letter of July 12, 1971, has been reviewed within this
Department.

The Draft does not contain quantitative information such as estimated
production of radioactivity within the system, possible maximum

discharges of activity to the environment through leaks or due to
other factors, or quantitieshnd character of wastes to be channeled
to existing Hanford facilities~. Neither does the report describe or
discuss the adequacy of existing waste disposal facilities to be
utilized and their actual or potential effect on the environment.

The Draft contains no information on monitoring systems to be used
to detect releases of radioactivity or possible increases in environ-
mental radioactivity in the environment. If existing systems are to
be used, a description should be. provided. No description is offered
of facilities or systems to be used in the event of an incident, fire
or otherwise.

The Draft Report is judged not to be adequate as a basis for evaluating
the proposed facility from the standpoint of health and safety, and
effect on the environment.

Merlin K. DuVal, M.D.
Assistant Secretary for

Health and Scientific Affairs
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UNITED STATES

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20545

Dr. Merlin K. DuVal
Assi stant Secretary for

Health and Scientific Affairs
Department of Health, Education,

and Mel fare
Mashfngton, D.C. 20201

Gear Or. DuVal:

Thank you for your letter of September 2, 1971, coIIlentfng on the
July 1971 Draft Environmental Statement for the Fast Flux Test
Facility, Richland, Mashfngton.

The final statement has been extensively revised in consfderfng your
coNIIents, coNNIents from other Federal agencies and reviewing organi-
zatfons, and AEC guidelines issued since July 1971. Enclosed for your
information fs a copy of the Final FFTF Environmental Statement. Me
believe this Statement conforms to both the letter and the spirit of
the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969.

In answer to your cUIlwllcnts, Section IV.A.7. of the final statement
incorporates inventories and releases of FFTF radioactivity including
quantities and character of wastes to be channeled to existing Hanford
waste disposal sites or other facfl1tfes.

Mfth reference to your question concerning waste disposal facilities,
you can be assured that accepted standards for any waste disposal will
be met.

NIonftorfng systems for detecting releases of radioactivity or possible
increases fn envfronmental radioactivity are discussed fn Section IV.A.6.c.
Existing monitoring systems will be used as described in this section.
Sampling information fs listed fn Table IV.A.6.1 and sampling locations
fn Figure IV.A.6.1.



Dr. Ihrlin K. OuVal

Facilities or ~t~ to be used in the event of an incident. fire or
ot —use are described in Sections IV.A.3.b.. II.8.2.b-c~ and h..
IV.A.3.b., IV.A.6.c., IV.A.l.a. and IV.S.

T~ participatiel in the review of the Otaft Bei-.~=-.tal Sta==—:—.t

for the Fast Flm Test Facility is appreciated.

Sin m~ly.

Enclosure:Kerl.:——.wl Sta~ ——.t-
Fast Flux Test Facility

Julius H. Itubin
Assistant "——.alIhn-..~

for Envi~ .t and SafcCg



DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
VF= CE V= . H-: SECRE aR>

WASHlkCGTON. ID. C. 20250

September 14, 1+71.

Mr. John h. Erlew1m
Assistant General ~~

for Operationsg~c Rnss~ Phasal ~sion
|Iash4~n, D.C. ~5
Dear Mr. Erleviaa:

~th 4 th~~h t th ~ tP1
Test thcility reviewed in the mlLevant agencies of the DeparIMnt
of Agricu1ture. Other ~n to si ~t that as in the case of the
Liquid Metal fhst 1heeder Reactor m th<~ it <~rtant that this
ymJect ~~~ i~ rapidly, ve have m ~~M to ~».

i ~~1Z~ copies of the stat~nt are returned berwrlth.

T
kssistaat Di
Science anil



UNITED STATES

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, O.C. 20545

Or. T. C. Byerly
Assistant 0)rector
Sc)ence and Educatfon
Department of Agr)culture
Nash)ngton, D. C. 202.0

Dear Dr. Byerly:

Thank you for your letter of September 14, 1971, coIINIenting on the
July 1971 Draft Envfroreental Statement for the Fast Flux Test
Fac)l)ty, Rfchland, washington.

The final statement has been extensively revised 3n cons)derring cNIIIents
from other Federal agenc)es and rev$ ew$ ng organizations, and AEC gu)de-
l)nes issued since July 1971. Enclosed for your information fs a copy
of the F)nal FFTF Env)rowental Statement. Me believe this Statement
conforms to both the letter and the spigot of the Nat)onal Env)ronmental
Pol)cy Act of 1969.

Your parttc)patfon )n this review act$ v$ ty and your support of the
L1qu)d Metal Fast Breeder Reactor Program are apprec)ated.

S)neer ely,

Enclosure:
Env)ronmntal Statement-

Fast Flux Test Fac)1)ty

Jul)us H. Rub)n
Ass)stant General Nanager

for Envfrorwent and Safety
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I>'EPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

UNITED STATES COAST GUARD
MA II INCi ADDRESS<
U.s. CoAsT QUARo(WS)
4l SEVENTH STREET SW.
WASHINGTON, D,C. SHOO
iHDNE: 202 426-2262

25 August 1971

Mr. John A. Erlewine
Assistant General Manager
for Operations

U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Wastdrqgton, D. C. 20545

Dear Mr. Erlewine:

This is in response to your letter of 12 July 1971 addressed to Mr. Herbert
F. De Simone, Assistant Secretary for En.-ironment and Urban Systems, con-
cerning the draft environmental impact statement for the Fast Flux Test Facility
to be located at Hanford Reservation, Benton County, Washington.

The concerned operating administrations and staff of the Department of Trans-
portation have reviewed the draft statement for this project. In view that adequate
provisions have been made for off-site shipments of radioactive material from the
plant, which will be in compliance with this Department's regulations, no comment
is made concerning the draft statement. The impact resulting from the construction
of this project upon transportation appears to be mt.aimal at present. The long
range impact, should the project prove feasible, will be greater when viewed from
the point that less coolie water than required for conventional nuclear plants will
be used and less lead and radioactive contaminants will be discharged into the
water. With the ever greater demands being placed upon water resources and
the dwindling supply of these resources available, the liquid metal fast breeder
reactor is a most important step in the direction of conservation, not only of water
resources, but of the nation's uranium reserves. The Department concurs with
the project and recommends early implementation.

The opportunity for this Department to review and comment on the draft environ-
mental statement for the Fast Flux Test Facility is appreciated.

Sincerely,

~ M. BENKERT
Captain, U. S. Coast Guard
Acting Chief, Office of Marine

I.nvironment and Systems
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UNITEO STATES

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINCsTCNV. D C: 2054$

her ~ral V. N. Bmkert
lhfted States ~ <t Qsanl
Chief, Office of trina

EnW.»=—.tand Sys+~
4$ Seventh S~a, S.V.
Mashfnyten, LC. 8I590

Oear ~ral mrt:

Thank you fm ~ letIM of.. ~t 25. 1$ll, == .ties IN the
July 1971 Itaft EnWr= .tal Sta+::.t for the Fist Flux Test Facflftg,
Richland, ~fnyhm.

fg'

The final sta:—:-thas ~ mtinsfvely raised fn ~fderfny =="f~ other F~~l ~cafes and rmfewlny ~~fzatfais. and IEC guide-
lines issued since hdy lSll. Enclosed for your fnf~~tfm fs a ~of the -Final siii EuW.:——.wl Sta~.t. Ma belfeee this Sta=:—.i
aef~~ to both the letter and the spfrft of the Natfael EINf —.=:—.tal
Policed Ict of 1969.

Tour partfcfpatfm in this reHer actf Wtg and ~ si ~~ of the Lfqufd
Natal Fast L=--:—Naactiir .~—.~are ~~fated.

Sf~~ly,

Enclosure.
Engr~ aH Stat:=::t-

Fast Flux Test Facf

If'elfus
N. hkfn

Issf stant "=-:=.a) I&a.~
ter Eilf.=::—.tand Safety
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROT'. i ION AGENCY
WASHING%AN. D C. ~

~lj Nl

Mr. John h. Erlevtne
kcting hssistant General ~~ger
for Operations
U.S. htoaic Eaergy Ca <~sion
Was><~o ton, D.C. 20545

Sear Rr. Erledn'e:

This is in response to your letter of July 12, 1971, shich
requested co ~~ts on the Fast Flux Test FacQity (rrrr) draft
environ== —-tal impact statemat. We have studied the draft state-
mat, and our det~Red d ~—- ts are enclosed. We apologise for the
delay,,but internal reor~»<~ations and recent office moves have slosed
the rev'ter process.

Ia geaeral, tbe draft emri-o~atal ~lact ararat dace aet
coat~<~ sufficient inforaation for a caaprehensive evaluation of the
impact of the project. It is our rec—==~tion that the f<»> state-
mat be ex~~ed to include additional discs~ion of the ~+~au-~otal
effects due to routine operation of the facility and consider the
conseq~~es of various potential accidents. Our review sas sc—Mt
<~Med by the lack of a Prel<~<~ry Safety ~>ysis Report shich is
rout<~>y ut<><ed by the Office of Radiation Prograe in reviewing
licensed facilit<~~. It is requested that updated radioactive saste
systea inforaation and a copy of the H~> Safety ~>ysis Report be
furnished to that Office shen ava<4~1 le.

We recognise the iaport~ee of the rrrr project to the fast breeder
reactor prograa, and if se can be of further assistance to you on this
or any rebated envir~=:~tal aatter, pld+~ contact Mr. George Marienthal
of our Office of Federal kctivities.

a

mobert W Fri
Deputy AA${h{gtrator

closure
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Introduction a»d Conclusions

This report summarizes 8» evaluaLio» by the I:»vironmental Protection

Agc»cy of the pote»tial c»vironmcntal cffccts of thc design and construc-

tion of the Fast Flux Test, 1:acility (I FTF) to be located at the AEC's

I)a»ford Rcscrvatio» in Benton County, Nashi»gton. The main element of

the complex is a /100 IiH'",t nuclear reactor fueled with PuO - UO which
2 2

will provide a fast »eutron irradiation environment for testing fuel

and material specimens.

Our evaluation is based on the information presented in the draft

environm.ntal statement submitted by the Atomic Energy Commission and

concludes that the draft statement is not adequate for a comprehensive

technical analysis of the environmental impact of the FI:TF. Our specifi.c

comments arc as follows:

1. Although an assessment of. the yearly dose rate at the nearest

Ilanford Peservation boundary is stated (0.01 mrem/yr), the assump-

tions regarding source terms (degree of seal leakage), containment

holdup or delay times, and applicable meteorological diffusion

parameters are not presented. Since the functional requirements

of seals would appear to receive their severest test during fuel

handling operations, particular emphasis should bc given to the

radiological calculations pertinent to such operations.

2. Since the FFTF is an experimental facility, equipment and

procedures have undoubtedly been developed for proper control

of abnormal situations which might arise during both closed loop

and open loop experiments. The draft statement does not include

A-20



Page 2 - Fast I lux Test Facility

a description of tl>c cquipmcnt and proccdurcs to bc employed

in suc)i situations. For. example, a general discussion of the

maintenance and r=covcry procedures applicable in the event of

a planned cr unplanned fuel Ca"'lure wit)~'n thc driver fuel or test

loop experiments s)iould bc presented. Of particular. interest is

the handling and disposal of tlute defcctivc component(s3 and a>.y

contaminated sodium w)iich would result from the component failure.

3. The draft statement does not include a discussion of, or

re ferencc to, completed or in-progress developmental efforts in

programs concerning: (1) maintenance actions to be used to

handle radioactively contaminated equipmcnt or materials, (2) equip-

ment designs which could have an effect on the performance of

radioactive waste handling sys" ems.

4. Facility emergency planning and surveillance procedures

employing the applicable design features of the plant, including
n

the responsibilities and authorities for protecting health and

safety of oCCsite personnel under emergency conditions.

5. The relationship between the FFTF and othe". existing sources

of radiation exposure at the Hanford Reservation is not discussed

in the statement.

6. There is no mention of the methods for control o+ fugitive

dust and disposal of combustible waste caused by construction
1

activities.
/ /
4„/



Page 5 — Fast Flux Test Facility

7. A stateaent desc'mbing the monitoring (for contanination)

and disposal of the non-radioactive solid wastes is not

presented in the statement.

The reaainder of this review is directed toward a mre detailed

discussion of the. above chants. The inforaation presented is

discussed in teras of noraal and abnoraal (emergency) operations.

~~1 Operation Review

The noraal operation of the FFTF will lead to the pmduction

of gaseous. liquid, and solid radioactive waste. The envimnmntal

statement specified that the recycled argon priaary cover gas systen

will include charcoal delay beds, and a krypton rival process;"

and therefore, no gaseous release fan the cover gas systea to the.

eavimnmnt is expected other, than thmugh seal leakage. The details

of the facility design and operating pmcedures which support the

~~ conclusion require further elaboration. For e~~~Xe:

l. The absorption efficiency of the charcoal beds with an

aiba cover gas should be discussed in support of any state-

~t mr~ng aoble gas holdup ti~s.
2. The pmcechlres utilized to concentrate and remve krypton fma

the cover gas should be detailed.

3. 1be frequencies of cover gas purification systea aaintenance

acticas and any associated radiological consequences should be

stated for both the reactor and the closed loop systeas.



Page 4 - Fast Flux Test Facility

4. A discussion of the design and operation of vapor traps,

especial]y »ith regard to any potential effect on the cover

gas purification syst: em, is »'arranted.

S. The handling of the gas in 1.ho cells co»tai»ing the closed

test loops a»d i» the primary sodium containing equi.pm«»t should

be more adequately described and defined.

In responding to the above comme»ts, consideration should be

given to the expected activities required for both scheduled mainte»ance

actions and those postulated in the event of equipment failures.

Regarding the liquid coolant, the cleanup or di.,posal of potentially

contaminated socli.um is of particular interest. Any developmental

programs used to determine clea»up sy tcm designs or maintenance

activities, should be referenced. Furthermore, the evaluation predicting

the extent, of seal leakage and the data required to calculate the dose

at the.l<anford Reservation boundary should be presented.

The myriad of operatio»s involvi»g the handling of both driver.

and experimental fuels, require further explanation. Si»ce the fuel

experime»ts, in particular, could result in a loss of. structural integrity

of system assemblies, all operations covering fuel removal from the

reactor to receipt at the ultimate disposal area are of interest.

Analyses of the consequences of fuel handling incidents during this out-of-

reactor opei.atio»al phase are considered a necessar'y part of a comprehersive

environ:.:e»tal statement on this type of facility.



Page 5 - Fast I'lux Test Facility

A description of the offsite surveilla»c . program should be

i»eluded in the staten»»t with a discussion of the administrative

and operating proccdurcs proposed to insure that the general public is

not being unduly exposed to radiation origi»ati»g at the site.

Abnormal Operation Review

Besides the radioactivity released to the cover gas during "normal

operations", the possibility also exists that additional radioactivity

could be released from driver or experimental fuels as a result of

planned or unpla»»od failures. Information should be prose»ted on the

potential qua»tities of those isotopes which could reach the cover gas

and the degree to which they are removed by the gas purification sys'em.

A discussion of both the design basis and lessor magnitude accidents

and their pote»tial radiological consequences is also warra»ted. The

draft statement should specify the radiation level required to isolate

the containmc»t ventilation system and should describe the reliability

of the system under various operational conditions. Also, an estimate

of the quantity and composition of liquid:wastes following accidents

and the related capacity of the receiving tanks should bc presented.

Finally, detailed information should be presented on the admin-

istrative and operational controls which will be exercised to minimize

population exposure as well as the contamination of foodstuffs and live-

stock in the event of an accident or other emergency.
.I':,'',,1 "
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UNITED STATES

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20545

Nr. Robert 'H. Frf
Deputy Adeinf strator
Envfronsental Protectfon Agency
|tashfngton, O.C. 20460

Oear Nr. Fri:

Thank you for your letter of Oec~r 15, 1971, coanentfng on the
July 1971 Oraft Env1ro ~~tel Stataaent for the Fast F)ux Test Facility,
Richland. |tashfngton.

The final sta eaent has been extensively revised fn cons1derfng yourc~;ts, ct —,tsfry other Federal agenc1es and revfewfng organfzatfons.
and AEC guidelines issued since July 1971. Enclosed for your fnforlatfon
fs a copy of the Final FFTF Envfro~tal Statenent. Me believe this State-
ment conforIIs to both the letter and the sp1rft of the National Envfroi~ital
Policy Act of 1969.

In answer to your cents:
1. The FFTF radfoactfvfty source tepee, hold-up and delay tfIIes. 'are
described fn Section IV.A.7. Neteorologfcal diffusion procedures are
referenced, and the dilution factor fs fnd1cated. Leakages are indicated
in Table IV.A.7.3.

2. Fuel handling 1ncfdents are covered fn Section IV.S.l.e. Qetaf led
procedures for maintenance and recovery fern fuel handling incidents w111
be available prior to FFTF operation. Ofsposal of waste sodium fs under
study. You can be assured that such disposal will be in accordance with
accepted standards.

3. FFTF develolllental efforts are now concentrated on des1gnfng components
for greatest reliability to efnfefze maintenance. Work has started on
develo~~t of maintenance casks, tools, and procedures. Again, these will
be covered fn procedures to be issued pr1or to FFTF operation. Qesfgn which
veld have an effect on the performance of the radwaste systees fs described
fn Section IV.A.2.a.

Oetaf led FFTF facility ~.~wy planning and surveillance procedures
will be issued prior to FFTF operation.
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Mr, Robert N. F»1 -2-

5. Radiation f~ FFTF as contrasted to background is desc»1bed 1n
Section IV.A.7.c. Also, see Figure IV.A.7.6. The f1na1 statement
)ndicates even lower »ad)ation f»om the FFTF than indicated in the
July 1971 draft.

6. Impact and cont»ol of on-s1te construction 1s treated in
Section IV.A.l0.

7. The nonradio':.~ical envi»oraental aeftoring program is covered
in Section IV.A.6.d.

8. The Radioactive Argon Processing System with iis filters. charcoal
delay beds and fractional distillation colwe fo» concentrating and
r. +vying Neon-krypton is described 1n Section IV.A.7 .a. More detailed
description 1s referenced - System Oesiyn Oescriptions No. 21 and 82.

9. Radiological consequences of radioactive waste system leaks or
spills are discussed in Section IV.S.l.c.

10. Oesign and operation of vapor traps is reviewed 1n the referenced
Systa Oesiyn Oescriptions No. 21 and 82.

ll. Handling of yas in the cells contained in the closed test loops and
of the cover gas fn the primary system are covered in Section IY.A.7.a.(l).

l2. Consideration will be g1ven to expected activities required for both
scheduled maintenance actions and those postulated in the event of equip-
mnt failures during preparation of maintenance procedures.

13. Sodium cleanup systees des1yns will be sade available when prepared.
Such systems are now in the process of devel~ t. You can be assured
.that they will be des1gned and operated in accordance with accepted
standards ~

ll. Operations coveriny fuel handling are discussed in Sections II.B.2.
and fuel handling incidents in IV.B.l.e. Transportation of fuel is
discussed in Section IV.A.S.

15. The off-site envi-.——-otal surveillance program is cov=- in
Section IY.A.6.c. This ~rae covers the entire Hanford Reservation
includiny the FFTF.

16. The release of radioactivity frit fuel is considered a nonnoraal
activity but is included in design considerations. Release due to loss
of coolant following fuel melting. during fuel handling 1ncidents and
during iypothetical accidents, is covered in Section IV.B.
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17. Oesign of contaireent to ac:==.:=~ate large arbitrary energy
releases is discussed in Section IV.B.l.f.

18. The radiation level required to isolate the contain~ t ventilation
systee will be specified in the FFTF technical specifications.

19. It is not expected that liquid wastes following acc1aents w)11
exceed the capacity indicated in Section I".A.7.a.(2).

20. Controls to elnieize population exposure are revi~ in
Section II.B.2.h.

Thank you for your c=:—.tswhich have been est helpful to us in
revising the Knvii~ —-tal Stateeent.

Sincerely,

Enclosure:
Knv)~ —-tal SCat

—-t-
Fast Flux Test Facility

Julius N. Rubin
Assistant 6eneral Nanager

for Enviro ——t and Safety
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STATE OF WAS HIN GTO N
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR

OFFICE OF PROGRAM PLANNING AND'ISCAL MANAGEMENT

INSURANCE BUILDING

OLYMPIA, WASHINGTON 98501
DANIEL J. EYANS

GOVERNOR

WALTER C. HOWE, JR.
DIRI.CTOII

September 16, 19/I

Mr. John A. Erlew ine
Assistant General Manager for Operations
Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D.C. 20545

Fast Flux Test Faci 1 i ty
DRAFT ENV I RONMENTAL STATEMENT

Dear Mr. Erlewine:

In accordance with your request and the provisions of the National Environmental
Policy Act, the State of Washington has completed its review of the draft envi-
ronmental statement for the Atomic Energy Corwniss ion's Fast Flux Test Facility.
This proposed faci 1 i ty is to be located on the AEC Hanford Reservation in Benton
County, Washington.

The state's overal 1 reaction to the draft statement is highly favorable. In fact
this parti'cular draft statement is one of the best we have received, containing
an excellent discussion of the proposed project and its expected environmental
impact. Wi th regard to the draft statement, the state has only minor coneents
which include the following:

I) Assurance should be given that the operation of the FFTF with
respect to the substantial number of BTU's to be wasted to the
atmosphere would not impair or complicate the evaporative capa-
bi 1 i ty or operation of the cool ing towers slated for instal lation
at the WPPSS Hanford Number 2 plant. Assurance should also be given
that obscuration of the Pasco airport wi 1 1 not occur as a result of
the placeomnt and use of the heat liberation complex.

2) I t would be extremely helpful to the State Department of Ecology
and other interested state agencies i f results could be provided
of any air and water qual ity monitoring projects at the faci1 ity
site.

We have attached to the state's letter full text of copies of all agency review
responses for your information and util ization.

I t is extrenely encouraging to the state to see development occur that promises
to reduce demand on non-renewable fosil fue'I resources through substitution of



John A. Erlewine
Page 2
September 16, 1971

fuels from seemingiy unlimi ted nuclear energy sources. bli th its potential for
providing an ul timate source of power generation that would create a minimum of
environmental disruption and would be accompl ished wi th lower development costs
and the use of more renewable rather than non-renewable resources, the Fast Flux
Test Faci li ty proposal is highly supported by the State of Mashington.

Yours very truly,

STATE PLANNING OI VIS ION

Paul 7. Benson, Jr.
Assistant Director

PTS:ms

At tachaen ts

cc: Timothy Atkeson
Counci I on Environnental Quality

James H. Ool liver
Office of the Governor

John M. McCurry, Deputy Director
Office of Program Planning 6 Fiscal Management



Direetnr / Carl N. Croute

Asti(tant Directors / Ralph IV. Larson
Ronald N. Andreu t

'r W<($ Game Cnrnmt st(on

Arthur S. Coffin, Yakimu. Chuirntan
Harold A. Pebbles, Ol>mpia
Elmer G. Gerken, Quiney
James R. Agent LaConner
Glenn Galbruith, 1Pellpinit
Claude Bekins, Seattle

DAVE.H.TMKN T OF'-AM%
600 North Capitol Way / Olympia, M~ashirtgtors 983%-

August 20, 1971

Paul T. Benson, Jr.
Assistant Dir .ctor
Office of Proi]ram Planning and Fiscal Management
Irsurance Bui 1 ding
Olympia, Mashington 98501

Dear Mr. Benson:

Me reviewed your request for comments from the Department of Game
on the draft environmental statement for Fast Flux Test Facility prepared
by the United States Atomic Energy Comnission.

The statement was very informative and comprehensive, and adequately
covered aspects of the project related to this department's responsibilities.

Me recomnend an addition to a portion of the statement (page 3, end
second paragraph), which, refers to the contribution of the facility to
reducing "...the environmental impact associated with present day steam-
electric power generation." Adverse impact of hydro-electric power generation
facilities were not mentioned and should be included to fully recognize the
alternatives.

Mith this minor addition, we concur wi.h the environmental statement and
appreciate the opportunity to review and ceanent on i t.

Sincerely,

IME DEPNIINENT GF CNh$

(.S.6 'z~„
Eugene S. Dziedzic, Asst. Chief
Enviroanental ~anagencnt Di vision

ESD:jb
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THERNAL PONER PLANT SITE EVALUATION CO
NP EAST FIFTH AVEkVE. OI.VMPIA, WASHINGTOW 98SOI PHONE: N7.7384 F,

+ ~ 'gQ! fWQw w ~' '~~'

September 2, 1971 GOVERNOR DANIEL J. FVANS
CAeimun 'awold Grower

I

Mr. Paul T. Benson, Jr., Assistant Director
Program Pianning and Fiscal Management
Insurance Building
Olympia, Washington 98504

Re: Fast Flux Test Facility
Environmental Statement

Dear Mr. Benson:

By letter of August 12, 1971, you requested our review and com-,
ment regarding the referenced draft environmental statement.
From the point of view of this office, the most significant
statement in that report is contained in the first paragraph of
the section titled "Enyo.ronmental Impact" on page 28. The
indication that this facility is not intended to generate
electricity removes it from this Council's direct concern as
set forth by our enabling legislation, RCW 80.50 (see 80.50.010
and 80.50.020(9)).
Recognizing that the facility described in the subject report
is to be located within a very few miles of the proposed Wash-
ington Public Power Supply System Hanford No. 2 nuclear pcwer
plant whose certification application is presently before this
Council, we did compare that portion of subject report titled
"Site Characteristics and Environmental Setting" (pages 21-27)
with the Environmental Report recently submitted by the Supply
System to the Atomic Energy Commission. This comparison indi-
cated a general agreement between elements of this section of
subject report and the information supplied by the Washington
Public Power Supply System in their Hanford No. 2 Environmental
Report. The individual items set forth in the above-mentioned
section are also each extensively addressed in the "Appl.ication
for Washington State Site Certification" submitted to this Coun-
cil 'by the Supply System on January 28, 1971. The information
contained in the application again appears to correlate well
with that"contained in the Hanford No. 2 Environmental Report
and the above-mentioned section of subject report. To date the
members of the Council have not taken significant exception to
the information presented in the application regarding these items.
Although +he certification process is still underway, it seems
mlikely that any Council member will express significant concerns
regarding this information at this late date.
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Page 2
September 2, 19?1

Regarding other sections of the subject report, we do not feel
thxs office possesses sufficient expertise in tl-.is area to offer
a meaningful critique. I would suggest that if you have not al-
ready done so you contact Mr. James A. Lastrapes, Staff Assistant
for Nuclear Energy in the Office of Nuclear Energy Development of
the Department of Commerce and Economic Development. Mr. Lastrapes

~'houldbe able to offer meaningful commentary on those other areas
of the subject report.

If you desire more extensive discussion of any item contained in
that section of the subject report entitled "Site Characteristics
and Environmental Setting" or additional information regarding
the status of the Council evaluation of the Hanford No. 2 appli-
cation, we will be happy to attempt to supply such information.

Very truly yours~..r''/
Jo'seph F. Lightfoot
Executive Secretary

JFL:els

cc: James A. Lastrapes
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C3
September 13, 1971

TO Paul T. Benson, Jr., Assistant Director
Office of Program Pl-TIning & Fiscal Management

FROM: Daniel B. Ward
Director

SUBJECT: Environmental Statement -- FFTF
/'',

As has previously been mentioned on the phone to you, the comment
from this Department is in the form of seeking assurance that;

1. The operation of the FFTF with respect to the substantial number
of BTU~I to be wasted to the atmosphere would not impair or

'omplicate the evaporative capability or operation of the cooling
towers slated for installation at the WPPSS Hanford 42 plant, and

2. An evaluation of the temporary humidity increase on the across-
river farming area has shown that 24-hour harvesting capability
will not be affected as a result of,

a. placement and use of the heat liberation complex, and

b. obscuration of the Pasco airport as a result of placement
and use of heat liberation complex.

DBW LBB:ts

cc L. B. Bradley

SEATTLE OFF)CEI
312 FlllST AVEo NOe (9$109) A-33
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STATE OF WASHINGTON

C~KPAmvMmc;.v v KCOL.O~ev
OANIEL J EVANS JOHN A. 8/GGS

GOVERNOR OIRKCTOR

September 15, 1971

Nr. Paul T. Benson, Jr.
Assistant. Director
Office of Program Planning

and Fiscal Hunagement
Olympia, Washington 9B504

Dear Paul:

This letter vill, provide you vith our comments and Department assessment
of the environ.»enta1 aspects of the Atomic Energy CosmIission proposal for
the Fast Flux '."«st Facility at Hanford as described in the drraft Environ-
~ental Statement of July, 1971.

The reviev vithin the Department of Ecology has been coordinated by Dennis
Lundblad of this office, and has concluded vith a favorab:I.e determination
regarding the facility proposal. The AEC pro5ect incorpoi;ates several
features that not only make substantial progress tovards aIinimising envir-
onmental effects, t.ut further, has the long range effect of'educing the
demands upon our non-renevable fossil fue reserves. It is extremely
encouraging to see developments occur that promise to reduce this demand
through substitution of fuel from seemingly unlimited nucLear energy sources.
The FPTF leading to the eventual development and demonstrations of the
Liquid Hetal Fast Breeder Reactor (QFBR) prog".am holds this promise.

Under the overall favorable attitude of this Department on the proposal,
several specific g'oints vere determined that deal vith considerations
during and after construction and the subsequent gathering of data.

Added information vould be helpful to all concerned with respect to any
potential for release and extent of scattering of Alpha particles as a part
of pro)ect operation. It vould be helpful for the Department of .Ecology to
receive copies of radionuclide monitoring results at the pro]ect.

In connection vith the contiguous ground vater resources, there may be a
question regarding the ground vater conditions that would prevaiL if the
Ben Franklin Dam vere ever to be constructed. The influence to ground
vater, even under full Ben Franklin Reservoir conditions, vould seemingly
be veil above the expected ground vater level. however, a thorough deter-
mination should be made .as to the possibilitic.s of saturation of the silts,
sands, and clays vithin the Ringold Formation underlying the pro)ect. If
saturation vere to occur it could possibly materially change the engineering
properties of the soil in the area. This condition does not appear likely
but is cited as a checkpoint during pro) ct planning and construction.
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Letter to Mr. Paul T. Benson, Jr.
September. 15, 1971

In further connection with the ground waters of the area, it would be help-
ful for the Department of Ecology to be apprised of any AKC ground water
quaLity monitoring program results.

With the potentials for providing a source of power generation that would
create a minimum of environmental disruption, would be accompani;d by
lower development costs and the use of more renewable, rather than non-
renewable resources, the FFTF proposal should receive broad suppor't from
State interests through joint participation in planning and follow-on
project operation. The proposal stands as an outstanding example of
applied research, coupled with resource conservation.

Uery truly yours,

."Robert L.'tockman
Executive Assistant Director

RLS:mch
64/1

cc: Fred Hahn
George Hansen
Dennis Lundblad
ER 6 E Project File



UNITED STATES

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASH I NGTON, D.C. 205i5

The Honorable Oanie1 J. Evans
The Governor of Mashington
Olympia, Washington 98501

Dear Governor Evans:

Thank you for the letter of Septenier li, 1911 fran Nr. Paul Benson
enclosing caenents on the July 1971 Oraft Enviro-~ tal Stat—-t for the
Fast Flux Test Facility. Richland, Mashington.

The final statement has been extensively revised in considering your
caeents, c~,—ts fern other Fedi»,al agencies and reviewing organizations,
and AEC guidelines issued since July 1971. Enclosed for your information
is a copy of the Final FFTF Environmental Stat——it. Me believe this
Statement conforms to both the letter and the spirit of the National
Enviro

—-tal Policy Act of 1969.

In answer to your cents, the operation of the FFTF will in no way impair
or complicate GPSS Hanford N2 Nuclear Power Plant operation.

Sections IV.A.3.c.(3) and (4) of the final stet ——t covering fogging and
cloud formation ind'icate no condensation, no visible and no fog. There
would be rare foreation of clouds with virtually no local effects. Obscura-
tion of Pasco airport should not occur. Also. there should be no effect on
agricul tur al ups.

Air and water qua'l$ ty monitoring sects are covered in Section IV.A.6.c.
of the final Stat—,t.
Section II.I.2.h. describes controls taken to assure no release of alpha
particles during: operation.

As discussed in Section IV.A.2. percolation of treated sanitary and process
water will not adversely affect the purity of the gmu~~ter. The impact
of this discharge on the enviro ~it is oesidered negligiblee Interaction
between water entering the soil as seepage and the water table is not
expected to be ionally significant. The influence of the core of
depression..is small beyond a few hundred yards f~ the site.



Qerernor Deniel J. Erens 2 -JI

The thoughtful ==—:.tsof your office end the several Ste.w of
Mashintton agencies m the cdraft Env).——=—.tel Stot——;.tfor the
Fast Flm Test Facility are greatly appreciated.

Sincerely,

Enclosure:
heir~~.tel Ste ~.t-

Fest Flul Test Facility

Julius H. Robin
Assi stant "==ral hanover

for Eerire.=—.tas'afety
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